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FROM THE ARMY
ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE
Aviation's Pivotal Role In The
Army's Transformation
In our lifetime, aviation has removed Ibe barriers of space
and time. We are no longer lim.ited to two-dimen ional mobility
or re tricled by the speed of our legs. hor e , wheels, or track .
Aviation provides u with remarkable capabiJitie acro the full
spectrum of operation . That i why it i at the heart of the
Army" tran formation proce s-incre.'lSing lethality and survivability of the total force, providing unrestricted mobility into and
within the thealer of operations, and providing unprecedented ituational awareness and banlespace integration.
As the A=y tran fornls into the objective force. aviation's
inherent qual.itie of re ponsivene ,deployability, agility, versatility, u.rvivability, and u tainabilily will become even more
important. Vertical maneuver and envelopment will enable the
future combined-amls organization to negate the effects of terrain
alld to conduct simultaneou operation at multiple locations,
maneuver rapidly, and mass precision direct frres on enemy positions. The e are critical capabilities on nonlinear battlefields and
in urban and complex operational environment.
As part of our fun-spectrum force, Anny aviation will
exploit emerging technologies to enhance its existing overmatch
capabilities. It principal and enduring mis ion -armed reconoais ance and allack., vertical lift, and upport-wiH be executed
by a restructured organization operating both legacy platforms
and newly developed systems.
Space-ba ed and aviation as et will contribute enormously
to iruational awareness. We will know where the enemy is. and
we will make contact on our own lerms. For example, with
unmarmed aerial vehicl.e (UAV) patrolling an area. our attack
aircraft can remain in a hidden position out of harm's way. Once
a target i identified. the information will pass via datal ink from
our UAV to the aircraft. The pil.ot then either engage the target
or passes the information to another platform. The enemy won't
know what hil him.
The RAH-66 Comanche will be the Army' future armed
reconnaissance and attack aircraft. It will provide aerial reconnaissance with improved onboard ensors and connectivity to
other en ors. It will po ess enhanced digital connectivity for
ituational awareness, meet the operational range requirements
for deep operations, and perfoml the attack mis ion for the objective force.
The AH-64D Apache Longbow remains the world' premier
attack helicopter and guarantee the Army's ability to maintain
combat ovennatch in the interim force. The increased capabilities
of Longbow provide early detection, targel engagement, and preci ion kill at standoff ranges. The Apache's lineage, evident in
the "An model, is well e tabli bed, with impre sive performances
in De ert Storm and Bo nia. The Apache Longbow continue that
legacy by demon tearing overwhelming dominance in initial
operational te t and evaloation, a well as in Task Force XXI
exercises where the after action report tated it was "employed

with devastating effect," and wa
"the most lethal killer in the exerci e:' Two recent demonstrations
verified Longbow' expanded role.
This past ummer, Apache participated in a demon tration with the
Hunter UAV at Fort Huachuca, AZ.
The Apache co-pilot controlled the
Hunter y tern while perfomIing hi
normal duties. U ing the Hunter as
an early-warning y tern. a route was
cleared for the Apache 10 an ob ervation point. The Apache wa able to locate and identify targets up
to 30 kilometers away in concert with the Hunter.
In September, a Longbow participated in lhe Joinl
Expeditionary Force Experiment, demonstrating warfighting
capabilities with the Joinl Surveillance Target Attack Radar
System (JSTARS) aircraft. The Apache was able to tran mit priority fire zone with key targeting information, with the JSTARS
targeting cell able to reas igo targets with near-real-time accuracy. Communication was through digital link while achieving
frequency-hopping ecurity. Full iruational awarene relative to
mis ion graphics and threat arrays was al 0 achieved. When coupled with the recolUlai sallce capabiljties of the Comanche in the
objective force, thi combined reconnaissa.nce and attack capability will be impressive.
The UH-60 BLACK HAWK continues to fulfill the Army's·
utility requirement for air as auIt and air movement, command
and control, and combat service support. A the primary air vehicle to move ground force throughout the area of innuence, it
underscore the tactical agility required by the ommander to
shift forces rapidly throughout the battle pace.
The CH-47F heavy lift cargo helicopter will extend the capability of the interim force for air movement, ma~s casualty evacuation, aerial recovery, and aerial resupply. As a force multiplier, it
wilJ provide the commander with the ability to project air and
dismounted ground force to difficult terrain while deploying
over grealer distance.
The Future Transport Rotorcraft will be developed to fulfill
the heavy lifl requirement for tbe objeclive force, capable of ignificantly greater range and payload than the CH-47F. It will
meet the transport need of the Future Combat Sy tern and provide the mean to accomplish future operational and tactical deep
mi sion .
Anny aviation will undergo an organizational modernization
to meel its future mi ion requirements. Current legacy organization will be restructured into multifunctional aviation batlauons
(MFB ). Each MFB will contain a balanced blend of reconnaisance, auack, and lift assets. This multifunctional force tructure emphasizes organizational flexibility through rapid task
organizing.
In a sessing the AmlY's trartSforrnation 10 a trategically
responsive and dominant force, it is evident that avialion's
exploitation of the third dimension of operations will give our
commanders options and advantage for overwhelming dominance within the future battle pace. Clearly, ArnIY aviation will
playa central role in the Anny' future.

Paul J. Hoeper
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Army aviation modernization efforts are expected to yield substantive improvements in reliability. maintainability, and lethality.

COMANCHE:
LEADING
THE ARMY'S
TRANSFORMATION
MG Joseph L. Bergantz
Introduction
On April 4, 2000, the RAH-66
Comanche Program completed a successful Milestone IT review that accelerated it
into the engineering and manufacturing
development phase of procurement. Key
to this was the realization that the
Comanche is on the cutting edge of the
Army's transformation to a more responsive, deployable, agile, versatile, lethal,
survivable, and su tainable force capable
of responding to mission across the full
spectrum of conflict.
Comanche designers got it right this
time. By factoring in evolving threat , the
need for deployability, multimi sions,
multiroles, and ease of upgrade, they
designed Comanche for the future.
Comanche will be Anny aviation's bridge
to a transformed force, and will fit the
aviation community's new multifunctional banalions much more than a
reconnaissance and attack hel icopter.
Comanche's integrated communications
systems, multispectral sensors, mobility,
low observability, and high operational
tempo (OPTEMPO) combine to provide
the ground commander unprecedented
information dominance in multiple environments and across the spectrum of
confl ict. Studies how that when the
Comanche is teamed with the Longbow
Apache, total force effectiveness is exponentially increased.
Comanche's digital, open-system
architecture is designed to facilitate future
growth and integration of commercially
developed processors and other rapidly
evolving technologies. Provisions for
growth and change were planned from
the initial design; therefore, Comanche
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will evolve as technology and the threat
evolve.
Comanche was designed as a system,
not as a group of individual attributes. Its
mission equipment package and airframe
combine to form a new tool for the
ground commander--one that is ready to
support the evolving force.

Onboard Sensors
Comanche's primary target acquisition system is the Second Generation Forward Looking Infrared (FUR), which
increases target acquisition range by 50
percent compared to FUR systems
fielded today. Comanche's futuristic mission equipment package will reduce
extended unmasking of the aircraft to
evaluate large numbers of fal e targets.
The Aided Target Detection/Classification
(ATD/e) System receives sensor inputs,
performs a set of panem-matching operations, and presents targets to the crew for
identification. Detected targets can then
be shared with other combat assets or be
u ed onboard for an engagement cycle.
The location and symbolic electronic
map overlay data, as well as target
images or sensor video, can be transmitted to other users. Other Comanche sensors include the advanced solid-state day
TV, a radar warning receiver, a laser
warning receiver, and the radio frequency
(RF) interferometer. Worrnation from
these sensors can be fu ed with fire control data provided by predictive fITe control software to convey extremely accurate data.
Part of the Comanche fleet will be
equipped with the Comanche radar.
Comanche radar has the capability to look

at the environment in the millimeter-wave
frequency in addition to the infrared (IR)
and visible spectrum . The fusing of these
two independent ATDIC y terns (radar
and IR) results in near-zero false alarms.
Comanche also has an automated searchon-the-move capability and an automated
air search capability that significantly
enhances counter reconnaissance and the
detection of threat unmanned aerial
vehicles.
Comanche's sen or , coupled with
the man-in-the-cockpit, allow it to establi h a recognition and identification level
of ituatinnal awareness (SA) that other
surveillance assets can't always provide.
The Comanche sy tern and its crew identify
targets and generate and maintain track
files for all identified target. Comanche
will reduce fratricide and provide commanders with unparalleled knowledge of
the battlefield. Additionally, Comanche
will have provisions for an integrated
chemical sensor that automatically
detects, classifies, and determines the
concentration of chemical agents. Provisions are also provided for airborne radiological survey sensors, and the cockpit is
overpressurized with filtered air to allow
the crew to operate in chemical-biological
environments without being in a full
MOPP IV (mission-oriented protective
po lure).

Communications Package
The modem digital battlefield is
characterized by Joint Contingency Force
(JCF) Operations. These include a combination of Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine
Corps, NATO, and/or allied country combat forces. Our national military strategy
implies that battlefield geography will
vary for most combat scenarios. Consequently, the JCF commander will tailor
supporting assets based on mi sion objectives, intelligence information, and enemy
order of battle. The accuracy and timeliness of inforrnation distribution will dramatically influence operational success.
Comanche provides a ystems
approach to ensure the integration of battle command functions. Data exchange
and communication protocols are
de igned for integration with other Services and allies. Shared data will provide
a common operating picture up and down
the chain of command.
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RAH-66 Comanche
Comanche is....
• Rapidly Deployable
• Lethal
• Survivable
• Sustainable
• Versatile

• Agile
• Responsive

It Embodies the Army's Vision
Integrated Communication Navigation Identification Avionics (lCNlA) i
the term used to describe this system
jointly developed with the U.S. Air Force
F-22 Program. ICNIA has the ability to
dynamically reconfigure and time-share
common transmitters, receivers, RF frontend antenna interface filters, integrated
microwave assemblies, and other components. Existing and growth capacity will
allow the Comanche to meet simultaneity
and latency requirements of multi band,
multimode Communication Navigation
Identification (eNT) signals across the
entire CNI spectrum. Comanche is
designed to operate with radios and protocols for the digital messages needed to
communicate with any joint assets within
the theater. Encryption is provided for
secure voice and digital information. The
aircraft communication system is normally configured for a particular mission,
thereby allowing Comanche to receive
and provide information to specified
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operational assets based on a predetermined need. It then has the capability to
adapt, in real time, to the changing mix of
player, providing relevant sorted critical
information to each combat element.
One of the many Comanche mission
equipment package is called Tactics
Expert Function (TEF). TEF support
mission planning, cock:pit infonnation
management, survivability, weapon selection, flight profile management, mission
effectiveness, and SA. SA of the digital
battlefield is the ability to receive and
correctly correlate infonnation depicting
the status of friendly and enemy forces.
SA takes data from diverse sensors, then
correlates and processes the data to
enhance the relative common battlefield
picture.
Comanche's extensive processing
power and algorithms can combine
acquired information and data generated
by multispectral, onboard sensors to
reduce predictive errors and provide an

accurate correlated picture. IC lA can
then share the Comanche target data,
including images or video, with other battlefield combat assets. Target data accuracy eliminates target ambiguity and
uncertainty, thus reducing artillery or
other external ordnance expenditure.
ICNlA also allows tactical aircraft to use
RF fire-and-forget missiles in place of
line-of-sight laser-guided missiles, providing a new operational capability when
the ground is ob cured by weather condition such as those experienced in
Kosovo.

Airframe And Armament
Designed with advanced, lowob ervable technologies, Comanche can
conduct deep operations undetected,
providing a level of survivability
unmatched by any other aircraft. Lowobservable technology has significantly
reduced fR, radar, and acou tic signatures. Comanche will have an
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embedded air-to-air capability, which
requires extreme agility and maneuverability including ideward and rearward
flight in exce of 80 knot. It has a selfdeploy capability of 1,206 nautical miles
and is designed and hardened for hipboard operation and for transportabil iry
on U.S. Air Force C-l30 and larger aircraft. Comanche provides an inter-I
intratheater independence nOL afforded by
current helicoptets, freeing up valuable
strategic and theater airlift a sers. At di tances up to 700 nautical miles,
Comanche can be on-station in less than 5
hour, ready to fight for the joint commander. Its flexible, lethal annament and
fuel options allow Comanche to rapidly
reconfigure to meet changing threat or
elf-deployment requirements.

Sustainability In The Field
The all-compo ite airframe design
provide numerous panels that allow easy
acce to line-replaceable pans. Other
feature are integrated onboard diagnostics
and prognostic with unprecedented maintainability characteri tics. An entire level of
traditional maintenance, the intennediate
level, has been eliminated, re ulring in
Comanche u tainment with dramatically
fewer personnel and significantly Ie
support equipment than any other comparable helicopter in the world. Comanche
require only 2.6 maiOlenance man-hours
per flight hour, compared to 4.5 for the
Kiowa Warrior. Operationally, Comanche
provides a greatly reduced in-theater
logi tics footprint.
Supportability was key in initial contractor selection and continues to be a significant factor in all design trade-off studie . Thi two-level maintenance system
allows Comanche to operate at a higher
OPTEMPO in more austere environmenrs. The other key feature Comanche
provide is improved reliability. Thi is
becau e of the embedded faul Ldetection
and fault isolaLion system, which clearly
identifies faults and helps maintenance
per onnel quickly repair or replace faulty
items.

Other Comanche Features
A di cu ion of numerous other integrated Comanche features could fill volumes. Some of the more ignificant one
follow.
• Comanche i de igned for continuous operation in a nuclear. biological,
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and chemical environment. It is equipped
with a molecular ieve, regenerative filter
that remove biological and chemical
agents from the air. This ruter also
removes water content from the air so it
can be refrigerated to cool the mis ion
equipment package, the cockpit area, and
variou ensors.

they provide "effective tandoff," allowing the Comanche to remain overt while
till operating within the onboard armament system range. Tills capability also
allow the Comanche crew to correctly
identify targets and reduce fratricide
during nonlinear operations.

Delivered Performance
• A helmet-mounted display sy tern
provides pilot the capahility 10 perfoml
heads-up flight while enhancing SA. All
information needed to maintain aircraft
control, operate mission-equipment packages, and u e aircraft weapon i provided in the helmet-mounted di play.
• The crew stations are functionally
identical and are designed to support
single-pilol operation from either SLation.
• Cockpit di play provide imagery
and aircraft ituation data in a patially
relevant manner. Controls and di play
are de igned to provide multiple paths for
presentation of infomlation and control of
subsyslem
• Color digital maps with cu tomized
tacti ai, navigational, and cultural yOlbology overlay allow crewmember to
selectively arrange and update their map
according to the mi ion.
• An automated aviation mis ionplanning system with cartridge-portable
update and download capability facilitates mission planning, rehearsals, and
debriefs, as well as rapid data transfer to
the aircraft.

Comanche will have the en or payload, weapons suite, and data pOlis to link
the elements of the joint or coalition
warfight. rt can acquire and target mobile
launcher or concealed deep threats for
U.S. Air Force attack aircraft. It can also
assist in maintenance of ea line of communication or conduct how-of-force
operation with the U.S. avy, and can
provide deep reconnais ance, coumerbattery, and anti-tank capabilities for the
Army's Light DivisionlBrigade Combat
Teams. Comanche delivers dominant
maneuver, precision engagement, and
full-dimensional protection resulting in
full- peclnlm dominance.

Conclusion
The U.S. Army must have a credible
air anned-reconnaissance capability for
operating over the extended distances
envisioned in Army XXI warfighting concepts. Comanche, with its y tem-ofsy terns mission equipment package, provides a multirole, multimi ion capability
rhat compl ments current helicopters,
while dominating all operational spectrum of warflU'tJ well into thi century.

Information Dominance
Fully integrated within the recoonaissance system of systems, Comanche's
capabilities provide an overwhelming
synergy with member' of the joinl reconnais ance community. The mission equipment package includes frre control capabilitie , integrated FUR, millimeter
wave-length radar, and a suite of procesors and communi ations equipment. Thi
equipment provides capabilitie that
allow the Comanche to acquire, srore,
correlate, and present, in a "commanderready" format, the "must-have" information needed to attain situational dominance. It is a combat system that far surpasses existing platforms in urvivability,
ver atility, maneuverability, lethality, reliability, and co t of ownership.
Comanche' low-ob ervable characteri tics protect the element of surpri e. When
combined with the advanced en or uite,

MG JOSEPH L. BERGAN7Z is
the Program Executive Officer for
Aviation. He is a graduate of the U.S.
MiliIary Academy and holds masler's
degrees in aero pace engineering
from Georgia Tech and in engineering
management from the University of
Missouri (Rolla). Berganlz has also
attended the Armed Forces StaffCollege, the Army War College, and completed the Program Management
Course at the Defense Systems Management College.
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THE AVIATION
FORCE
MODERNIZATION

PLAN
John Johns

Author's Note: The following aJ'/icle
contains excerpts and paraphrased portionsfrom the March 2000 Aviation Force
Model'llization Plan (AFMP) and is only
intended to provide an overview. Key
objectives of the AFMP, which are consistent with those of the Army moderni:ation
· strategy. are as follows:
• Transform to meet fllture warfigllling reqlliremellls:
• Mainrain legacy II'Qljighting capabilities through overmatch. digiti:ation.
and recapitalizaTion . and
• FOClIS science and technology
(5& T) efforts to enable timely fielding of
the objective force.

Introduction
The AfMP upports the Anny transfonnation by establishing objectives and
condition for continued modernization.
Simultaneously, the AFMP emphasizes
• reduced operations and sustainment costs,
recapitaliz.ation. improved safety, interoperability, survivability, and refines the
aviation force structure. The AFMP
addresses the "lOtal Anny" to include the
Active and Reserve component, and sets
· forth a sound modernization approach
supporting national military strategy,
Joim Vision 2010, and the Anny vision.
The resulting aviation force structure
and capabilities will provide the interim
and objective force with the lift, maneuverability, ituational awareness. and firepower required 10 win on any battlefield.
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Force Structure
The AFMP defines an objective force
structure to meet the AmlY's goals for
strategic responsiveness. AmlY aviation
wlll move to a four-helicopter fleet:
RAH-66 (Comanche), AH-64D (Apache
Longbow), UH-60 (BLACK HAWK)
variant, and CH-47F (Chinook).
Represeming a significant departure from
the current "pure-fleet" baualions, the
aviation multifunctional banal ion (MFB)
will be the basic warfighting unit under
the objective force strucWre. MFBs and
divi ional aviation support battalions will
have the capability to detach a companysized task force to conduct autonomous
operations while the parent unit operate
in a plit-based manner from a distant
location. In shon, MFBs will allow offensive operation to be conducted while
providing an asymmetric capability for
mobile trike and air maneuver operation.

Transition To Objective Force
The plan identifies a strategy to
achieve the objective force. Unlike the
Anny's ground force, aviation does not
have an "interim aircraft." Thus, aviation
mu t Iransfonn directly from a legacy
fleet to an objective fleet along with modifying the a ociated force structure. In
the near term. the transitional force will
begin taking hape in FY02 by establishing authorization levels at 80 percent of
the Table of Organization and Equipment requirement and by using AH-64As

and OH-58Ds to fiji reconnaissance slots
in the aviation brigades until fielding of
the Comanche. According to the strategy,
all AH-Is wiJJ be retired by the end of
FYOI, and both OH-58C and UH-I will
be retired by FY04. Retirement of AH-l
is enabled by providing OH-58C to the
Anny National Guard divisional attack
and cavalry units to maintain aviator proficiency until fielded with AH-64s by
FY04.
In the midtenn, as the Anny continues to divest legacy sy tern Flight
School XXI mu t be fully implemented,
and the AmlY must continue to convert to
MFBs. Flight School XXI will realign
Ilight training to meet warfighting
requirements by producing aviators who
arrive al their initial duty tation basicmission qualified, proficient in their "goto-war" aircraft, and ready to begin unit
training. To accelerate aircrafl retirement,
the Anny will supply Active component
at 80 percent of attack/reconnai ance and
utililY aircraft requirements. The Reserve
component will be provided with UH-60
and AH-64s, but will be re ourced at
approximately 80 percent of utility and
23 percent of attack/reconnais ance
requirements until Comanche is l'ielded.
In the far term, the Army will complete the transition to tbe MFB and fielding of the objective force structure
requirements. The attack/recol1l1aissance
force in the Corps and the Active component divisional aviation brigade will be
at 100 percent of the objective force
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Command and control platforms
and avionics programs
must meet combined arms
and joint requirements for
command and information
interchange and target handover
and be compatible, interoperable, and supportable.
.
requirement by FY15; the Reserve component by FY18.
The AFMP addresses modernization
requirements in each key mission area of
the objecti ve force: reconnaissance and
security, attack, utility and medical evacuation (MEDEVAC), and cargo.

Reconnaissance Fleet
The current fleet of reconnaissance
aircraft consists of the OH-58D Kiowa
Wanior-a remanufactured OH-58C with
target acquisition, avionic , and weapon
system upgrades. The OH-58D was
designed to bridge the gap until
Comanche is fielded. The fir t of the
387 OH-58D in the fleet turn 20 years
old in FY06. The Kiowa Warrior safety
enhancement program provides minimum
improvements to keep the aircraft viable
on the battlefield until it is retired.
OH-58Ds will be completely replaced by
Comanche by FY13. Comanche is an
armed-reconnaissance, light-attack helicopter that can perform mission throughout the pectrum of conflict. It provides
enhanced survivability, maintainability,
lethality, and unprecedented situational
awareness. Comanche will also provide
tactical targeting, prioritization, and threat
information to command.ers at all levels.
The expected objective Comanche procurement i 1,213 aircraft.

Attack Fleet
The attack fleet today con ist of
Apache AH-64As and AH-64Ds, which
provide unprecedented survivability,
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ftrepower, and capability to fight worldwide, day or night, in adverse weather,
and on obscured battlefields. The AH64D Longbow's millimeter-wave fire
control radar, radar frequency interferometer, ftre-and-forget radar-guided HELLFIRE missile, and cockpit management
and digitization enhancements give the
Army attack helicopter technological
superiority well into the 21 I century.
Progranl Objective Memorandum (POM)
01-05 limited funding provide for 530
Longbow production units, leaving more
than 200 AH-64A in the flee!. The
objective force design and transition plan
retains 743 AH-64s and move toward a
fuJi conversion of the AH-64As to the
AH-64D configuration. Recapitalization
assessments to ensure reliability are
ongoing, as are required priority upgrades
to the AH-64D fleet, including second
generation forward looking infrared radar,
advanced rotor and drive system , modem aircraft survivability equipment, and
digitization. in the far term, the 600
AH-64D remaining in the fleet reach
their replacement point in FY20.
Alternatives are a new-start attack aircraft, an upgraded RAH-66, or remanufacture of the AH-64D.

provide "first-to-fight" unit with the
world's most advanced battlefield
MEDEVAC helicopter. (The MEDEVAC
mi sion equipment package will be
applied to the UH-60M when tbe "M"
ver ion is available.) The foremost prior- <ity in the UH-60 fleet is the UH-60M
recapitalization program.
FY03 marks the culmination of the •
research, development, test, and evaluation efforts and the beginning of UH-6OM
production. The program will extend the
service life of UH-60As and OO-60Ls
through the FY25 timeframe and address
cockpit improvements necessary to
achieve interoperabi lity wi th ground
forces. The Army objective is conversion
of 60 OO-60As per year by FY06, the
minimum rate required to offset addilional fleet aging. The objective number
of 00-60 aircraft is 1,437. The UH-60X
modernization program will satisfy the
objective force range and 10,OOO-pound
lift requirement with a new propulsion
and drive system. The UH-60X will al 0 ,
incorporate mission equipment upgrades
to include modem aircraft survivabiljty
equipment and crashwonhy auxiliary fuel
tanks.

Cargo Helicopter
Utility Fleet
The utility/MEDEVAC fleet consists
of various models of the UH-6O. The
UH-60L, a UH-60A upgraded with modern avionics and medical equipment, is
programmed to begin in FY02 and c9ntinue through FY07. This aircraft will

The Army's cargo helicopter, the
CH-47, is currently being revamped via a
recapitalization program that include an
engine upgrade and partial rebui Id of the
CH-47D to the CH-47F improved cargo
helicopter. These efforts buy back
CH-47D lift capabilitie , insen digital
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Technology Insertion

capabilities, and extend aircraft life by
approximately 20 years until the future
transport rotorcraft is developed and
fielded. The engine upgrade will be
applied fleetwide to restore lift capabililie lo t through years of aircraft weight
gain from modifications and engineering
change proposals. The CH-47F modi fica> lion are planned for 300 of the 431 aircraft fleet. Another priority CH-47
upgrade requirement is the insertion of
modem aircraft urvivabilityequipment.

The objective plan
for Army
aviation logistics
focuses on
transitional force
recapitalization
and modernization
and provides
the roadmap to
fUll-spectrum
logistical
versatility.

Interoperability
Command and conErol platforms and
avionic programs must meet combined
arms and joint requirements for command
and information interchange and target
handover and be compatible, interoperable, and supportable. TIle Army has
defined specific milestones, outlined in
the Anny Digitizalion Master Schedule
(ADMS), to achieve digital capabilities.
The flTSt division (4th lnfanrry Divi ion)
'wa digitized in FYOO, the second division (I st Cavalry Division) will be in
FY03. and the fir t corps (Ill Corps) by
FY04. Most aviation digitization pro'gram were initiated prior to ADMS, and
their chedules are subject to funding and
production constraints. Army aviation has
critical communication needs and has
approved procurement of systems such as
the Improved Data Modem, the Joint
I> Tactical Radio System, and ARC-220
High Frequency Radio to address these
deficiencies. Additionally, as early as
2003, Army aircraft will be mandated 10
comply with global air traffic management (GAIM) requirements in Europe
• followed by other geographical regions.
Funding is in place to meet 2003 GATM
requ irements.
The requirements in the baUle pace
for seamless sensor-to-shooter connectivity and the Tactical Internet demand compatibility between a maneuverable airborne command vehicle and the Tactical
Internet. This will ensure full exploitation
of aviation resources.

L

Weapon System Modernization
AI 0 addressed in the plan is weapon
system modernization, which is essential
to maintain or improve system capabilities again t an emerging threat and to provide for aircraft self-protection. Major
weapon system modernization programs
include the Longbow HELLFIRE missile,
the modernized HELLFIRE, improvements to the Air-to-Air Stinger missile,
and the Advanced Precision Kill Weapon
System.

Logistics
The objective plan for Anny aviation
logistics focuses on transitional force
recapitalization and modernization and
provides the roadmap to full- pectrum
logistical versatility. Future aviation logistics will incorporate total automation,
strategic modularity, multifunctionality,
and a reduced footprint. The plan for aviation logi tics will capitalize on the efficiencies, effectiveness, and advancements
in equipment, training, and logistical
technologies.

Also addressed in the AFMP are S&T
programs that are needed to develop new
aircraft to meet the evolving mi sion
requirements imposed by a changing
world situation. Future Army missions
will require aircraft capable of flying farther, flying longer, carrying more, surviving more robust and dispersed threats,
defeating a wider spectrum of targets in a
more varied environmental and topographical setting, and imposing less logi tical demands on supply and maintenance
resources. To meet these goals in a timely
and cost-efficient manner requires an adequate and well-managed S&T effort.

Summary
The AFMP aligns the aviation strategy with the Anny vision. Force tructure
requirements are modified to en ure
MFBs meet the needs of Anny divi ion
requirements and allow divestiture of
legacy a.ircraft. An overall reduction in
the number of rotary-wing aircraft, a corresponding reduction in subsystem
requirements, and the accelerated retirement of legacy aircraft will allow realignment of aviation funding to help support
aviation modernization objectives. While
the strategy to achieve the objective force
requires significant resourcing commitments, the transition strategy provides an
executable interim plan to move aviation
toward this goal.

JOHN JOHNS is the Principal
Assistant Deputy for Systems Acquisition at the Aviation and Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL. He
holds a B.S. in aerospace engineering
from Penn State University and a
master's in aeronautics and astronautics from Purdue University.
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THE REVIVAL
OF ARMY
AVIATION
Dr. Thomas C. Pieplow
and Mike Boyd
Introduction
The Army aviation fleet continues to be
the most mobile and destructi ve collection
of weapon systems in the Army's inventory.
In fact, mission demands for Army aviation
weapon systems have never been greater.
These systems not onJy continue to be a
vital part of our global defen e strategy, but
are also a growing component of peacekeeping and humanitarian efforts, domestically and inlernationally.
From a strategic perspective, more than
half of the Army's Active componenl
Apache helicopter banalions were deployed
oUlSide CONUS in 2000. Regardless, Ihe
Army is accepting and executing this continuing challenge despite four troubling
trends:
• Many of the individual aircraft that
make up the aviation fleel are reaching the
OUler edges of their intended service life.
• The fleet is experiencing a continuing
upward trend in downtime because of maintenance and component reliability and obsolescence problems.
• Because of the problems associated
with aging, the aircraft are often more
costly to maintain.
• VJ.rtualJy every aviation platform
needs orne degree of recapitalization or
modernization.
These problems are not new, nor are
they unique to Army aviation. Similar
trends can be found in most post-Vietnam
War systems, before the development of
service-life extension programs. Because of
funding constraints and other equally significant considerations, current solutions are
often developed in piecemeal fa hion, fixing problems as they occur rather than
employing a total sy terns methodology.
The Army's challenge today is to develop
solutions that are complementary,
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con istent, and effective. As such, the Army
ha identified an initiative 10 cr.1ft a comprehensive roadmap to address all readiJless and
system su tainment is ues described above.
This initiative is ''The Recapitalization of
Army Weapons Systems," and applies to 2 J
peciJicaJly selected Army weapon sy tems.
Although the recapitalization initiative i still
in its formative stages, it has drawn the attention of the Army Aviation and Mis lie
Conunand (AMCOM) and the Program
Executive Office for Aviation (PEO, Aviation)
at Red tone Arsenal, AL. In panicular,
AMCOM and PEO, Aviation are developing
systematic and progranmlatic processes that
defme how the Army aviation community will
apply recapitalization theory to enhance
combat readiness and sustainability of the
aviation flee!.

Distinguishing Initiatives
Becau e term are sometimes u ed ynonymously for variou weapon y tern ,
wlUch result in confu ion, it is important to
have a common understanding and defmition of recapitalization so it i not confused
with other efforts. Thu , the Army has identified the following three distinct initiatives:
• Modernization, The developmem
alld/or procurement of new systems with
improved warfighting capabilities.
• Maintenance, The repair or replacemenr of end items, parts, assemblies, and
subassemblies that wear or break.
• Recapitalization. The rebu.ild alld
selected upgrade of currently fielded systems to ensure operational readine and a
"zero-time/zeto-mile" system.
There are two distinct facets of recapitalization. Fi.rst, it includes rebuild, wlUch
restores a y rem (0 a like-new condition in
appearance, performance, and life expectancy as well as inseI1.ing new technology to

improve the system's reliability and
maintainability. Second, recapitalization
encompasse the application of selected
upgrades. These upgrades are done during
the rebuild of a sy tern and add warfighting
capabilitie .

Why Recapitalization?
Is there conclusive proof that recapitalization is necessary? Where are the data that
support the need for such a significant
effort? The message contained in the chart
on Page 9 is important to note becau e il
how the average age of ome of the
Army's current aircraft. Although the average age of the CH-47D model i II years
and the oldest CH-47D aircraft i 17 years,
the average age of the actual airframe is
more than 29 years. In other words, the
Army has been applying upgrades and
improvements to the original Chinook, but
must again address the ystem' airframe
and it dynamic components.
Directly related to the aging is ue i
co t per flight hour-another indicator of
troubling trends. Depot level repairable
,
(DLR) costs to field units have generally
declined since 1996, but the amount of aviation maintenance support required from
civilian contractors has risen dramatically
during the past 10 years. Some analyse
have shown that almo t $200 million is
being pent annually on contract maintenance support. A good deal of thai support
is focused on local special DLR authorization for elected major components. Such
costs can add as much as $ J ,000 per flight
hour to the Apache.
Aviation safety of night (SOF) messages for Army systems are also increasing.
(SOF messages are advi ories issued to alert
the aviation community of potential problems on particular aircraf!.) There were nine
SOF me age in 1995. Thirty-four SOF
mes age have been issued so far in FYOO
(at the time \hi article \Va written), an
increase of 89 percent since FY99.
Component-related SOF restrictions
•
can be costly to the Army in areas other
than system readines . During the past 9
months, Corpu Christi Army Depot
(CCAD) expended more than 110,000 manhours rectifying SOF problems associated
with the Apache and Chinook. SOPs place
an unprogrammed workload on soldiers and
remove operational aircraft from the tactical
fleet at a time when the Army can least
afford it.
The Army's ability to u tain the aviation
fleet has lowly but steadily declined during
the past 9 years. Additionally, AMCOM's
responsivenes to field requisitions for

"
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components has steadily declined during the
past 8 years. AMCOM's goal is to fill pans
requisitions within 24 hours, 85 percent of
the time, the ftrst time. Presently, this goal
is simply not being achieved.
Recapitalization of the total end item
and its component will address those
safety, readine ,and sustainment i sues
and, if Lructured correctly. will maximize
the limited fi cal resources. The key issue
that system managers face today is creating
a recapitalization strategy that complements
investment in new technology with equal
consideration given to sustainment needs.

Service Half-Life
A goal of the Anny and the aviation
recapitalization effort i to identify specific
maintenance tasks necessary to achieve the
service half-life metric of all weapon systems by 2010. The maximum service life of
the Apache, BLACK HAWK, and Chinook
helicopters is 20 years, making their halflife 10 years. Therefore, the goal of aviation
recapitaLization is to achieve an average age
for the entire fleet that never exceeds 10
years.
How will this be accomplished? When
aircraft are inducted into depot mainlenance
programs at CCAD or assigned 10 commercial sources, rebuild programs will be
designed 10 ensure each airframe operates
safely and reliably for another 20 years.
Dynamic and fmite life component (tbose
that are in constant motion during aircraft
operation, such as engines. gear boxes, rotor
blades, and hydraulic pumps) will be
replaced with zero-time-since-overhaul
components or new components. ew tech-
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nical tandards will require a full overhaul.
The "inspect and repair only as necessary"
standard will not exist. Once an aircraft is
rebuilt to the recapitalization standard, it
will be equal 10 a new production item in
tenns of reliability, perfonnance, and sustainability.
The half-life metric recognizes a positive correlation bel ween the cost to suslain
an aviation system and its age. Without
recapitalization, three out of four aviation
systems will exceed the half-life metric in
5 years. By 2017, more than 60 percent of
the fleet will be beyond intended service
Life. With recapitaLization, the curve shift
in a positive direction, with all systems ultimalely achievi.ng an average age at or
below their half-life.

Disciplined Approach
Recapitalization i not a quick design
fix: it must be a disciplined approach consisting of data collection and analysis, te ting olution . and implementing corrective
actions-particularly with respect to component overhaul and replacement. All three
aviation system elecled for recapitalization are in Ihe early stage of a recapital.ization program. The BLACK HAWK
UH-60A and Chinook CH-47D are now in a
data collection stage to define component
changes that must be incorporated into
depol maintenance programs perfonned by
CCAD. Beginning in FY02, units will
receive UH-60A and CH-47D aircraft with
a zero-time life and new technology.
Users will also begin seeing the same
recapitalization benefits for the UH-60L.
UH-60M, CH-47F, and Apache AH-64A

and AH-64D. In addition, the e plalfonns
will have greater lethality.

Conclusion
Aviation recapitalization is an initiative
designed to improve sy tern reliability,
maintainability, and lethality. To accompl.ish
this. a lJUe partnership i being forged
among the sustainment community, the science and technology sector, the program
management community, and the industrial
base comprised of both commercial and
organic (govermnent-owned and operated)
ources. All are sharing the common objective of en uring that the Anny's aviation
fleet continues to be the best in the world.

DR. THOMAS C. PJEPLOW is
Chief 0/ Depot Management at
AMCOM, Huntsville, AL. He holds a
B.A. in economics/rom Northwood
University, an MBA. from Florida
Tech., and a doctorate in public administration/rom Nova Southeastern
University. He is a member of the Army
Acquisition Corps and is LevellJ/ certified in both the logistics and project
managementfields.
MIKE BOYD is \Ike Presidemfor
Aviation Systems with CAS Inc.,
Huntsville, AL. He is a retired Master
Army Aviator and a Ce/1ified
Professional Logistician of the Societ)'
ofLogistics Engineers.
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The brigade TUAV system will be the commander's "eye in the sky" to provide continu-

ous, responsive, timely, and detailed situational awareness.

BRIGADE TACTICAL
UNMANNED AERIAL
VEHICLE SYSTEM
Michael C. Padden

Introduction
The Army is continualJy working on
identifying opportunities associated with
new and improved technologies. The
ArnlY's vision of the future battlefield
indicates that conflicts will be enabled
and driven by improvements in friendly
and threat situational awareness (SA),
command and control (C2), and targeting
technologies. Clearly, the foundation
capability to fight and win on the future
battlefield will be ubstantially improved
by expanding SA through use of redundant systems that provide near-real-time
and relevant image . Studies and battlefield experience have demonstrated that
this capability will be optimized if it
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includes space, air, and ground y terns.
Tactical unmanned aerial vehicles
(TUAVs) are a critical pan of the triad's
air leg.
The brigade TUAY system is being
developed a an acquisition category
(ACAT) II program under the cognizance
of the Project Manager (PM), TUAYs,
Red tone Arsenal, AL. This ground
maneuver brigade unmanned aerial vehicle (UAY) will allow commanders to see
and under tand their battlespace and gain
dominant SA by providing a near-realtime, highly accurate, sustainable capability for reconnai ance, urveilJance, target
acquisition, and battle damage as essment.
The images and telemetry data from air

vehicle (AYs) can be used by brigade
commanders and their staffs in the tactical
operation center, the brigade's subordinate
maneuver battalion, direct support
artillery, or supporting aviation assets.

Acquisition Strategy
The Army's requi.rement to field a
capable ground maneuver brigade commander' UAV system as quickly as possible required acquisition reform and
streamlining initiatives to be implemented, including cost a an independent
variable and trading performance against
total ownership cost. Specifically the
acqui ition strategy is ba ed on a full and
open competition that required offerors

to submit as part of their propo al
a performance-based specification
and statement of work ba ed on a
government-defined tatement of objectives.The acquisition strategy included a
detailed requirements analysis phase that
as es ed and categorized all requirements
and grouped them into trade pace. (Trade
pace is a technique to prioritize requirements against co l. As shown in the
accompanying chart, Group A is a higher
priority than Group B, and Group B is a
higher priority than Group C.)
During the requirement analysis
phase, the PM and combat developer
worked together to identify key performance parameters (KPPs) and prioritize the
threshold requirements into trade space
and group them a depicted in the accompanying chart. The primary ground ru Ie
for the prioritization effort wa that initial
production system configuration would
maximize the use of mature, commercial

off-the-shelf hardware to provide a "nobells-and-whi tles" y tern. It was understood that the ystem configuration would
not meet aU threshold requirements, and
the sy tern would be modified in production tllfough a block-upgrade approach to
achieve a time-pha ed incorporation of
objective and growth capabilities.

Source-Selection Approach
A formal source-selection process
was used that included a two-pha e evaluation. The fir t phase began with an
evaluation to determine whether the
offerors' proposals met the minimumentry requirements. Specifically, the proposals were evaluated based on the fullrate production price, system configuration, communication security, and air
vehicle fuel requirement. For tho e offerors who met the initial screening criteria,
a follow-on evaluation of each offeror's
oral presentation and supporting

documentation was conducted. The flfSt
pha e concluded with the four best-qualified vendors being awarded firm-fixedprice contracts to conduct a flight system
capability demonstration, with options to
begin engineering and manufacturing
development (EMD) and low-rate initial
production (LRIP).
The second pha e of the ourceelection process evaluated each vendor's
system against mission-representative
flight scenario during a y tem capability demonstration. Vendor performance
was evaluated to determine the extent
each system met the KPPs and trade
space requirements. The demonstration
was conducted at Fort Huachuca, AZ, and
allowed each vendor a 3-week period to
demonstrate performance during operational tempo (OPTEMPO) exercises and
technical tests. The demonstration was an
invaluable tool in e tablishing a baseline for
assessing the suitability and operational
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effectiveness of each system on a directly
comparable basis. The results were then
used in the technical evaluarion of proposals and as es ed against co t data to
determine be t value. Based on this determination, the government exercised the
option with the AAI Corp. to enter into
EMD and LRlP on a fixed-price incentive
basis for its Shadow 200 System to fulfill
the Army's brigade TUAV requirement
(Shadow 200 is the contractor's name for
the brigade TUAV sy tern.)

System Description
The basic brigade TUAV platoon is
comprised of three air vehicles, two
ground control stations integrated on
High Mobility Multipurpo e Wheeled
Vehicles (HMMWVs), four remote video
terminals (RVTs) and antenna, one
portable ground control station (PGCS)
and portable ground data terminal
(PGDT), one HMMWV AV transport and
launcher trailer, one HMMWY personnel
and equipment transport and trailer, and
associated maintenance equ.ipment.
The brigade TUAV air vehicle bas a
wing pan of 13 feet, can carry a payload
of 60 pound , has a gross takeoff weight
of more than 300 pounds, and can loiter
above a target area 50 kilometers distant
for more than 4 hours. The ceiling for the
air vehicle is 15,000 feet It is equipped
with a basic electro-optic/infrared
(EOIIR) payload that will be upgraded as
part of a block-upgrade program. The
system i compliant with the Joint Technical Architecture-Army and Defen e
Information Infrastructure Common
Operating Environment and has command, control, communication, computers
and intelligence (C4I) connectivity to the
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar
System Common Ground Sy tem,
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data
System, and the All Source Analysis
System.

Program Status
The brigade TUAV Program is in
Acquisition Life Cycle Phase II, EMD.
The program i cheduled to begin Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E)
in April 2001, then undergo its Mile tone
III review with the Army Acquisition
Executive for approval to begin production,
fielding, deployment, and operational
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UAVs, with their
many payloads,
will be the
"dominant eye"
for the future
force commander
and a significant
force multiplier.

support in September 200 I. To accelerate
the production and fielding schedule, the
acquisition strategy include a second
LRlP decision in February 2001. Based
on approval of the second LRIP procurement, the prime contractor wi II be able to
further refine and improve manufacturing
and production proce ses and build up to
full-rate production. Additionally, an
approximate 7-month gap in the production proces between the first LRlP and
full-rate production will be eliminated.
Another benefit of the LRIP procurement
is that it permit the Army to field a
brigade TUAY platoon 10 month earlier
than originally planned. Based on the
accelerated acquisition strategy, the initial
operational capability of the brigade
TUAV is planned for the second quarter
of FY02.

Block Upgrades
The brigade TUAV program will
employ a block-upgrade approach
throughout the system's life cycle. This
approach is a key element of the acquisition trategy that will allow the PM to
optimize the use of program re ources to
enhance system configuration. Block 0 is
the conflguration shown during the system capability demonstration. The Block
I conflguration will be delivered as LRlP
and be compliant with tlle KPPs and the
trade space requirements proposed by the
prime contractor in it be t-value system.
The Block IT configuration will be delivered in full-rate production, will consist
of the Block I configuration, and will
incorporate modification identified

during IOT&E and other improvements
to meet the Operational Requirement
Document threshold and objective
requirements. Further upgrades beyond
Block IT will be incorporated based on
future user requirements and the availability of horizontal technology integration insertion opportunities.

Conclusion
As the Army transforms into a rapidly deployable objective force, the role
of UAVs will become even more ignificant. The objective force will combine
the lethality and survivability of a heavy
unit with the deployability of a light unit
To accomplish this, a significant portion
of the objective force will consist of
cout and military intelligence units
equipped with UAVs. The brigade TUAV
will be the first step toward this capability
and will be the basis of a single Army
UAV system comprised of common C2
element and mi sion-specificAVs and
payloads. Clearly, the future is bright for
Army UAV . UAVs intended for brigade
and higher headquarters in the near term
will be joined by micro- and mini-UAV
for the small unit commander. UAVs,
with their many payloads, will be the
"dominant eye" for the future force commander and a significant force multiplier.

MICHAEL C. PADDEN is Chief
of the Acquisition Management Division in the TUAV Project Office. He
has a B.S. from Eastern Michigan
University and an M.S. from Wayne
State University. He is a member of
the Army Acquisition Corps and is
LevelllJ certified in both program
management and systems planning,
research, development, and engineering. Additionally, Padden is a graduate of the Defense Systems Management College Advanced Program
Management Course and the Competitive Development Croup.
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Introduction
The U.S. Army aviation community's
mission is to en ure that the mo t technologically advanced equipment is available
for use by the U.S. Armed Forces. The
U.S. Army Aviation Technical Test Center
(ATTC) at Fort Rucker, AL, focuses its
test and evaluation (T&E) mission on
planning, conducting, analyzing, and
reporting on airworthiness qualification
and developmental tests of mo t aviation
equipment (e.g., aircraft, aviation systems
and subsystems, and related equipment).
The purpose of this T&E effort is to
en ure that aU equipment used in the field
is safe and of the highest quality for the
men and women who u e it.
Various DOD organizations test
equipment to determine whether the manufacturers' operational limits are accurate
and whether established requirements are
reali tic and achievable. These DOD
organizations conduct performance, compatibility, and effectiveness tests on
equipment, asking questions such as "Do
all pans taken together work as a whole?"
Alteration and additions to the equipment are monitored and tracked throughout their life cycle.
As one of six te t center a signed to
the U.S. Army Developmental Test Command at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD,
ATTC performs aircraft-related testing
that includes initial envelope expansion
and hardware and software changes.
ATTC also monitors contractor and
government qualifications.
To increa e efficiency, ATTC ha
begun implementing the Combined Test
TC<lm (CTT) concep" The CTT concepl
consolidates all contractor, subcontractor,
and government development and test
personnel (and a sets) to monitor all test
and data requirements associated with
fielding weapon systems. For aircraftrelated testing, this includes all initial
envelope expansion, hardware and soflware change , and both contractor and
government qualifications. DoD Regulation 5000.2-R states that integrated product
teams be u ed to the fullest extent possible
for product acquisition to allow for early
identification and resolution of problems
when the co t to implement changes are
low and to decrease overall program risks.
CTT are designed to eliminate
redundant government and contractor
testing, thereby mandating that traditional
independent verification and validation be
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MAKING IT
ALL HAPPEN:
THE COMBINED
TEST TEAM
CONCEPT
Courtland C. Bivens III and
MAJ David R. Arterburn

abandoned in favor of a joint approach.
CTTs also allow early government systems evaluation, resulting in earlier feedback 10 the contractor and sponsor.
Finally, CTT establish a government
capability for organic support (i.e., establish expertise and method for testing
from within as opposed to testing from
the outside). "Piggybacking" off other
organizations greatly reduces the duplication of flight test efforts. As long as the
data are accurate, independent reporting
can still be accomplished becau e these
data can be used universally for identical
conditions.
The CTT concept will produce a
thoroughly researched product well
within the budget constraints of the past
lO years. It is essential to reduce costs
and yet till provide the finest equipment.
By con erving resource, the Army

aviation community ha succeeded. The
following example illustrate the effectivene s of the CIT approach.

Wide Chord Blade
The wide chord blade (WCB)
(accompanying photo) was designed to
increase the hover payload, level flight,
and maneuvering performance of the
UH-60 family of helicopters, especially at
high gross weight and high-density altitudes. The WCB was also designed for
use on the S-92 currently undergoing
flight te ting for civilian certification.
From November 1993 to October 1995,
Sikorsky Aircraft Corp. conducted initial
developmental flight testing of the WCB
under Sikorsky independent research and
development funding. Six configurations
of the WeB were flown on a single
UH-60A/L test aircraft, and two

UH-60
wide
cord
blade
modification
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configurations were flown on production
UH-60L aircraft. The production WCB is
made from the ame mold as the S-92
rotor blade and incorporates a wider
chord; advanced airfoils; and a swept,
tapered, anhedral blade tip.
In September [998, the Defense
Advanced Re earch Projects Agency,
under the DOD Commercial Operation
and Support Savings initiative, funded the
Dual-Use Application Program (DUAP)
for the WCB to reduce the time and cost
associated with qualifying commercial
off-the-shelf equipment for use on military hardware. The DUAP resulted in a
2-year agreement between Sikorsky and
the U.S. Army to share costs associated
with qualifying the WCB. A natural
exten ion of the cooperative aspects of
this agreement involved implementing an
integrated process team (IPT) to develop
an airworthiness qualification specification (AQS) and a combined test team for
executing the flight test program.
In April 1999, the Program Manager's Office, Utility Helicopter
(pMO-UH) formed an IPT to develop an
AQS for the wide chord blade. The IPT
included personnel from ATTC, the U.S.
Army Aviation and Mis ile Command
(AMCOM) Aviation Engineering Directorate, and Sikorsky. The govemment
and Sikor ky approved the AQS in May
1999. A part of the AQS, the IPT recommended that the government and
Sikor'ky form a CTT to flight test the
wide chord blade. The wide chord blade
combined te t team consisted of per onnel from the AMCOM Aviation Engineering Directorate, fI ighl test personnel from
AITC and Sikorsky, and management
personnel from PMO-UH. The eTT was
respon ible for developing and executing
a flighl test plan for the qualification of
the WCB installed on UH-60L and
MH-60K helicopters. All recommendation made by the WCB CTT required
approval by the Sikorsky Quality Assurance Board (QAB). This board included
senior Sikorsky engineers and manager
as well as a government representative
from the AMCOM Aviation Engineering
Directorate. The CTT finalized the flight
test plan in January 1999, and the QAB
approved the flight test in March 1999.
The first flight of the WCB occurred
March 25, 1999. Flight te ting of the
WCB on the UH-60L was completed in
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the third quarter of FY99 and on the
MH-60K during the fourth quarter of
FY99.
One of the challenge of implementing the CIT wa overcoming the institutional practice of both govemment and
contractor engineers. The government
and contractor test communities have typically conducled separate flight te ts on
the UH-60 and have established flight test
technique and data collection procedures
to upport qualification.
The CTT's challenge was to review
the test techniques, data coLlection
requirements, and aircraft configurations
required by both test communities to find
ways of combining tests to minimize the
time required 10 complete the flight test.
The CTT eliminated many of the cost and
chedule implication of redundant flight
testing typically required by the contractor and government test organization
prior to qualification. Furthermore, the
flight test was conducted under a contractor flight release (CFR) approved by the
AMCOM Aviation Engineering Directorate, whose engineer were directly
involved in developing the flight test
plan. Thi integrated approval process
made information required for the CFR
readily available and minimized the time
required for CFR approval.

tal flight testing, the contractor must have
an opportunity to adju t to the de ign
without fear of cruliny. This ensures that
no invalid or inaccurate information
passe through government channels to
decisionmakers. Aircraft modification is
a normal step in development, and
inlerim aircraft configurations may not
resemble the fmal fielded configuration.
The old adage "The only thing you have
is your reputation" i sound advice in the
CIT.
While the CIT concept can be
extremely po itive and successful in all
quantifiable regards, several significant
personnel issue must be exam ined carefully prior to and continually throughout
CIT formation. A team must be structured to succeed without violating the
contractor's re ponsibility for the product.
A Memorandum of Agreement can be
established stipulating the contractor'
ultimate respon ibility and identifying the
team leadership. AnotheI key factor that
mu t be addre sed is the establishment of
parallel upporting organization ,facilities, and equipment. In the future, the
CTT concept will be the cost-effective
way to conduct te IS and evaluation and
will become even more essential to
materiel development within the U.S.
military.

Conclusion
In the current environment of brinking Defense acquisition dollars and fewer
technical personnel to accomplish aviation te ling and evaluation, innovative
test strategies are a requirement, not a
luxury. Empha is ha been placed on
decreasing procurement times, increasing
performance, and reducing test and evaluarion costs at all levels of the Army
acqui ition process. The CIT approach
with joint contractor-government Ie ring
represents tbe evolution of testing
methodology and has benefited both the
government and indu try. The WCB i an
example of the successful application of
the CTT concept in developmental
testing.
For the CIT concept to work, chosen
personnel mu t provide a balance of
experience, expertise, and training. A
CIT's development and continued succe s depend on tru t and confidence. AU
CTT member must also hold preliminary
data in confidence. In early developmen-

COURTLAND C. BfVENS 1II is
Chief Engineer of the Flight Test
Directorate at IJTC, Fort Rucker,
AL.
MA! DAVID R. ARTERBURN
was assigned as a Test Project Officer
in the Flight Test Directorate at
ATfC, Fort Rucker, AL, at the time
this article was written. He is
presently serving as Chief, Flight
Projects Office, Aeroflightdynamics
DireclOrate, NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffett Federal Airfield, CA.
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Preparing For Recapitalization ...

CORPUS CHRISTI
ARMY DEPOT
PARTNERS WITH INDUSTRY
Kresten Cook and
Carol Bullington

Introduction
Depot-level maintemmce is a dynamic
mix of changing priorities and stringent
workloads. With more than 30 percent of
the Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD)
workload coming from cross-Service customer, this makes depot-level maintenance more complex. Like the workforce
at most DOD depots, a good portion of the
CCAD workforce is eligible to retire during the next few years, potentially
adversely impacting CCAD operations.
One approach to deal with this is to e tablish partnering efforts with industry. Effective partnering will ensure thai the CCAD
workforce is provided with the right tools
at the right place at the right time.
It makes good business sense to complement our depot-critical skills through
partnerships. We expect to improve capacity utilization at CCAD and, ultimately,
improve readiness by having more systems
ready for flight than in the logistics
pipeline. We have core capabilities at
CCAD, which when leveraged with private industry capabilities, will improve our
ability to meet the needs of the Army's
recapitalization strategy.

Recapitalization Strategy
CCAD Commander COL Mitch
Dockens is leading the CCAD/industry
partnering effort. CCAD's leaders see a
methodical, strategic approach to
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partnering as a definite asset to modernize
the Army's aging fleet. It will take smooth
work integration at CCAD and smart
partnering to move from the current
inspection-based depot repair approach to
the robust rebuilding effort envisioned in
the recapitalization strategy.
[n preparation for these partnering
efforts, CCAD's leaders have been implementing the depot's strategic plan. lnitiated
in 1998, the S-year plan targets large cycle
time reductions, increased workforce flexibility and responsiveness, and reduced
maintenance costs through re-engineering
depot processes.
Within the constraints of limited funding, succe sful CCAD{mdustry partnering
efforts will be judged in term of definitive
cycle time and inventory reductions. That's
a tall order. It's taking focus and commitment. but CCAD is up to that challenge.
The depot's new Business Development
Office is focusing on partnering to build a
strong foundation 10 support all weapon
systems and subsystems overhauled and
maintained at CCAD.

Preparation Tactics
ow to the specifics of our preparation. The CCAD Business Development
Office is developing partnerships based on
the regulatory statutes governing publicprivate partnerships, Four sections of
U.S.C. Title 10 cover about 70 percent of

current partnerships in depot maintenance.
Partnering tools include workshare agreements, virtual prime vendor support agreements. direct vendor deliveries. and Memorandums Of Understanding (MOUs), The
tools that are used by the Busine Development Office in each case will be based
on what is ethical, legal, and afe, and that
which makes good mutual business sense
for CCAD and its potential partners. For
ex.ample workshare through MOUs allows
CCAD to perform a specific portion of an
entire work package. [n workshare, each
partner contributes technical. practical. or
equipment capabilities to increase efficiency through the complementary use of
resources. Capital investments such as
one-of-a-kind airframe fixtures and expensive test cells will serve as decision points
for entering such partnering arrangements.
Development of sound partnerships
includes learning from those installations
currently working effective public-private
partnerships. It has meant research. study,
and asking questions of mentors such as
Leslie Mason. Anniston Chief Legal Counsel, and Gilda Knighton. Anniston Army
Depot Business Office. The September
1999 publication Public-Private Partnerships for Depot-Level Maintenance, prepared by the Office of the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense (Logistics). is a good
information source and has helped us
understand the positive impact that
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current DOD partnering efforts have had
on DOD capacity, depot-level maintenance
rate, and readiness impacts.

Applying Partnerships
CCAD leaders have entered into
MOUs with four major manufacturers:
Sikorsky Aircraft Corp., HoneyweU, the
Boeing Co., and General Electric (GE)
Aircraft Engines. The goal is to combine
the unique attributes of both the depot and
the pri vate sector to integrate Defense production, engineering, and logistics capabilities; and to eliminate duplication of
Defense resources. While these MOUs are
not contractuaUy binding, they have been
entered into in the spirit of cooperation
and exploration. We expect to continue
building upon these MOUs with industry
partners to maximize cross-poUination of
ideas, best practices, and technological
advances.
We're intending to use an integrated
approach 0 tbat 1700 engine parts can be
forecasted, purchased, and shipped to an
on ite taging warehou e where they will
be put into kits to support the Apache and
BLACK HAWK helicopters. As a tenant
organization at the Naval Air Station, Corpu Christi, TX, CCAD is working with
Navy Public Works to acquire an operations warehouse for UH -60 major structure
repair kits as weU as the 1700 engine kits.
The goal is to mesh CCAD's overhaul
experience with the technical experience
provided by a private-sector partner, which
yields direct delivery for CCAD workstations. For example, the current method is to
put an aircraft into the depot work process,
in peCI iI, identify major structural components needing replacement, order them from
original equipment manufacturers, and
receive the parts within 18 months. Under
the vinual prime vendor approach, CCAD
will bave a "virtual kit" of long lead time
major structural components available onsite
from the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) within 1 day. Depot artisans deserve
just-in-time material managemem-the right
materials at the right place at the right
time--thereby reducing the need to have
surplus inventory.
Key to our planning will be the need
to balance our process line to return
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overhauled systems to depot customersfield units 10 whom readines "rates"
equate to training opportunities and flyable
hours.
We must refine the partnering strategies we undertake while maintaining stringent quality standards for our aviation customers. We expect future alliances to allow
CCAD to be the focused overhaul process
provider and maintenance integrator to our
customers. We'lJ integrate the core competencies of OEMs and other commercial
sources to squeeze time for our aviation
customers and, together, improve the field
reliability and maintainability of overhauled y tems.
Admittedly, iI's a paradigm shift. We
at CCAD, as a workload integrator, must
understand core competencies. Ouly then
can we take full advantage of leveraging
our competencies (once ternled competitive advantage) with those that potential
industry partners offer. Together, we have
an extremely important opportunity and
responsibility 10 achieve greater efficiencies as well as to compres repair and
maintenance timeframes for the fleet. 11
Ultimately reduce the I.ogistics footprint
where we can combine our strengths in
achieving these goals. It becomes a matter
of understanding that leveraging and synergy are the innovations to achieve the
zero-tinle/zero-miJe platform thaI i the
Anny's strategy for the helicopter fleet.
These MOUs have Sikorsky, GE,
HoneyweU, Boeing and CCAD working
together to develop partnering and recapitalization efforts. The language that is
evolving is new, based on that middle
ground between the public and private sector. It's a new perspective in which we
shift from win-to e to working together to
achieve common repair-cycle reduction
and recapitalization goals.

Summary
Partnership have their risk and
rewards. Together, we'll become much
more attuned 10 accurate forecasting data.
We'll work together with the underslanding that forecasting the need for specific
quantities of materials represent ri k to
our partners, while low inventories mean
extreme risk to depot production and Anny

readiness. Partnering will mean maintaining solid production data from OEMs-a
must for reliability centered maintenance,
a cornerstone of recapitalization.
Finally, the historical nonprofit and
profit dividing lines between public and
private organization must be addressed.
With the funding issue it face, CCAD
will leverage the value of fair and reasonable compensation for unique competencies with its capability to minimize cycle
times and inventory investment. As a public entity, CCAD will concentrate on a
best-value approach for the long term,
u ing business and operation analysis to
build partnerships for mutual benefit, and
[0 make ouod, ethical, legal, and financial
decisions. Ultimately, our goal is 10
achieve the near-zero-time standard of
recapitalization and to improve the helicopter fleet for our cu tomers-tbe soldier,
airman, Marine, and sailor.
For more information about CCAD,
acces our Web page al htlp:l!www.ccad.
army.mil. An online tour i available by
doubJe-clicking CCAD' brochure on the
left margin of the borne page.
Postscript: In September 2000, just
prior to this magazine going to press, the
Anny's Aviation and Missile Command,
CCAD, and GE igned a $46 million technical support/part logistics agreement to
reduce 1700 engine depot repair turnaround tinle by 50 percent and increase
1700 time on-wing by 100 percent.

KRESTEN COOK is Chief of
CCAD's Business Development Office.
A professional enginee/; he holds a
B.S. in industrial engineering from the
University of Houston and an MBA.
from Texas A&M University-Corpus
Christi.
CAROL BULLINGTON is an
Industrial Specialist in the CCAD
Business Development Office. She
holds a B.A. and an MBA. from Texas
A&M University.
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APACHE
PRIME
VENDOR
SUPPORT
Lessons Learned
Gary S. Nenninger

I

Introduction

Background

More than 6 year have pa sed since
the Clinton administration and Congress
directed DOD imperatives for acquisition
and logistics refornl.
Two pilot programs-the MlO9A6
Paladin self-propelled Howitzer and the
AH-64 Apache-were designated by the
Army in spring 1998 for inlplementation
of these imperatives. Following this
action, in June 1998, an agreement was
reached for Apache using a novel
approach called the Apache Prime Vendor
Support (PVS) contract. All of the
directed imperative were met by this
contract. However, this fiml-fixed-price
agreement was returned without action by
the Army 15 months later because of the
potential fmancial management impact to
the Army Working Capital Fund (AWCF).
On Aug. 8,2000, Dr. Jaques S.
Gansler, the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics, sent a memorandum to the Army recommending implementation of PVS with
proposed change to the negotiated agreement regarding sale of AWCf-owned
stock. While Army evaluation of Apache
PVS Program options within the AWCF
continues, Twish to focus my comments
on the benefits of the proposed contract
and how we may proceed with this and
similar programs in the future.

There has been much policy discussion and rhetoric about acquisition and
logistic reform, but lillie tangible
progre. umerous high-level panel .
including the Defense Science Board and
the DOD Panel on Conunercialization,
have strongly recommended the adoption
of commercial best practices and competitive outsourcing of both major logistics
functions and life-cycle support of individual weapon systems. Review of major
commercial operation by these panel
indicates the potential for 25-30 percent
savings in DOD's $62 billion illlliUal suppon expenditure.
Congress has consistently supported
acquisition and logistics reform widl formal legislative requests. For example, in
Section 912 of the ational Defen e
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998,
Congress directed the Secretary of
Defen e to submit an implementation
plan for streamlining DOD's acquisition
organizations, workforce, and infrastructure. As part of the plan, the Secretary of
Defense directed each military department to ensure entire life-cycle product
support for at least lOde ignated significant programs. Responsibility for this
re ted with the program manager. Section 816 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999 directed
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the Secretary of Defense to designate 10
"Pilot Programs for Testing Program
Manager Performance of Product Support
Oversight Responsibilitie for Life Cycle
Acquisition Programs." In February
1999, the Apache PVS was designated as
an approach to help fulfill this requirement. TIlis was based on the fact that the
Apache contract guaranteed significant
reductions in operations and su tainment
costs and improvements in parts availability and aircraft readines . Ln addition,
the contract provided substantial funding
for reinvestment in modernization.
Underlying all of this emphasis on
acquisition and logistics reform i the
critical need for fundamental changes in
product support of systems that must be
deployed on short notice. Rapid deployment of military forces demands an agile,
almost just-in-tinle pipeline of munition ,
fuel, repair parts. and technical expertise
with a mall "footprint." This effort
responds to Army Chiefof Staff GEN
Eric K. Shin eki' initiatives regarding
the future Army and force structure.

Apache PVS Meets Army Needs
Apache PVS is a total ystems
approach that ties the contractor's economic success to the operational profile
and readiness of the soldier in the field.
The PVS flTm-fixed-price-per-f1ying-houI
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contract includes shared savings provisions. The contract also calls for both a
16-percent reduction in flying hour costs
and a 20-percent increase in the annual
flying hour program to support contingency operations and increased training
requirements. A reinvestment of morethan $320 million (20 percent of the contract value) is required to achieve reliability improvements and mndernization. In
addition, there are contract incentive for
additional cost reductions and reinvestments for any potential follow-on contract.
Perfonnance-based guarantee for
requisition fill time and nonmission capable supply response time ensure reduced
soldier workload and improved readiness.
These benefits are enhanced by the addition of more than 60 technical and supply
support workers at the unit level to issue
material and assist in troubleshooting,
repair, fault diagnosis, and personnel
training. We believe tbat Apache PVS
still contain many beneficial features
that support the vision of a leaner, more
respon ive Army in the future.

Why Was The Initial PVS
Contract Returned?
Team Apache Systems, a BoeingLockheed team, was notified Oct. 4,
1999. that the June 1998 negotiated contract could not be executed becau e of a
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DOD policy deci ion stating that funding
for PVS could not be removed from the
Army Working Capital Fund. Apache
represents almost 20 percent of the
AWCF activity. There wa aI 0 concern
that if the Apache inventory wa decapitalized or removed from the AWCF,
remaining sy terns would realize a significant increa e in recoverable co ts or surcharge. A United States Army Audit
Agency (USAAA) review in April 1999
concluded that while Apache did represent a sub tantial portion of the AWCF
and ome short-term impact may occur,
there would not be an appreciable longterm impact on the AWCF if appropriate
infrastructure adjustments were made.
The USAAA also certified an enterprise
analysis directed by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology that sub tantiated
significant saving to the Army during a
20-year period even without any reduction in the fixed overhead costs borne by
the AWCF surcharge.
It is di concerting that industry may
be sent the wrong mes age, particularly
after inve ting considerable fmancial and
personnel resources in the Army decision
process. I believe that the real problem
with PVS was much deeper and broader.
For several ignificant reasons, the PVS
initiative eventually died under it own
weight.

Conclusion
The lessons learned from both the
aborted Paladin program and the Apache
PVS initiative are many and varied.
Apache PVS, with its guaranteed cost
avings. performance, and readiness benellts to the soldier, seems to have suffered
death by analysis. MiU ions of dollars in
savings have already been lost and critically needed mndernization efforts such
as target acquisition designation system
and pilot night vision system reliability
improvements mu t now be tracked separately under individual efforts. The question facing us tnday is: Is there a real

.

I

commitment to reform Or are we mired in
rhe bureaucracy of "Business as Usual" ?

I

Clearly, the need to reform is far ahead of
either our willingness or ability to reform.

i
,
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Paul J. Hoeper, ASMLT and ME

Annual Army Acquisition Workshop . ..

REVISITING THE ARMY
TRANSFORMATION
Sandra R. Marks
Introduction
One year ago, in presenting his vision
of the Army of the 21st century, Army Chief
of Staff GEN Eric K, Shinseki called for the
transformation of the Army imo a force that
i strategically responsive and dominant
across the full spectrum of operations.
The response to this call wa clearly
evident at the annual Army Acquisition
Workshop in Orlando, FL, Aug. 23-25,
2000, where more than 200 conferees convened to examine key initiatives related to
"Transforming The Force." Attendees
included program executive officers (PEO );
deputies for systems acquisition (DSAs);
acquisition commanders; and product, project, and program managers (PMs).
MG WLlliam Bond, Commanding General, U.S. Army Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation Command (STRICOM),
welcomed participants and introduced Paul
J. Hoeper, Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology
(ASAALT) and Army Acquisition Executive
(AAE). Hoeper opened the workshop by
acknowledging the pivotal role the acquisition, technology, and logistics community
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will play in the transformation effort.
Hoeper noted the importance of Army
recapitalization efforts to ensure oldiers
have what they need on the battlefield.
Recapitalization, he said. is key to both
readiness and the transfomlation. Hoeper
al 0 noted that logistics reviews are essential
and that logistics issues must be addressed
at the outset of the acquisition process. In
looking beyond interim brigade combat
tearns (IBCfs}--the first step in the Army's
transformation-Hoeper said aviation and
missile defense will be essential despite the
emphasis on land vehicles. Throughout the
transformation, Hoeper concluded, the soldier will be the focus of anemion.

Offering Perspectives
Following Hoeper's address, a number
of updates on various ongoing transformation initiatives were presented. Many shared
some of the challenges ahead.
MG Joseph M. Cosumano Jr., Assi tant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans for Porce Development, HQDA, outlined some of the operational and acquisition challenges thaI must be addressed dur-

ing the transformation process, including the
deployment of forces; executing various
warfighting scenarios; and redirecting
research, development, and acquisition
resources.
LTC Marion H. Van Posson, Product
Manager, FUlure Combat Systems (FCS),
opened his remarks by stating that U.S.
Forces face complex environments and missions. His office, he aid, is leveraging all
available technological opponunities to get
the be t ideas included in the design of FCS.
The ultimate goal i to provide soldiers with
the best combat-fighting system possible.
COL William Bransford, Deputy
Chief of Staff for Combat Developments,
Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC), stressed that the Army cannot
afford to take a "timeout" during the transformation. He called for lough, realistic
training programs, strong leadership, and
outstanding technology and soldiers to help
the Army gain the lethality, mobility, and
survivability overmatch it needs 10 defeat
the enemy. All of thi is even more i.mportant because today's Army faces an operational environment where new enemy
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forces, weapons, and tactics have fundamentally changed the nature of combat.
COL William Ehly, Director. Systems
Integration Directorate OASAALT,
acknowledged that the OASAALT perspective is in sync with TRADOC, the Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans, and the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics. The OASAALT and the
Army Acquisition Corps, he added, fully
support the Army Chief of Staff's transformation goals.
Frank Apicella, Technical Director,
Army Evaluation Center, Army Test and
Evaluation Command (ATEC), presented an
ATEC perspective. Two of the key actions
ATEC performs for the transformation effort
are refinement of the Army' initial operational test and evaluation strategy and supporting TRADOC in assessing transformation training of the first ballaUion of the

fficr.
Speaking from the warfighter's perspective, COL Charles Guta, Principal
Assi tant Responsible for Contracting, U.S.
Forces Command (FORSCOM), said
FORSCOM also is in sync with the Army
Chief of Staff's transformation goals. Challenges to achieve these goals include equipping fficr with an initial operational capability and acquiring the equipment and
systems nece ary to maintain ongoing
readines and operational tempo.
MG Charles Cannon Jr., Acting
DCSLOG, praised the acqui ition and logi tics communities for establishing one of the
Army's "best-ever" partnerships. This partnership, he aid, presents a great challenge
while at the same time offers the potential to
achieve great things for the Army. Cannon
al 0 emphasized the importance of the
legacy force, the interim force, and the

COL Glenn J. Harrold, Assistant
Deputy for Readiness, Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Logistics)
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objective force in the Army's transformation. Ultimately, Cannon concluded, the
focus will be on the warflghter's need .
COL Glenn J. Harrold, Assistant
Deputy for Readiness, Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Logistics),
focused on recapitalization as a method to
deal with the impact of aging Deets on our
current forces. Recapitalization, he said, will
allow the Army to restore systems to a likenew condition, thus improving their appearance, perfomlance, and life expectancy. The
insertion of new technology will also be
used to improve reliability and maintainability. Harrold concluded that the concept of
recapitalization is very simple, but execution
is very challenging.
Keith Charles, Acting Director, Acquisition Education, Training. and Career Development, Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition Refoml,
departed from the general work hop theme
to present a personnel mallagement
overview on "Sbaping The Workforce for
the 21 t Century." Charles directs a special
task force to determine future personnel
requirements for the Acqui ition Workforce.
His riveting address, supplemented by
"hard-hitting" statistics, provided some of
the initial findings of his task force. The
impetus for examining future recruilOJent
alld hiring practice ,Cbarles aid. is the fact
that 50 percent of the Acquisition Workforce
will be eligible to retire by 2005. Changes in
workforce demographics, in workforce education alld skill requirements, and in workforce values will require different employment approaches, he added. Charles noted
that new employees will have different
employment options, different career expectations, and will be expected to lead and be
multifunctional. Among the strategies uggested by the task force to deal with these
changes i development of a buman
resource st.rategic management plan. That.
plan will identify what needs t.o be done and
who is needed to do it. In the area of recruiting, the task force suggest e tabli hing
recruiting programs, trategic partnering
efforts with universities alld (he private sector, and marketing DOD as an attractive
place to work. Charles concluded by stre ing the urgency of addressing the challenges
unveiled by his task force.
Charles' presentation was folJowed by
all award ceremony honoring PMs and
Acquisition Commanders of the Year. (See
article on Page 22-23 of this magazine.)
MG David Gust, Army Materiel Commalld Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development and Acquisition. concluded the

MG Joseph M. Cosumano Jr., Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans for Force Development, HQDA
opening day's briefUlgs with all amusing
historical perspective on the establishment
and sustainment of PEOs.

Dinner Speaker
Gil Decker, Executive Vice President,
Engineering and Production, Walt Disney
Imagineering, and former Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development
and Acquisition (ASARDA) and AAE, was
the guest speaker at a dinner bosted by
Hoeper. In his presentat.ion, "The Science of
Making Magic: Engineering, Project Management and Technology, ' Decker used
slides of actual "show-and-ride" sy terns to
demonstrate Disney's project management
and technological achievements. He pointed
out many similarities between Di ney and
the Army in ptoduct development. and fundamental project structure. Both the Army
and Disney face highly economicalJy driven
deadlines with pre-defmed budgets, he said.
The difference, be stated, i in program tability where, unlike the Army, industry
know bow much time they have to complete a project alld how much money they
have to do it.

Additional Presentations
MG Bond opened the second day of the
workshop with an update on STRlCOM's
role in the Army's tran formation, emphasizing that. this role is more challenging than
ever in view of the Army's efforts (0 modernize, digitize, alld tran form its forces. As
the Army's materiel training developer,
STRJCOM provide cradle-to-grave modeling and simulation (M&S) support to PEOs
alld PMs. STRJCOM al 0 provides instrumentation, targets, and threat simulator systems to training alld instrumentation sites.
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One of STRlCOM's initialives is learning
with industry to find infonnatioo technology
applications for Anny training systems.
Karen Walker, Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency Director. reviewed the
design and development of a decision template that will be u ed in reviewing acquisition programs to transition them from science and technology to centralized management, from centralized management to PEas
and DSAs and between PEas and DSAs,
and from centralized management to functional taff management. The template,
Walker aid, resulted from a memorandum
signed by Hoeper and Anny Vice Chief of
Staff GEN John M. Keane directing that
program transitions occur at initial operational capability and be approved by the
AAE.
MG Bruce K. SCOll, Commanding General, U.S. Anny Security Assistance Command, pre ented a tutorial on the impact of
worldwide foreign military sales (FMS) and
how his command serves as the executive
agent for the management, administration,
and implementation of all Anny FMS
programs.
Dr. Hank Dubin, Director for Assessment and Evaluation, OASAALT, examined
the pro and cons of managing program 10
exit criteria. He suggested that programs
could be managed by focu ing on exit criteria if it is a good indicator of delivering
what is needed to the customer. Dubin noted
that exit criteria ensure that progress is made
and that we're ready to transition to the next
pbase.
COL James R. Moran, Program Manager, Abrams Tank System, talked about the
operations and sustainment costs involved
with aging tank fleets. Unlike Army system
of the past thaI were declared obsolete and
replaced, today's Army systems must remain
in the inventory for al leasl another 20 years.
Moran called for joint efforts 10 address

More than 200 attendees
tackled transformation
issues at the annual
Army Acquisition
Workshop.
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California's lnstitute for Creative Technologies (leT) was the subject of a luncheon
briefing by Dr. Jim Blake, Senior Research
Scientist, STRJCOM; and Richard Lindheim, leT. They discussed leT's ability 10
leverage the entertainment industry's M&S
and training expertise that will ultimately
benefit Anny transfonnation efforts.
Although the partnership is just over a year
old, Liodheim termed it "a success."

Elective Sessions

Gil Decker, Executive Vice President,
Engineering and Production, Walt Disney Imagineering, and former ASARDA
andAAE
funding issues and to ensure the Anny is
improving the reliability and sustainability
of obsolete systems.
COL Bryon Young, Commander,
Defense Contract Management Agency
(DCMA)-Raytheon, Burlington, MA, spoke
on behalf of many DCMA commanders in
addres ing current acquisition issue, including the difficulty in finding cost avings at
the program level; dimini hed competition
(government view) versus more intense
competition (industry view); varying
"prime-to- ub" relationships; the challenge
of government process re-engineering; and
enduring a reduced government workforce.
Frank J. Lalumiere, Executive Director,
Program lntegration, DCMA HQ, Fon
Belvoir, VA, provided a programmatic
overview of DCMA. He noted that DCMA
is a service-oriented organization with one
focus-providing contracting assistance to
program managers and procuring contract·
ing officers to help the warfighter.
The ArnlY's newly estabbshed partnerhip with the University of Southern

This year's workshop featured the following elective sessions, which allowed a
more comprehensive examination of transformation issues: New Direction For
Defense Acquisition Policy, Force XXJ Initiatives WRAPIBenefits ofArmy Warfigher
E;\perimellls. OUSD(AT&L) Tri-Service Program Assessment Initiative, Modeling and
Simulation, How ro Request Dollars in tire
Pentagon, Acquisition Lessons Learned,
Army Life Cycle Cost Tools, INSCOM Technology Protection Integration Model, and
New Testing Technology Embedded in
Weapon System Platforms.

Closing Remarks
LTG Paul 1. Kern, Director, Anny
Acquisition Corps, and Military Deputy to
the ASAALT, referenced everal of the
workshop's general session in hi concluding remarks. He said he was pleased to learn
that the message of the transformation had
been received Ihroughout the Anny. Additionally, Kern said, the line of communication must be kept open to en ure the Anny'
transfornlation and recapitalization goals are
successful and to ensure that the Army is
able to hire the quality of people it needs.
As the closing speaker, Hoeper called
the workshop "extraordinarily successful."
Referencing Kern's appeal for open communication, he praised recent Army partnership with leT and ASA as meartingful
venture to propel advanced M&S efforts.
He also praised the partnership between the
acquisition and logi tics communities,
adding that it should be expanded with the
inclusion of the testing community.

SANDRA R. MARKS, an employee
ofScience Applications International
Corp. (SAlC), provides contract supparr to the staff ofArmy AL&T magazine. She has a B.S. in journalism
from the University of Maryland, College Park, MD.
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PMs AND ACQUISITION
COMMANDERS
OF THE YEAR
HONORED
Krystal M. Hall and
Sandra R. Marks
The Army's Project Manager of the
Year Award, Product Manager of the Year
Award, and two Acquisition Commander
of the Year Awards were pre ented in
recognition of outstanding achievements
during a special ceremony at the annual
Army Acquisition Workshop, Aug. 23,
2000, in Orlando, FL. Paul J. Hoeper,
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Logistics and Technology
(ASAALn and Army Acquisition Execuolive, presented the awards.

Project Manager Of The Year
COL Stephen V. Reeves, Project
Manager, Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense Systems (pM, NBC), received
the Project Manager of the Year Award
for FY99. He was cited for executing all
as igned programs within budget, cost,
and schedule variance, and for exceeding
all DOD and HQDA goals for obligations
and disbursements. During the pa t year,
Reeves was credited with leading NBC
defense teams in fielding more than
150,000 items of NBC defense equipment
valued at approximately $200 million. By
adopting a full life-cycle management
approach, Reeves effectively established
multiple operations and sustainment cost
reduction efforts across multiple product
lines. This effort is expected to result in
savings of more than $40 million during
the next 7 years.
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Product Manager Of The Year
LTC Charles H. Drie snack, Product
Manager, National Missile Defen e
(NMD) In-Flight Interceptor Communication System (IFICS)/Communications,
received the Product Manager of the Year
Award for FY99. He was cited for carefully resoucturing the IFI CS Program and
establishing an aggressive prototype
development program to minimize cost,
schedule, and technical risks, and to
improve performance. He is also responsible for resoucruring the NMD communications architecture and acquisition
strategy resulting in a cost-as-anindependent-variable savings to the government of $2 billion. Additionally,
Driessnack lead a highly effective jointService team that en ured the NMD
IRCS would successfully communicate
weapons task plans to the NMD interceptor and ensure target impact.

Acquisition Commanders

Of The Year
COL Andrew G. Ellis and LTC
William N. Patterson were each recipients
of an Acquisition Commander of the Year
Award for FY99.
Ellis was recognized for his achievements as Commander, U.S. Army
Aberdeen Test Center (ATC), re ponsible
for the planning, research and development, test and evaluation design,

engineering, production, and surveillance
tests for DOD agencies and contractors
for military systems and equipment. Ellis
wa cited for developing a concept of
forming a limited liability company to
include ATC staff and indu trial and academic parmers who would reduce the
normal acquisition te ting lead time while
aving millions of dollars. Under Ellis'
leader hip, ATC became the Department
of tJle Am1y' only pilot test and evaluation center for DOD's FYs 99 and 00
pilot programs. He is credited with championing a closeout of an A76 Study,
resulting in immediate savings of $2 million with su tained annual savings of
$3 million. He was also cited for his commitment to providing the soldier the
safest and best equipment available.
Patterson was recognized for hi contributions as the Commander, Defense
Contract Management Agency-Mana sas,
me large t contract management office in
the Defen e Contract Management
Agency. He is responsible for 118 acquisition profes ionals who administer more
than 32,000 contracts valued at $28 billion. Patterson was also cited for initiating a single process initiative calling for
use of commercial practices in the purchase of desktop computer contracts and
other commercial off-the-shelf items. This
effon win eliminate the need for contract
adruinistration and will result in faster
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COL Steven V. Reeves (right), PM,
NBC, accepts the FY99 Project
Manager of the Year Award from
Paul J. Hoeper, ASAALT.

LTC Charles H. Driessnack (right),
Product Manager, NMD IFICS/
Communications, accepts the FY99
Product Manager of the Year Award
from Paul J. Hoeper, ASAALT.

COL Andrew G. Ellis (right), Commander, ATC, receives an Acquisition Commander of the Year Award
from Paul J. Hoeper, ASAALT.

LTC William N. Patterson (right),
Commander, Defense Contract
Management Agency-Manassas,
receives an Acquisition Commander
of the Year Award from Paul J.
Hoeper, ASAALT.

delivery of items to the warfighter at a
reduced cost. Patterson saved customers
more than $55 billion (saved the AmlY $8
million alone) in expiring funds during
FY99.

Charter Presentations
Al the conclusion of the formal
awards ceremony, Hoeper presented
revised program executive office (PEO)
and deputy for systems acqui ilion (DSA)
charter [0 program executive officers
from the PEOs for Aviation; Ground
Combat and Support Systems; Command,
Control and Communications Sy tems;
Air and Mis ile Defense; Tactical Missiles; Intelligence, Electronic Warfare and
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Sensors: Standard Amly Management
Information Systems; and [0 the DSA,
Tank-automotive and Amlamems Command; the DSA, CommunicationsElectronics Command: and the DSA, Aviation and Mi sile Command. Hoeper
noted that the revised charters reflect
some of the ongoing initiatives within the
acquisition community. Most likely to
draw attention, Hoeper said, is the addition of suppol1ability a a co-equal with
cost, chedule, and performance in the
progran] decision process and the responsibility to plan and execute the transition of programs and systems when
appropriate.

KRYSTAL M. HALL. an employee
of Science Applications Illternational
Corp. (SAfC). provides contract support to the Acquisition Career Managemellt Office. She holds an M.S. in
public administration and a B.A. in
criminal justice.
SANDRA R. MARKS. an employee
of SAfC, provides contract support to
the staff of Army AL&T magazine. She
has a B.S. in journalism from the University of Mary/and, College Park,
MD.
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DOES THE ARMY NEED
A CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING
MOS FOR NCOs?
MAJ Mel M. Metts and MAJ Nick Castrinos

Editor's Note: This is the second of a
fWo-part article that discLlsses whether
establishing a military occupational specialty (MOS) for noncommissioned officers (NCOs) within the Army contracting
structure will benefit the Army and its
enlisted contracting personnel. The first
part appeared in the September-October
2000 issue ofArmy AL&T and discllssed
background information and current
issues faced by the Army and contracting
NCOs.
This final article discusses benefits
and associated challenges involved in
esrablishing a cotltracting MOS and presents recommendations.

Introduction
What are the perceived benefits of
establishing a new career field for contracting NCOs with the Additional Skill
Identifier (AST) Gl (contracting agen!)?
A new MOS will provide stability,
continuity, and greater institutional
knowledge in contingency contracting
commands. Like CO in other branches
of the Anny, COs are the backbone of a
contracting organization. Contingency
contracting officers (CCOs) are required
to have a broad range of skills in contingency and ad mini trative contracting as
well as contract and program management. Additionally, CCO are required to
rotate through various job positions to
remain competitive for promotion. The
continual exodu of NCOs and CCOs is
making it difficult for contingency contracting organizations to maintain qualified officer and NCOs for contingency
operations. Thus, if CO could remain
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in a contracting organization and provide
continuity and stability, their contracting
skills and knowledge would continue to
grow and benefit commanders on the
ground and entire contracting organizations. More important though this
retained knowledge base would be beneficial to deployed troop in the field.
Additionally, a new MOS will
improve an NCO's professional development, allow NCO to single Irack, and
create greater promotion opportunities
(mirroring tho e of officer in the acquisition field). NCO would compete against
other NCOs with similar jobs, preventing
the biased nature of the current promotion
boards. NCO would continue 10 gain
experience and Lake the neces ary
Defense Acqui ition University cour es to
become highly competent and warranted
contracting officers and combat multipliers (when deployed).
Further, a new MOS would reduce
the current deployment workload of the
CCO and allow for a larger pool of qualified contracting pecialists available for
mobilization. The current operations
tempo require two 6-month deployments
every 2 years for CCOs. Deployable
NCOs would reduce back-to-back
deployments for many of the officers. In
addition, if botb were deployed on a contingency mis ion, the contracting NCO
could handle the routine acqui ition ta k ,
leaving the CCO free to work on more
complex issues. Furthermore, NCOs and
CCOs would be interchangeable, depending on proficiency levels. This also
allows the officer to become more
involved in planning and leadership.

Implementation Issues
How does the Army build an MOS?
To e tabli h a new MOS, the Army first
mu t overcome the Average Grade Distribution Matrix (AGDM), the structure-ofgrades model in the Anny. The AGDM
model shows the average percentages
necessary per grade to ensure successful
distribution. This matrix gives the percentages required within an MOS pyramid to acbieve optimal career progre ion. Becau e the AGDM dictate the percentage per grades, the matrix is also a
ba el ine for allocating money per grade
within each career management field
(CMF). The AGDM i the base model
commander use as a guideline for the
percent limits in each MOS; however,
commanders can redistribute wilili:n the
model to fix sbonages and surplu es.
Currently, there is a limited quantity of
personnel with whom to build an MOS
within the contracting field.
There are only 42 po itions available
Armywide for ASl G I. These po itions
range from sergeant to master sergeant.
with no advancement to sergeant major.
To build an MOS, the aggregate total percentages would need to follow the
AGDM for the optimum career growth,
which also allows for the be t competitive advantages. TbeAGDM must be
overlaid with the operational requirements to determine percentages of personnel within the MOS. The AGDM is
ba ed on multiples of lOO, but it does not
reflect the required number of personnel
neces ary (Q e tabli h an MOS.
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There are several issues associated
with mall percentage of personnel
within a given MOS. One concern is baving enough people to allow opportunities
for promotion within the MOS. Career
progression in a small MOS i slow,
which means longer duration times at
lower rank.

Other Concerns
Establishing An MOS. Recent revisions in the organizational structure of the
Theater Support Commands (TSCs) and
Force XXI requirements have increased
the need for additional AS] G I personnel.
The TSC revision now calls for an additional 16 CMF 92 ASI 01 positions. This
requirement include four sergeant major
positions for Senior Logistics Services
Supervisors (ASI G 1) within each of the
TSCs. The TSC revisions also allow for
complete vertical movement to the sergeant major level if a decision wa made
to estabjjsh a contracting MOS.
Requirement for the new Force XXI
Division, which 4th Division at Fort
Hood. TX, is currently transitioning,
require an additional four sergeant fLTst
class positions (92Y40 ASI 01) to fulfill
the requirements document ystem. Three
positions are located in the Forward Support Banalion and one position is located
in the Division Aviation Support Battalion. hl the long term, every heavy division in the Army will transition into this
configuration, adding a total of 24 position available for NCOs with the AS]
G I. The changes in the e organizational
structures will allow the Army to meet
AR 2l1-6OJ.
Professional Development. Another
concern is how to de ignate a training
path for the NCOs. Profe sional development must be in accordance with AR
600-3, The Army Personnel Proponem
System (APPS). Personnel proponents are
respon ible for the eight life-cycle management functions of their respective
career fLelds. As uch, they take the lead
in defming developmental needs, refming
requirements in the field, and providing
assistance to improve all aspect of the
Army's personnel management system.
The personnel proponent would recommend or determine appropriate acces ion
criteria for enlisted personnel. identify
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training criteria by career field, and
ensure that training for career development i in concert with all aspects of Profe sional development. Becau e there i
no schoolhouse or branch that currently
support the schooling requirements (i.e.,
Basic or Advanced NCO Course
(BNCOCjANCOC)), where would contracting NCOs go to receive the required
training, and who would support the
training?
The final concern is how to develop
the institutional training witilin tile operational assignments and the development
of a career progres ion within the a signments. Currently, tile Army Acquisition
Corps (AAC) is just a proponent with no
soldiers, and tile ASI G I function falls
under the per onnel proponent of the
Quarlennaster (QM) General. Further,
because the QM i not a branch proponent for the AAC, there is an ownership
challenge.

Another recommendation is for tile
AAC to become tile functional proponent
and for the QM Corp to handle the normal MOS personnel proponent. Currently,
the AAC is a proponent witil no schoolhouse or branch that support professional developmental requirements. The
AAC can develop the training requirements but must rely on CMFs for support
of the schoolhouse courses (i.e., BNCOC
and ANCOC). The advantage to this recommendation is that the QM has tile
schoolhouse and necessary developmental
courses already established for the CMF
92 MOS.
The Army mu t develop a separate
functional area MOS for contracting
NCOs that includes a designated career
progression and training patil comparable
to basic branch MOS schools. Contracting NCOs are the combat multipliers for
the warfigbting commanders who will
ensure mission succes in any given tactical environment.

Summary
Clearly, the current enli ted force
structure of contingency contracting is
not as effective as it could be. The career
development model for COs in tile contracting tield requires major restructuring.
Establishing a new MOS would benefit combat commanders, contracting
NCOs, and contingency contracting commands. The contracting skil.ls and knowledge accrued by NCO would continue to
multiply and benefit warfighters as combat multiplier along with the entire contracting community. With the establishment of the MOS, COs would be
allowed to single track, thus. creating
greater promotion opportunities.
All MOSs that are not critically short
should be considered Armywide for
acce sion into the contracting field. A
yearly accession board for CO should
be established tilat coincide with the
officer board. Preferably, the majority of
accessions should come from CMF 92
becau e of the similaritie in job descriptions. NCOs should be accessed into the
contracting field at the grades of sergeant
wough sergeant fLTst class, but all sergeants first clas should be carefully
screened to ensure tile Army receives full
return on their investment.

MAJ MEL M. MEITS is a Contingency Contracting Officer at Fort
Hood, TK. He is a graduate of South
Carolina State University alld holds a
master·s degree in procurement alld
acquisition management from the
Florida Institute ofTechnology.
MAl NICK CASTRlNOS is
assigned to the Defense Logistics
Agency at the Defense Supply Center,
Richmond, VA. He has participated in
numerous contingency-contracting
operations throughout the Middle
East and the Balkans. Castritws holds
a bachelor's degree from Evergreen
State College in Washington and a
master's degree in international relations from Troy State University in
Alabama.
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PRECISION ARTILLERY
ROU~D TESTING REACHES
ACRESCENDO
Chuck Wullenjohn
The jagged peaks and lonely desert
landscape of U.S. Anny Yuma Proving
Ground' Kofa Firing Range echoed to the
booming sound of massive artillery barrage
throughout April and early May of !hi year.
The 1 t Battalion of the 17th Field Artillery,
which traveled to Yuma, AZ, from Fort Sill,
OK, had come to the proving ground to use
the Sense and Destroy Armor (SADARM)
preci ion artillery projectile in a reali tic
combat environment. And what the unit
came for was exactly what it gol.
TIle 208 members of the battalion,
which is part of the 3rd Arrnored Corps
Artillery, constructed an administrative and
support base camp near the proving ground's
airfield, where they tayed on weekends.
They al 0 formed a support training and tactical operations area 60 miles away on the
firing range. They brought along eight
M I09A6 Paladin self-propelled Howitzers,
eight M992A2 Field Artillery Ammunition
Supply Vehicles, five command-post vehicles, one M88 recovery vehicle, and dozens
of other support vehicles. Most of the equipment was transpoTled by rail, while the bulk
of the soldiers t.raveled 10 and from Yuma by

evaluate the projectile as it would be used in
an operational environment," explained Ron
Jackson. Yuma Proving Ground te t director.
A realistic threat target area was constructed on an existing proving ground
impact area, located approximately 12 miles
from the Paladins. Self-propelled howitzers
and a command and control vehicle manufactured in the forrner Soviet Union were
concealed behind protective earthen berms
and under camouflage netting in the target
area, just as they would be in actual combat.
Each of the target howitzers was maintained
in operating condition during the test.
Specially designed heaters were installed in
the tube of each howitzer to generate the heat
appropriate to a recently ftred weapon. It
was important to operate the engines and the
tube heaters to generate realistic heat signatures used for targeting by the incoming
SADARM projectiles.
The highly sophisticated SADARM projectile i an OUlgrowth of man weapons

research that began in the early 19605.
However, unlike smart bombs used during
the Persian Gulf War and in theNATO campaign in Kosovo, SADARM is a true "fireand-forget" weapon that senses and destroys
enemy-armored targets. SADARM was primarily designed as a counterbattery weapon
to de troy or disable enemy artillery pieces.
Designed to be ftred from the l55mm
howitzer. SADARM projectiles look and fire
Like conventional projectile. However, each
SADARM projectile contains two submunitions that are expelled over the target area to
independently acquire and destroy enemy
weapons. At several hundred feet above the
ground, each ubmunition fire an explosively fonned penetrator that attacks enemy
artillery from its mo t vulnerable directionabove the target. Program officials say
SADARM will be a potent and reliable way
to suppress enemy counterbattery fife on the
future battlefield.
Besides firing the SADARM projectiles
for testing, the oldiers of the field anillery
battalion u ed the opportunity to condu t a
great deal of intensive training in a variely of
areas. They fired more than 1,500 highexplosive rounds during their 6-week stay.
which is equivalent to what the battalion normally would fJ.re in an 8-month period.
"We fired combinations of projectiles
and charges normally reserved only for
wartime, so !hi was a unique opportunity,"
aid MAl John Gillette, Operations Officer
for the 1st Battalion of the 17th Field
Artillery. Gillette added that at Yuma, the

mr.

The main purpose of the battalion's
Arizona visit was to participate in a 6-week
limited user test (LUT) of the 155mm
SADARM preci ion artillery projectile,
which has undergone testing at Yuma
Proving Ground since the late 19805. Unlike
earlier tages of testing, which were research
and development oriented, the LUT required
firing the projectiles in trict accordance with
currenl Anny doctrine used in battlefield
environments. Four fire missions consisting
of 24 rounds apiece, each conducted at a different time of day, were fired during the
LUT.
"During the test, there were no strict flfing po itions for the howitzers. The unit was
given a 49-square-kilorneter area to maneuver in, with fire mission information transmitted from a inlUlated brigade headquaners
through the operational chain down to each
individual gun. The objective was to
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The rugged, pristine terrain of the Yuma Proving Ground desert proved

an

ideal location to conduct SADARM testing under realistic field conditions.
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Ml09A6 Paladin self-propelled Howitzers, belonging to the 1st Battalion
of the 17th Field Artillery, get ready for movement to firing positions on
the Kofa Firing Range.
battalion could do things il u ually could nol
do. "Under upervi ion of a Yuma Proving
Ground expert, we loaded and air dropped a
load of ammunition from a C-17 aircraft and
direct frred our howitzers against scrap vehicles. We used our MK 19 and M203 grenade
launchers and fired the .50-caliber machine
gun mounted on each vehicle. Since we
u ually frre only in the indirect fire mode,
our gunners don't observe rounds impacting
the target. Direct fire training gave our people the chance to ee the results of what they
do-which were dramaticllJly impressive. It
was a real morale booster," said Gillette.
The soldiers loudly cheered, gave each
other high fives, and happily jumped up and
down as they saw what their rounds did to
the targets.
Gillette feel the battalion's participation
in the lest proved to be an excellent overall
training opporrunity. The unit was able to
train in aU its mi sion-essential tasks, including deployment to a remote location, delivering accurate fire support, and sustaining and
protecting the force.
"Given the constrdints of our current
budge!," explained Gillene, "we wouldn't
have had a superb training opportunity like
this otherwise. The soldiers of the unit are
used to training at Fort Sill-they intimately
know the firing positions and the terrain.
Our deployment to Yuma Proving Ground
was like deploying to a combat zone. It was
a great learning experience:'
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SFC Samuel Martinez, Battalion Master
Gunner, ays his own biggest challenge was
coordinating the flow of infomlation among
the various organizations involved in Ihe te l.
The Fire Suppon Test Directorate of the
Operational Test Command, the SADARM
Project Manager, our own command group,
and, of course, Yuma Proving Ground, all
needed 10 be on the same sheet of music.
Thi was a problem at fir t, for sometimes
we got input from everyone at once. But we
got it all worked out in fairly short order," he
said.
The unfamiliarity of the desert terrain
and the climate proved to be a challenge to
everyone in the

unit~

said Martinez. He sa.id

the high temperature during the day, which
climbed to over 100 degrees Fahrenheit, and
the chiJly evenings made it rough. Also. the
tactical operations area, located a great distance from civilization, required a long logistics tail.
"The only thing we didn't have was an
enemy firing at us. For a realistic training
ituation, it just couldn't be beat. But I also
want to acknowledge the outstanding support
of the local community. Everyone went out
of their way 10 help us, from the people at
the post bowling alley who changed their
chedule to accommodate our needs. to the
travel folks who helped us arrange a weekend trip to San Diego," said Gillette.
Cyndi Ford, Yuma Proving Ground
Assistant Readiness Officer. said the support
offered 10 the unit was typical of what i

done for other uni visiting the proving
ground throughout the year. Her office coordinates all unit requirements from on-site
support and services to local purchases and
even the rental of necessary equipment. The
purpose is to allow the visiting unit to concentrate on its mission rather than administrative requirements.
For the Ist Battalion of the 17th Field
Arti.llety, she says her office ensured evaporative coolers were installed in the battalion's
food preparation and dining areas to provide
air circulation, lower the temperature, and
keep bugs away. Ice and drinking water
were provided each day, as well as any other
type of required logistical support. "We
were on the phone coordinating things on a
daily basis," she said.
Although the chief mission of YUlIla
Proving Ground centers on the developmental testing of weapon systems and munitions,
desert training has as umed more prominence in recent years. Almost an exact match
in terms of terrain and temperature to that
found near the borders of Saudi Arabia,
Kuwail, and Iraq, Yuma Proving Ground has
seen the number of military organizations
conducting training activitie at the proving
ground dramatically climb from 4 in 1989 to
52 in the first 6 months of FYoo. And
because of the installation's diverse faci.lities,
ophisticated range instrumentation, and vast
fuing areas that allow for numerous scenario
po sibilities, units come to the proving
ground on a year-round basi. By the end of
FYoo, the number of unit trained i
expected to increase to more than 80.
"TIle SADARM limited user test
demonstrated that Yuma Proving Ground is
well equipped to perfonn combined operational and developmental testing, which will
become more common in the future. No
other facility bas the un poiled terrain and
excellent test facilities we have. We're a real
national defense as et, especially as the military moves into the new century." aid
Jackson.

CHUCK WUUENJOHN is Chief,
Public Affairs Office, U.S. Army Yuma
Proving Ground, A2. He is a graduate
of Humboldl Slate University, and has
completed postgraduate work at San
Jose Stale University and Hayward
Slate University, all ill Califomia. He
is a frequetll colltributor to this magazine alld olher military publications.
Wullenjohn is also a Reservisl in the
U.S. CoaSI Guard.
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OUTSOURCING ARMY
MODERNIZATION
RUNS COUNTER TO
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
James H. Ward
Author's Note: This article presents
the academic argument that should our
Nation outsource its information infrastructure, it runs the risk of becoming
hostage to commercial interests. Furthel;
as the Nation goes forward with the
Global Information Grid and the objective force, it needs to ensure that inherently military communication functions
on which this strategy relies remain a
part of the internal command and control
of our soldiers and their leaders.

Introduction
Nowhere does the banie for or
against outsourcing rage more fiercely
than in the halls of the Pentagon, seat of
the most powerful military leaders in the
world. Tlus bastion against tyranny and
oppression fmds itself in the throes of a
debate that might, over time, cede its
hegemony to commercial forces and
cause it to lose forever the tools it will
need to fight on distant battlefields.
Let us frame the debate. In the April
2000 issue of Government Executive,
Management Consultant Paul Kuzniar
writes that there are stark differences
between the role of the private sector and
a government that must provide for the
common defense. Both business and government have many goal , Kuzniar
explains. However, the foremost goal for
business is making money, while the government's goal is to spend money to
ensure the well-being of its citizens.
As outlined in Kuzniar's article, flve
basic principles must be considered in
comparing business and government: purpose, people, time, money, and hierarchy.
In each case, the interests of business and
government are at significant odds. This
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article applies these principals to case
studies to demonstrate that outsourcing of
infonnation technology (IT) may lead to
national security peril from which the
Nation may nOL recover.

Background
Contracting, or outsourcing, is not a
new phenomenon in America. There were
contractors on battlefields as far back as
the Revolutionary War. More recently, the
Eisenhower administration made it a part
of U.S. policy not to impede business.
President Eisenhower vowed that the federal govenmlent would not start or carry
out any commercial activity to provide a
service or product for its own use if such
a product or service could be procured
from private enterprise through ordinary
busines charmels. Government's work,
he added, must be confmed to those tasks
that it alone must perform.
In 1966, ilie Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) issued OMB Circular
A-76, Performance of Commercial Activities, which spelled out the proces es
needed to divest government of all but
its "core competencies." Since 1966, ilie
Pentagon has engaged in a robust
contracting-out program. According to a
Business Executives for National Security
pecial report, nearly every support function in DOD ha been outsourced in some
way. Figures indicate, for example, that
nearly 47 percent of data processing has
been outsourced.

Case Studies
The outsourcing process at White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM
provide an excellent ca e in point. According to its former Commander,

BG Harry D. Gatanas, WSMR "survived"
22 A-76 studies. This occurred because
mis ion posture and a treamlined, betterre ourced workforce led arb.itrators to
conclude that the government could perform tJle functions more effectively.
Let' examine the case at WSMR in
context WitJl the five principals. The primary purpose of WSMR i to conduct
missile tests. A-76 studies concluded iliat
tI1e in-house workforce possessed tbe requisite skill. necessary to perform this function. In addition, it found th.at WSMR met
the "people principle" test in that its
workforce understood how to run a complex process like m.i ile testing. Furiliermore, once iliey were provided the necessary tools (faster computer, a flattened
organizational structure, and capital
equipment) to improve their efficiency,
ilie workforce dearl y demonstrated they
were up to ilie task. In fact, the A-76
studies might have done the existing
workforce a favor by forcing the organization to modernize its operation! Finally,
the A-76 study team found that in the area
of mis iJe testing, having a long-tenn
view of the mission of the range was far
preferable to contracting the function out.
White Sands pre ents a classic public
good-over-money case and should be held
up as a model for oiliers undergoing A-76
studies.
John Thorpe, the Deputy Chief of
Infonnation Management for U.S. Army
Pacific, point out that mi sion and location are also factors in weighing outsourcing decision. In Hawaii, all Army
telephone services operate on the Hawaii
Island Telephone System. This end-lo-end
system was outsourced several years ago
and, according to Thorpe, the cost of this
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"imminently affordable" system keeps
going up by as much as 30 percent a
year!
Okinawa and Japan offer US a
gHmpse at another issue critical to our
discussion. In these locations, where the
Army's 516th Signal Brigade ha, two
battalions, the Japanese workforce plays
an important role. In fact, under what is
called the Master Labor Contract, all
Japanese alaries are paid by the Japane e
government. To outsource these operations would increase the cost of doing
business.
Still, one might postulate that on the
U.S. mainland, with so many available IT
firms, why not simply conduct A-76 studie on all in tallations with an eye toward
outsourcing the information technology
business area? This would, on the surface,
appear to be a good idea. However, under
provisions found in the Federal Activities
Reform Act of 1998, for a federal function to he outsourced, it must be considered nongovernmental. This provision
should offer pecific relief to DOD.
For example, a DOD agency's IT
communications functions may not be
considered inherently governmental, but
using tho e functions to conduct command and control activities in a combat
situation would.
De cribed in a slightly different way
in a recent General Service Administration (GSA) white paper, "In general,
inherently governmental functions are
those tasks that are so intimately related
to public interest that they need to be performed by government employee ."
In the area of IT infrastructure modernization, the issue of command and
control has never been more important.
To be ure, many of the information management tool can and are being purchased through commercial off-the-shelf
means. This does not., however, mean that
the people engineering, installing, and
operating them hould also be outsourced.
Experience at the Huntsville, AL, Directorate of Information Management
(DOrM) is another case in point. According to DOIM officials, the entire information management function was contracted
out everal year ago. ow, effort to
reverse their earlier decision are underway through the A-76 process. These officials cite cost and 10 s of control as the
reasons for their decision.
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Other Concerns
Reversibility is a concern. Critic of
outsourcing express concern that once IT
function have been turned over to a
contractor, it will be too costly to reverse
the situation and return them in-house.
While it's possible to reverse outsourcing
arrangements, it is important to note that
the objective force will require end-toend systems command and control, and
the advent of hostilitie i no time to
artempt to revert back to in-house management of these end-to-end systems.
As DOD reviews it information
management requirements for the next
25 years, interoperability between soldiers on the battlefield and their sustaining bases will become paramount. Simply
put, information management is a core
military function. now more than ever.
Unfortunately, these purely strategic
(and tactical) concerns have not slowed
down the A-76 study process. In the May
1999 issue of Government Executive,
Associate Editor Katherine McIntire
Peters writes that the Pentagon expects to
deliver $1I bj[1jon in savings by 2005 and
achieve recurring annual savings of $3
billion thereafter. Peters asserts that DOD
will conduct competition studies involving approximately 229,000 positions,
which is three times the number of positions it looked at from 1979 through
1996. She points out that these tudies
form the basis for the Pentagon's rosy
estimate.
The Army as an institution exists as a
servant of the national good. IT will provide the strategic and tactical backbone of
the Army in the years to come. In fact, IT
will be as much a part of the Army as the
warfighter it supports, and as such cannot
be separated out because of a hortsighted
need to show cost avings. According to a
GSA report, the decision process for outourcing must be directly interrelated
with the long-range, strategic planning
process.
The Outsourcing Institute, referenced
in the same GSA report, suggests that
overemphasis on shon-term benefits is a
clear sign of an outsourcing project that
will prove unsucce sfu!. When the strategic reasons for outsourcing are overshadowed by short-term business concerns,
companies are often disappointed.
Further, it remains critical to retain
an in-house workforce because this is the
only way the Army can look into the

future and define the evolving information infrastructure it will need to support
the revolution in business and military
affairs. Agreed, contracting out specific,
short-term project as part of a step-bystep process will be a critical component,
but an in-house workforce will operate
according to its constitutionaUy mandated
"be t interests of the ation."
One must al 0 consider the inherent
differences between the operating styles
of the contractor and the Army. As noted
by Kuzniar, the business of government
revolves around politics, or doing the
peoples' work. This is antithetical to the
way the bu iness community goes about
things. Nowhere i this more true than in
the area of IT modernization.
The structure of program managers,
cross-functional commands, evolving
guidance from higher-ups, and the nature
of providing national Defense make
whole- ystems out ourcing undesirable.
This process, which leads to a consensus,
has and will continue to serve the public
interest because it affords all stakeholders
a chance to provide input. It also allows
for long-term structural changes on installations as new mi sions or changes in
new missions are developed. Simply put,
making such changes in a contractorowned, contractor-operated world would
run counter to the public interest at be t,
and reduce responsi veness to changing
world events at worst. This would lead to
reduced combat effectiveness, regardless
of the efficiency it might temporarily
create.

Conclusion
As the Army moves toward reatizing
the promise of Joint Vision 2020 and the
knowledge-centric Global Infonnation
Grid, it must ensure that the right outsourcing decisions are made. The Anny
cannot base its modernization deci ion
solely on savin.gs because to do so might
undermine it abil ity to provide end-roend connectivity.

JAMES H. WARD is a Research
Analyst for the Information Systems
Engineering Command, Fort
Huachuca, AZ. He is a former Army
Public Affairs Noncommissioned Officer with a B.S, in government alld
politics from the University of
Maryland.
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Introduction
"Speed is life" is a
phrase that is increasingly
being used to describe the
Army's transformation for
the future. Thi s phrase
applies in describing how
our Armed Forces must
operate on the battlefield, in
describing the mental agility
of our future leaders, and in
describing how the materiel
acquisition process must be
COL
streamlined.
In October 1999, Army
Chief of Staff GEN Eric K.
Shinseki unveiled a vision to
make th.e Army a rapidly
deployable, lethal, agile, survivable, and
sustainable force. Although the Army is
presently capable of fUIi-spectrum dominance, its organization and force structure
are not optimized for strategic responsiveness. To address this deficiency, Shinseki
launched a major Army transformation
effort that initially requires organizing
Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs). These
teams will function as full-spectrum combat forces capable of deploying to any
trouble spot in the world within 96 hours.
The BCTs will provide an effective force
capable of neutralizing trouble before it
escalates into all-out war.
The operational requirements of the
BCTs require changes in Army organization, equipment, tactics, techniques, and
procedures. The Army thrust is on fielding a BCT capability, not just individual
weapon platforms. The Anny will field
the Interim Armored Vehicle (lAV) as a
common baseline capability for each BCT.
With slight modification, several fanlilies
of current medium-based platforms could
meet the lAY requirement. Therefore, the
Army hopes to select off-the-shelf lAYs
from private industry to support an aggressive program chedule. The fust Initial
Brigade Combat Team is scheduled to
achieve initial operating capability by the
end of December 2001, supported by the
treamlined acquisition of the lAY. This
type of accelerated strategy represents the
Army's future process for acquiring
warfighting capabilities.
Because speed is life, the traditional
10- to 20-year acquisition process for
major Defense systems will no longer support the warfighter's ever-changing needs.
In concert with these needs, the Army
must streamline test and evaluation (T&E)
whenever possible to accelerate the
materiel acquisition process. Testers must

I

operational environments.
In addition, engine makers
and parts uppliers tested
their products extensively to
ensure they met airline
requirements. This tllorough test program was so
succe sful in demonstrating
tlle aircraft's design features
tllat tlle 777 became the first
airplane in history to earn
the Federal Aviation Administration's approval to fly
Andrew G. Ellis and Mark Simon
extended-range, twinengined operations at service entry. Obviously, a significantamountoftesting
was paramount to the 777's
learn to adapt their role and leverage techsuccess. We can conclude that testing
nology to support the accelerated acquisimust remain an important component of
tion process.
future system acquisition.

TESTING AND TEST
INSTRUMENTATION
IN THE FUTURE

I
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Is Testing Still Needed?
The need for a significant amount of
testing may seem dirnini hed when procuring a nondevelopmental item (NO!) like
the IAY. In fact, extensi ve testing of an
NDI might be perceived as an impediment
to acquisition streamlining. The vehicles
currently under consideration are already
mature systems, so why is there a need for
much testing? During testing at Aberdeen
Test Center (ATC), Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, Ie
oprusticated, commercially available systems, such as shotgun,
forklifts, and dump trucks, have experienced cata trophic failures incl uding ruptured gun barrels, bent axles, and broken_
wheels. However, in all of these cases, the
systems were tested to requirement or
conditions above and beyond their original
intended capabilities. Testing provided the
information needed to identify and correct
these performance shortfalls early enough
to avoid costly recalls and upgrades of
fielded y rems.
Testing stiU plays a critical role in
developing high-tech systems as well. One
example is the Boeing 777 aircraft, the
world's largest twin-engined jet, recognized as the top aeronautical achievement
of 1995. During the aircraft' development, customer representatives and component suppliers teamed witll Boeing
designers and testers. The airplane' various systems were tested together in simulated flight conditions before the first 777
ever flew. Standard cenification flight
tests were supplemented with 1,000 flight
cycles on each airframe-engine combination (for the initiaJ 777-200 models) to
demonstrate reliability in simulated
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Role Of Tester
To advance streamlined acquisition,
the T&E community must upport shortened developmental pha es, yet continue
to adequately asse s system performance.
To achieve tllis, testers must leverage their
expertise and expand their role as experimenters to become "knowledge brokers."
Future tester must become integral parts
of tlle entire acquisition process. They
must be involved from concept to combat.
The tester's job will no longer be limited
to instrumenting systems and conducting
experiments. The tester will provide
knowledge to the buyer, the user, and the
manufacturer tllroughout the system life
cycle. If testers perform tlleir duties correctly, they may actually reduce tlle number of experiments required to sufficiently
evaluate system performance.
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The Tester's Tool Kit
By leveraging available technology,
the tester can ensure that testing provides
meaningful information and is performed
correctly the first time. Testers can also
determine which parameters must be evaluated through live testing and which
parameters can be evaluated by other innovative approaches. For example, the tester
can use models to under tand the system's
physics and use tllis knowledge to tailor
testing. Testers and modelers accomplished this in 1997 at ATC and the U.S.
Army Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command's Tank Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center during vulnerability testing of tbe Wolverine
Heavy Assault Bridge. A photograph of
the Wolverine under test i shown in
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Figure 1. Through the use of finite element analysis modeling, the testers identified the Wolverine's weakest structural
locations and targeted vulnerability testing
specifical1y to those areas. Successful
results of these te ·ts were used to justify
eliminating shots planned on more robust
areas of the structure, re ulting in significant program cost saving .
Simulation is another tool available to
the tester. Testers can use a variety of
simulations to reduce the need for live
testing. For example, ATe's Firing
Impulse Simulator (Figure 2) can be used
to test the mechanical and hydraulic components of weapon systems without firing
a shot (after the recoil profLle of the applicable ammunition is characterized). This
simulator allows testers to significantly
reduce costs and minimize environmental
impact. The money saved on ammunition
can be used to increase the number of
experiments, which increase confidence
in the results.
To minimize cost and schedule duration yet maximize infonuation, future
testers must effectively merge simulation
and live te ting to provide meaningful
knowledge.

Embedded Instrumentation
Other powerful tools that future
testers will use include innovative types of
data acquisition platforms. Automotive
in trumentation will be built-in or embedded into the vehicle y tern. upporting
data collection capability throughout the
vehicle's life cycle. When coupled with
global wireless transmission, thi capability will facilitate real-time data collection,
processing, and archiving. These data can
be made available to decisionmakers and
analysts via the Internet for data mining
and manipulation. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3 on Page 32.
Embedded instrumentation can be
used to ascertain any fielded vehicle's
operational statu at any time. System
perfonuance can be monitored and
recorded not only during developmental
te ting activities, but also during training
missions, operational tests, maintenance
activities, and field maneuver. This valuable information, combined with a highpowered computing capability, upports
the ability to make trend predictions based
on past performance. Once trends are adequately defined, real-time data collection
and transmission on equipment usage and
component wear can support just-in-time
logi tics. For example, the status of an
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Figure 1.
Wolverine Heavy Assault Bridge undergoing vulnerability testing

Figure 2.
155mm
self-propelled
Howitzer
undergoing
testing
using
Firing
Impulse
Simulator
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Figure 3.
Data acquisition of the future

individual part can be monitored, and a
replacement part can be ordered and transported to the proper unit, thereby facilitating replacement just prior to part failure.
This rype of maintenaoce trategy significantly reduces the logistical footprint
required to support our in-theater forces.
The bottom line is that embedded instrumentation provides total asset visibility
throughout a system's life cycle.

Future Test Technologies
Future testing and data acquisition
will require pioneering efforts in a broad
variety of technology areas. These include
modeling and simulation, information
technology, high- peed networking and
data storage, wireless cornmunicatiollS,
artificial intelligence, and data ecurity.
Advances in instrumentation design are
also needed to minimize the size, weight,
and power consumption of embedded data
acquisition systems.
Space and weight are al ways precious
commodities in a combat vehicle system.
Additionally, these same concepts will be
applied to man-machine systems like
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Soldier 2025. Therefore. designers must
stri ve to make instrumentation as close to
weightless and invisible as possible.
Furthermore, energy needs and operator
intervention mu t be negligible. These
challenges make the tester's job exciting
and demanding for the next few decades.

Conclusion
The con tantly changing needs of the
warfighter and the proliferation of accelerated acquisition strategies such as the lAY
will require future testers to be flexible
and .responsive. Teste.rs must provide use·
ful knowledge to the buye.r. manufacturer,
and warfighter, but must leverage technology to effectively test with less time and
money. Developers and testers must continue to ensure that our warfighters have
systems that are suitable, effective, and
safe but accomplish this at a much faster
pace than with earlie.r systems. While
speed is indeed life, the challenge for
testers is to keep pace with the velocity of
change.

COL ANDREW G. ELLIS is the
Commander of u.s. A/my Aberdeen
Test Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD. He has a B.S. in engineering from the U.S. Military
Academy and an MBAji"om Florida
Institute of Technology. He is also a
graduate of the U.S. Army Command
and General Staff College and the
Army War College.
MARK P. SIMON, P.E., is a Test
Project Manager at the U.S. Army
Aberdeen Test Center, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD. He holds a
B.S. in mechanical engineering from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and an
M.S. in engineering management from
the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County. Simon has been accepted
into the Army Acquisition Corps'
Corps Eligible Program and is Level
III certified in test and evaluation
engineering.
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NEW MEMBERS INDUCTED INTO
COMPETITIVE DEVELOPMENT
GROUP PROGRAM
YG97 Graduates Also Honored
Sandra R. Marks
Introduction
The annual Competitive Development
Group (CDG) Orientation, hosted by the
Acquisition Career Management Office
(ACMO), was held Aug. 8-9, 2000, in
Springfield, VA. The orientation provided a
forum for members of COG Year Groups
(YGs) 97, 98, 00, and 0 I to interact with
their colleagues, gain information on Army
Acquisition Corps (AAC) initiative, familiarize themselve with the policies and procedures of the program, and seek guidance
in their development as future AA C leaders
from staff members of the ACMO and the
Army Acquisition Executive Support
Agency (AAESA). The orientation culminated with the first-ever commencement
ceremony honoring the initial COG graduates, YG97.
The following 25 individuals in YGO I
were inaugurated into the 3-year career
development program: Henry Alexander,
Daniel Belk,
Bezwada. Deborah
Chambers, Brian Churchman, David Duda,
Eric Edwards, Wtlliam Ellis Jr.. Bernard .
Gajkowslei, Duane Gotvald, Ross Guckert,
Clarence Hamilton, Timothy Hughes,
Robert Jamison, Angela Kielsmeier, Mike
Lawrence, Allen Poole, Deborah Schumann, Dennis Simpson, Cassandra Smith,
Robert Thomas, Stephen Tkac, Beverly
Wasniew lei, Diane Williams, and Kenneth
Wright.
In addition, the following six military
officers were inducted into the COO Prognun under the newly created AAC COG
Military Cohort Program: MAl eris Boyd,
MAl Jeannette Jones. MAl Steven Noe,

MAl Kenneth Payne, MAl Matthew Riordan, and MAJ Frank Steinbugl. (For more
information on this program, see the sidebar on Page 35.)

Program Overview
The orientation began with a eries of
sessions geared to providing an overview of
the COO Program and relating its importance to the AAC vision as a whole. COL
Roger Carter, then both Acting Deputy

Han
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Laverne Kidd, ACM for the southern
and western regions

Director for Acquisition Career Management (DDACM) and ACMO Director, formaJIy welcomed YGO I to the orientation.
(Carter retired from the Army this past September.) As a whole, Carter said, the CDG
Program is the epitome of what the acquisition leadership preaches in broadening and
producing flexible leaders for the future.
There's no greater proof of the worth of a
program, he added, than by the leadership
wanting you, identifying positions where
you can serve, and then promoting you into
positions of higher responsibility.
Mary Thomas, then ACMO Deputy
Director, di sected components of the AAC
vision as they relate to buiJding future leaders. As the ambas adors of the Acquisition
Corps, Thomas said, the COG is the best
example of how the AAC vision works.
The development of leadership attributes
underpins the foresight of the AAC, she
added, and leadersh.ip capabilities enhance
the AAC's contribution to our most important customer--the warfighter. On the topic
of leadership competencies, Thomas
switched her focus to the Acquisition
Career Development Plan (ACDP) and
career development models. Thomas called
the ACDP an easy method for structuring
one' career. It provides a framework to
create a career progression map that guides
Army Acquisition Workforce (AAW) members from a level of functional expertise to
being able to apply the leadership competencies required for leadership positions. It
also provides the information and tools necessary to assist AAW members in achieving
success at aU levels, a key initiative in the
COG Program.
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Karen Walker, AAESA Director,
briefly reviewed how AAESA operates as
the Army Acquisition Executive's agent for
military supremacy and life-cycle management of weapons and information systems.
Walker also discussed how AAESA was
fonned, its mis ion , its organizational
structure, and what it does for the people
assigned to it. In outlining future initiatives,
Walker said AAESA is committed to continued input to the Total Army Analysis
process, transferring maintenance of the
Acquisition Position Lists from ACMO to
AAESA, handling position management,
and developing a strategic plan to plot
AAESA's course during the next 10 years.

Training Sessions
The next eries of sessions focused on
identifying the players and procedures that
COG members will encounter in the CDO
Program. Carolyn Creamer, Civilian Personnel Management Specialist in AAESA's
Personnel Management Division, pre ented
an overview on the three regional acquisition offices, a new initiative that will simplify tran itioning CDOs onto the AAESA
Table of Di tribution and Allowances. (The
regional offices work clo ely with Acquisition Career Managers (ACMs) and Acquisition Career Management Advocates and are
responsible for career development and
regional workforce management.) Under
thi new initiative, each COG member will
be as igned an acquisition regional office,
and the Civilian Personnel Advisory Center
serving that office will take care of all personnel actions. Another new initiative
Creamer discussed was "locator cards,"

Sandy Long, National Capital
RegIonal Director

a method that allows COO members to routinely update their location 0 they continue
receiving vital information bye-mail.
Junius Wright, Budget Officer in
AAESA's Resource Management (RM)
Division, de cribed his division's role as
ACMO's accountant and financial advisor.
The RM Division, he said, provides necesary funding information to ACMO management. Wright explained the procedures
for processing fund certification for travel
orders and training and how to prepare permanent change of station (PCS) orders. He
added that maintaining updated individual
development plans (lOPs) will help expedite Ihe approval process for training
requests.

The initial CDG graduates, YG97, are shown with
LTG Paul J. Kern, AAC Director, who is on the far left,
and COL Roger Carter, then Acting DDACM and
ACMO Director, who is on the far right.
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COG members are centrally managed by the ACMs in the Acquisition Management Branch (AMB) of the U.S. Total
Army Personnel Command. Oail
DinicolanlOnio, then ACM for the northeast
and central regions, and Laverne Kidd,
ACM for the southern and western region ,
ummarized the role of AMB in supporting
AAC members, COG members, and those
who occupy critical acquisition positions.
ACMs at AMB provide career management
counseling, update Acquisition Career
Record Briefs, maintain the Career Management Information File, perform MC
membership reviews, and oversee the precessing of certifications. Adclitionally, for
COOs specifically, they offer slating and
placement assistance, as ist in IDP development, provide training registration and prioritization, and act as the liaison between
the AAESA RM Division and the ACMO.
Disseminating information on job and training opportunities and new AAC programs
is one of AMB 's most important responsibilities. To ensure this AMB benefit, Kidd
encouraged COG members to maintain frequent contact with their ACM, keep their
locator cards and Acquisition Career
Record Briefs current, and provide AMB
feedback on assignments and program .
For many YOOI members, entering the
CDO Program meant their first exposure to
the Civilian Acquisition Workforce Personnel DemonsJrlltion Project. A training session on the Contrihution-based Compensation and Apprai aI System (CCAS), the
evaluation system u ed in the demo project,
was presenled by Jerry Lee, a Senior Analy I with Science Applications lnlernational

YG01 CDG inductees
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Corp. (SAle), who upports the ACMO relative to implementation of the demo project. Lee began by describing the career
path and broadband levels, evaluation standards, and the scoring ystem, and demonstr3ted the formula for converting a GS
grade to a demo salary and broadband level.
Lee also covered various pay range concepts, the pay pool compensation proce ,
and CCAS evaluation fonns.
Sandy Long, National Capital Regional
Director (now also Acting ACMO Director)
supplemented Lee's presentation with a
luncheon briefing that fUI1her described the
forms used in the CCAS proces , the
personnel involved in the review process,
and the tasks required to complete the
evaluation proce s itself.
"Growing Leaders For The 21 st Century" was the title of an interactive training
session that focused on leadership competencies and preparations for career advance·
ment. Sharon Senecal, a Management
Training Consultant with 32 years of federal
government service experience, engaged the
audience in numerou exercises designed to
assess one's trengths and weakne ses,
identify personal career goal ,raise external
awarenes to current issues and theme, and
to recognize the importance of mentors.
At the conelu ion of training sessions
and at varying intervals throughout the ori·
entation, time was allocated for updating
lOPs and receiving career management
guidance and counseling from the ACMs.

COG MILITARY
COHORT PROGRAM
The Competitive Development Group
(COG) Military Cohort Program, wh.ieh
was e ·tablished by the Deputy Director
for Acquisition Career Management
(DDACM). give eligible military officers.
grade 0-4, an opportunity to train concurrently with AAC civilian COG members,
thus trengthening the relationship between
civilian and mililllry AAC professionals.
Military personnel will have the same benefits and responsibilities as their civilian
counterpm1s; however. Lhey will nor participate in rotational assignment .
The sele tion proces begin with the
Total Anny Personnel Command' Acqui ition Management Branch (AMB). which
identifie no more than 10 officers. grade
0-4. to paJ1icipate in the progrJ./Tl based on
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LTG Paul J. Kern, Director, Army
Acquisition Corps

Recognition Dinners
YGOI members were recognized during a Tue day evening dinner honoring their
selection for the progranl. Guest peaker
Keith Charles, Acting Director, Acquisition
Education, Training, and Career Development, Office of the Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense for Acquisition Refornl, focused
on tbe topics of the changing workforce and
leadership. Charles addre sed change in

nominations from the field. (Please note.
thi proce will begin with the selection of
YG02 COG Military Cohan Program participants.) AMB selection criteria include
ucces ful completion of taff and acquisition aJ ignment and h.igh academic
achievement in advanced civil schooling.
The DDACM, who has progranl oversight.
has final approval authority on AMB recommendation . The program i managed
by [he Acquisition Career Management
Office (ACMO) Director, who provides
guidance on Individual Development Plans,
defmes program requirements, and develops and manages budget and training
allocations.
For more infonnation on the progranl.
contact Maria Holmes in the ACMO at
(703) 604-7113. OS 664-7113. e-mail
maria.holmes@sarda.army.mil.

federal workforce demographic , in workforce education and skill requirements. and
in the basic federal workforce culture. New
employee, he added, will have different
employment options, different career expectations, and will be expected to lead and be
multifunctional. Charles urged COG members to choose an organization that ha a
mi sion they believe in and seek challenging assignments. Ultimately, he concluded,
employee are responsible for their own
career development. Following Charles'
peech, YGOI members were presented a
citation, an AAC coin, and a COG pin
signifying their accesssion into the program.
TIle COG orientation culminated with
a ceremonious commencement dinner
Wednesday evening to honor YG97 on it
completion of the 3-year progranJ. Guest
speaker LTG Paul J. Kern, Army Acquisition Corps Director, gave a spirited address
outl ining some of the challenge facing the
COG graduates as future leaders of the
Acquisition Workforce. The COG Program,
Kern said, is about developing the people
who are going to be able to take the Army
into the future. YG97 in particular, he said,
exemplifies what our future leaders should
be, adding that the other COG group can
look to them for in piration. Kern cautioned
that leading complex programs often place
demands on a person's technical and contracting expertise, operational experience,
and one's ability 10 deal with people. However, he encouraged the group to always
"keep their eye on tile objective," to equip,
tr3in, and prepare the soldiers of the future.

Conclusion
The COG PrOgranJ orientation once
again proved 10 be a great succe s both for
YGO I members tran itioning into the prograJn and for YG seeking further guidance
to develop their leadership competencies.

SANDRA R. MARKS, an employee
ofSAlC. provides cofltract support to
the Army AL&T maga:ine scaff. She
has a B.S. in journalism from the University ofMaryland, College Park,
MD.
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PROFIT:
A MISUSED
AND MISUNDERSTOOD
TERM
Kenneth B. Connolly

Many people often confuse, misunderstand, or misuse the term "profit." To
some in DOD, the word has a single
meaning. To them, profit is a percentage
of the manufacturing cost that is passed
on to the customer and included in the
final agreed-to price that appears in the
contract. In other words, profit is what the
firm keep after payment.
Ask those in business for their firm's
profit rate and you might get the following response: Do you mean gross or net
profit, net income, or increase or decrease
in stockholder equity?

Another consideration is the difference between profit margin and profitability. Bear in mind that in the long
term, a fum's profitability bene.fits the
Army because it contributes to a table
Defense industrial base. ProfLt margins
are based on total operating revenue and
exclude investments in assets or equity
investments made by a fum. However,
when asses ing a firm' profitability,
investments in asset or equity investments are included. Besides, assessing a
firm's short-term profit margin does oot
necessarily indicate its long-term finan-

The only way
to ensure profitability
is to obtain returns
commensurate with
investment risks
and use assets prudently;
to carefully manage liabilities,
stockholder equity, and risk;
and to bring
the right products
to market on time
and at the right price.
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cial health or prof,tability. Over the short
tenn, a fum may forgo a profit margin to
achieve a long-terrIl goal. However, a
commercial enterprise's long-term fmancial goal should alway be to increase
stockholder equity.
A fum' profit margins and profitability can be increa ed in various ways.
Some believe that the quickest way to
increase profit margin is to sell off fixed
a sets. The proceed can be converted
immediately into tockholder equity.
However, the positive result of thi
action are short-lived. Without fixed
assets, most firms would lose the revenue
they require for long-term profitability.
Some believe that a firm's profitability increases when its ale increa e.
However, increasing ale can involve
commensurate or greater increase in Habilities as a firm borrows money to
increase its asset to meet increased product demand. Also, investing to increase
sale does not guarantee an increa e in
ales, which further exacerbates a firm's
profitability.
Others believe that profitabiUty
increases when a product' price
increases. In this particular ca e, net
profit margins could increase, but profitability could decrea e because the coosumer may decide to purchase fewer
products. Tn addition, increasing price
may bring more indu try competition and
thereby decrease a firm's market share,
all of which act to reduce firm's
profitability.
November-December 2000

The onJy way to ensure profitability
is to obtain returns commensurate with
investment ri ks and use assets prudently;
to carefully manage liabilities, stockholder equity, and risk; and to bring the
right product to market on time and at
the right price. A linle luck is also helpful. Competitive industrie ensure these
types of actions by managers or their
businesses will perish. Even monopolistic
industries should follow these standards
or risk regulation, competition, or both.
However, the silent hand of economic
forces weakens when controlling a market; in other words, when a market is
monopsonistic (a single consumer with
multiple seller ), especially if that consumer is the federal government.
Before the federal government pay
an excessive profit (which could be
defined as a higher price), it needs to
a sess whether profit returns as defined
by industry are reasonable. The government hould not just fuel inefficient and
ineffective management by the industries
from which it purchases products. For
example, articles in business journal
occa ionally describe managers boasting
that their finns eam a gross profit margin
(GPM) of 25 percent or more. Does the
federal government ever pay a firm a 25
percent GPM? Ye ,and perhaps routinely.
Remember that GPM exists when revenues are greater than cost of goods sold
(COGS).
With this understanding of GPM,
selling to the government could be a
profitable venture. In other words, with
the way that the government currently
view profit, a firm has the potential to
realize an acceptable rate of return on
investment, especially when considering
the investment risk . Experience ha
shown that the government routinely
aUow for general and administrative
(G&A) expenses ranging from 5 to 35
percent, a net income/profit of 5 to 15
percent, and facilities capital cost of
money (FCCM) between 1 and 5 percent.
If each of the given variables is totaled,
DOD routinely allows GPM of between
11 and 55 percent. GPM is even greater
in cost-type contracts because even
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though the fee is fIxed, the G&A (a major
portion of the GPM) and FCCM increase
with each increase of COGS. So, if a
firm's manager boasts of a 25 percent
GPM, could you imagine what investors
would think if that same person could
boast that his finn earned a GPM of 55
percent? Add the fact that the government
will fmance it own contracts, and the
profitability picture gets even rosier.
The Army must address the following four factors if it does not want to pay
an excessive price for the products it purchases and if it expects to help a frrm's
profitability.
• The Army should not view partnering with the supplier as a panacea to
improve its position with its supplier or
the indu try at large. The reality is that
operating in the market is like an economic war. If either the supplier or consumer doe not understand the rules of
engagement, one of the parties could
covertly or accidentally lose a lot of
money. Because of its limited view of
profit and profitability, the Army is at a
serious disadvantage in the marketplace.
Parterning does not remedy this situation.
• The Army should not focus on each
co t element that makes up the sales price
or cringe whenever some fJ.rm arrnounce
that its annual profit margin is 28 percent.
The Anny needs to look at COGS and
accept an industry standard for GPM. By
treating costs this way, the Army leave
the deci i.ons that affect a firm's profitability to the firm's managers and owners. They are the ones most affected by
the firm's profitability.
• If these ideas are too radical, at
least with cost-type contracts, the Army
needs to treat G&A and FCCM the same
way the fee is treated: by fIXing the
GPM. This would provide greater incentive for the contractor to control cost
because GPM would not fluctuate with
its COGS. Treating G&A and FCCM as
part of the fee will leave the contractor in
better control to decide it profitability.
• FinaUy, to maintain or increase
a finn's profitability or at least reduce
the effects of a firm's inefficient manage-

ment, the Army must be a good
consumer. Good consumers purchase
quantities of products that provide for the
mo t efficient use of a fmn's asset .
Good consumers take posse ion of the
products in the manner agreed to in the
contract. Good consumers pay for produCls on time and in the agreed-to amount.
In other words, the Army could improve
a firm's profitability by accelerating
product acquisition (reducing a frrm'
ending inventory costs) and paying for
those products on time (maintaining or
improving a frrm's cash flow).
In summary, the Army must realize
that the market, even a monopsony, is an
economic war between the supplier and
consumer. If tbe Army expects to prevail,
it needs to learn the rules of engagement
in commercial terms, particularly in terms
of profit, profitability, and how these
terms relate to the goals of a particular
fIrm and an industry at large. Also, when
conducting cost analy e . the Army needs
to limit its focus to COGS and establish
or accept an industry rale for GPM. This
will increase the Army' ability to
improve a finn's profitability; increase
the Anny's market advantage; and
enhance the Army's ability to increase its
supplier base. Finally, the Army has an
easy way to positively influence a finn's
profitability: be a good consumer.

KENNETH B. CONNOLLY is the
Principal Assistant Responsible for
Contracting, U.S. Army Medical Research and Maleriel Command, and lhe
Army Medical
Direelor of lhe
Research Acquisilion ACliviry. He is
Level/II certified in bolh eonlracling and
manufaeluring and prodllclion. Connolly
has a B.S. from lhe Universiry of
Bridgeporl, Bridgeporl, CT. and an
M.BA. from lhe University of Phoenix,
Plwenix, AZ.
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MANAGING EXPECTATIONS
IN WEAPON SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
LTC(P) Michael E. Johnson

"oft expectation fails, and most oft there where most it promises."
-William Shakespeare
All's Well That Ends Well
Introduction
Carefully managing the expectation of
oldiers and other key takeholders can play
a pivOlal role in the development of weapon
system . Soldiers are an integral part of
nearly all weapon y tem , and they can
have significant influence on expected, a
well as actual, equipment performance.
Increasingly, soldiers are involved earlier in
the development process-long before Ihe
hardware and/or software is mature. Seeking
soldier feedback earHer can ave developers
time and money by ensuring that a program
is on the right track 10 achieve it performance objective. En uring that expectations
of key stakeholders are reali tic
can avoid creating perceptions
that are either inflated or too low.
This article provides examples of
the potential impact of getting soldier feedback early in the materiel
development process and examines how two different development teams managed the expectations of key stakeholders.

provide early warning and target-location
data 10 upported Avenger weapon ystems.
The selected radar evaluated as "outstanding" actually could have been chosen more
than a year earlier, but was competed against
other radars at least in part because of its
apparently "poor performance." What
allowed the radar to go from poor to outstanding in 1 year? When asked, the contractor's engineers replied that they had only
made relatively minor software modification . From the OUlset, the radar still had
ample capability to meet all shared operational requirements, but mOSI inlportant, the
changes to the radar software reduced

Effect Of Expectations
Soldier expectations can
affect a weapon ystem's anticipated perfonnance. There i a saying that goes, if a scientist is
asked if a system works, he will
say yes if il works once. If an
engineer is asked, be will say yes
if the system works most of the
time. If an end user or soldier is
'asked, he will say no if the system
fa.ils once. This adage was clearly
illustrated with the Ground Based
Sensor Non-developmental Item
Candidate Evaluation conducted
at a Fon Bli ,TX, test range in
spring J991. Seven radars were
evaluated for the opportunity to
become the next air defellSe
artillery forward-area sellSor by
competing in everal test to
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Sentinel system and prime mover/power

oldiers' confusion by lowering the number
of false targets. The baseline version had
caused soldiers to hear many audibLe tones
and see many creen indications for aircraft
thai were not really there. One of I.he many
factors contributing to I.he radar being
selected as the winner was soldier confidence
in the system and a wilUngnes to trust the
radar data when conducting simulated
Avenger engagements. TIle winning radar i
now f,elded and known as the highly successful Sentinel.

Input To EFOGM
Soldiers aI 0 provided critical user input
10 I.he design of the Enhanced
Fiber-Optic Guided Mi sile
(EFOGM). A well-planned,
short-duration evaluation was
conducted early in the development process. Soldiers were
carefully integrated into the program 10 ensure tha' they understood perfonnance capabilitie
of I.he prototype ySlem and their
role in influencing I.he final
product. The EFOGM early soldier evaluation was planned and
conducted less than 3 months
after a contract award. Key
stakeholders, including the government EFOGM Project Office,
oldiers from Fort Benning, GA,
and the prime contractor,
Raytheon, were cooperatively
involved throughout the planning and conduct of the soldier
evaluation. Preparation included
an early safety as essment and
interim safely release to cover
the cope of expected soldier
involvemenL; development of a
data-eollection plan and a questionnaire; and identification of
environmental factors that might
affect performance (noise, light.
etc.). Both a pre-evaluation for
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than THAAD. Again, the management of warfighters' and key decisionmakers' expectations was necessary to ensure that perceptions of
performance and suitability were
realistically aligned with the prototype nature of the UOES.
Today, THAAD is progressing
into the engineering and manufacturing development phase while portions of the UOES (most notably the
radar elements) are being evaluated
for near-tenn surveillance missions.
Early soldier input into the objective
system design saved THAAD developers nearly $25 million.

soldiers and a contractor system
orientation were conducted.
Lessons learned from the preevaluation were then applied to the
evaluation conducted th.e following
day. Each day's testing concluded
with oldier oUlbriefs and questionnaire to capture real-time soldier
feedback. The entire evaluation
required less than I week and fewer
than 20 soldiers, but it yielded significant design recommendations
including the following:
• Create channel guides for
missile retaining pins to ease reload
operations, especially at night;
• Redesign gunner console
screens to be thinner (more room
was needed) and to be nonglare;
• Change filter locations to
make them more accessible for
required periodic maintenance;
• Add inside blackout cunains
to reduce nighttime detection from
screen gl are; and
• Change gunner screen displays to be more intuitive and to
guide gunners through correct
steps.
The changes (and more) were
implemented to provide a superior product
and to achieve significant cost savings.

THAAD System Enhancements
A critical element in the Theater High
Altitude Area Defen e (fHAAD) system
development included the management of
expectations for its interim prototype called
the User Operational Evaluation System
(UOES). Unlike the short duration effort of
the EFOGM development team, the THAAD
team has included continuous soldier
involvement over many years to support
early development and to deploy. if necessary, with the UOES in a national emergency. The team found that if perfornlance
expectations became too high, then continued development of the THAAD objective
ystem was at risk. In an era of tight
research, development, test, and evaluation
budgets, there was a concern that an overly
optimistic perception of the prototype's performance could stop the effort to develop the
objective system.
The THAAD UOES created an initial
impression that it was a highly capable system based on well-packaged system segments, incorporating many military off-theshelf components and government-furnished
equipment. In fact, many individuals felt that
the objective system capability was now
there. If the warfighters relied too heavily on
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Conclusion

the system's perceived capabilities, they
would push to prematurely deploy it at the
expense of a more mature and dependable
system. As such, numerous briefings were
presented to explain the differences between
developmental capabilities and documented
soldier requirements.
Hundreds of thousands of lines of oftware code must still be completed to ensure
THADD meets warfighter requirements. In
addition, equipment design upgrades are still
needed to make it sufficiently rugged for 01dier use, and required comprehensive testing
and evaluation must continue to validate its
perfornlance.
Conversely, a dilemma also existed if
the expectation of the prototype' perfonnance were too low. In particular, there was
concern that the objective system's performance and suitability may have been prematurely judged. The THAAD team has made
remarkable progress in developing and integrating a complele weapon system including
launchers, radars, battle management systems, and missiles. There has been criticism
of the missile for not hitting a target until its
seventh and eighth intercept attempts. Yet
there have been repeated successes of all
ground egments and continued progress has
been made in missile design durability and
producibility. Many successfully fielded
weapon systems required ignificantly more
development during their prototype stages

Soldier involvement in the
development process is a sure means
to obtain valuable early feedback. A
costly future test or design iteration!
spiral can be avoided if soldier input
is properly planned for and collected,
and if soldier expectations are kept
appropriate to the level of the de ign
maturity of the system's hardware
and software. The investment in
continuous communication with
warfighters and other stakeholders i
essential to ensure that prototype
capabilities are neither undersold nor
overestimated. Today, military and industry
program managers have increasingly more
responsibilities and less time to carry them
out. Therefore, careful attention to managing
stakeholder expectations is paramount to
reduce unnecessary risk and optirnize
resources. Expectation should succeed
•
"where most it promise .. to give oldiers the
best possible product whenever it is needed.

LTC(P) MICHAEL E. JOHNSON
is the Director of Program Support
and Assessment for the Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization. He
holds a B.S. in industrial engineering
and operations research from Syracuse
University and an M.S. in industrial
engineering and management science
from Northwestern University. He
completed the Army Senior Service
College Fellowship Program at the
University of Texas at Austin in June
2000, and is a/so a graduate of the
Defense Systems Management College
Advanced Program Manager:s Course.
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STANDARDIZING
INSPECTION
AND ACCEPTANCE
THROUGH
PARTNERING
AND SPI
LTC Stephen D. Kreider, LTC Charles Basham,
and MAJ Darryl Colvin

Introduction
The Army's overarching goal for acquisition reform is to reduce cost, remove barriers, and promote business efficiencies
between the government and industry. The
Single Process Initiative (SPD, introduced by
Secretary of Defense William J. Perry on
Dec. 8, 1995, is the mechanism for implementing changes to existing contracts to
bring about these goals.
In 1999, the Program Management
Office for the Multiple Launch Rocket System (PMO, MLRS) and the Program Management Office for the Bradley Fighting
Vehicle Sy terns (pMO, BFVS) partnered
with United Defense Limited PartlIership
(UDLP), Lockheed Martin Mi sile and Fire
Control-Dallas (LMMFC-D), Defense Distrihution Depot Red River (DDRT), Red
River Army Depot (RRAD), and Ule then
Defense Contracting Management Command
(DCMC-York and -Camden) to develop an
SPI to standardize the inspection and acceptance procedures for the M993/Al carrier and
the M270/A 1 launcher. The standardized
inspection and acceptance procedures were
designed to eliminate multiple inspection and
acceptance processes; establish advanced
world-class practices while reducing the need
for oversight; and achieve cost, schedule, and
performance benefits for the government and
the contractor. The M270/Al TalIcman
inspection and a=ptance system, designed
by UDLP, will achieve these goals by providing a single, accurate, and consistent
process for inspection and acceptance and by
providing real-time deficiency reporting to
contractors and the government. (TalIcman is
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a registered trademark of Vocollect Verbal
Computing Systems.)

Why SPI?
SP! allows (not requires) contractors to
establish a single process within their facilities to increase efficiency, reduce contractor
and product costs, and improve product quality. Use of ingle processes will help the contractor meet the needs of multiple government customers, thus eliminating duplicative
contractor systems and processes.

Talkman System Background
TalIcman is a portable electronic data
collection device worn on the belt. With a
rechargeable banery pack, it weighs approximately 3 pound. Unlike any other data
collection device, TalIcman uses a combination of text-to-speech voice ynthesis and
voice-recognition technology. In other words,
TalIcman actually talks to the inspector
and responds to the inspector's verbal
commands.
In 1992, UDLP introduced TalIcman into
the weld inspection area where the BFV was
built. Instructions were developed to guide
the inspector through a consistent predetermined inspection sequence ensuring a complete and thorough examination of the hull
weld. Talkman instructs the inspector where
to go and what to look at, and asks questions
to determine the uitability of the equipment.
If the inspector is uncertain, he or she can
ask Talkman for help, criteria, or drawing
information and receive a spoken message
that provides the information instantly.
Any reported defects are automatically

documented by Talkrnan and downloaded to
a database for tracking corrective action and
defect trend analysis.
In 1995, PMO BFVS asked UDLP to
develop a Talkman inspection program for
the BFV A1 deprocessing operations at Fort
Stewart, GA. As a result of this request,
Talkman saved inspectors between 2 and 4
hours of documentation and inspection criteria research time per vehicle.

MLRS Initiative
In 1998, impressed with the work done
for the PMO, BFVS, the PMO, MLRS
awarded a contract to UDLP to develop lhe
MLRS Talkrnan inspection and acceptance
system. The system was to go beyond just
UDLP carrier inspection to establish realtime reporting lhrough the LMMFC-D network, and to be used by inspectors at DDRT,
RRAD, LMMFC (Camden, AR), and UDLP
(York, PA) to examine a complete M270/AI
system. Common inspection criteria would
be used for all aspects of production, fielding, foreign military sales (FMS), and depot
support.
PartlIering was used to generate the
common inspection and acceptance criteria.
A proces action team (PAT) was formed
with quality as urance, engineering, logistic ,
fielding, and contract representatives from
PMO, MLRS; PMO, BFVS; RRAD; DDRT;
DCMC-York and -Camden; LMMFC; and
UDLP. The team's goal was to decrease
unexpected government and contraotor cost
by developing and inlplementing a process to
address launcher inspection and acceptance,
deficiency reporting, and issue resolution.
The PAT reviewed the carrier and
launcher fmal inspection records, the
launcher advanced test procedures, and the
launcher fielding checklists and quickly
learned that not only were there 11 different
inspection and acceptance documents, the
inspection and acceptance criteria were not
the same. Information on recurring and nonrecurring deficiencies was not getting back to
the depot and contractor production lines for
root-cause analysis and corrective action. In
less than a year, the PAT established standardized inspection and acceptance criteria
from production through fielding. The PAT
accomplished this by doing lhe following:
• Developing a Talkman sy tern for
M270/Al inspection, acceptance, and deficiency reporting, thereby condensing the 11
different inspection and acceptance documents into I common inspection criterion;
• Developing a database to capture deficiency reporting from each inspection and
acceptance point;
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• Reviewing, updating, and approving
the tandardized aluminum welding speciflcation for implementation at UDLP and

The M270/A1

Talkman
inspection
and
acceptance
system

RRAD;
• Reviewing, updating, and approving
the depot maintenance work requirements for
the M993 carrier; and
• Re-establishing the M993 baseline for
all organizations involved with carrier
remanufacturing (from induction through
fielding).

Overall Benefits
The M270/AI Talkman system
improves quality and provides significant
cost savings (i.e., time, dollars, and manpower requirements) by doing the following:

• Reducing Variabiliry IIIII/spectiol/.
Each inspection is performed exactly the
same way regardless of the operator. The
proce s is coosistent, efficient, thorough, and
repeatable. Consistent data collection also
provides better overall analysis capabiJjty
across multiple locations and organizations.

• Reducing Documentation Time.
Inspection data are collected while the task is
performed rather than after it is completed.
The data are downloaded to provide
computer-generated reporting and automated
quality trend analysis. Prior to fielding the
MLRS Talkman system, DDRT averaged
100 hours preparing for each quarterly
MLRS production review because of lengthy
checklists, defect sheets, and other handwritten documentation. The same process took
them less than I hour to prepare for the most
recent MLRS production review using the
MLRS Talkman system and database.
• Reducing Training Time. With minimal training, an operator can independently
begin perfonning lengthy, detailed tasks by
just following step by step verbal instructions from Talkman.
• Reducing Research Time. The operator
can verbally request and retrieve itemized
inspection criteria. This oflen eliminates the
need to perform lengthy research of technical
manuals and drawing requirements.
• 'ncreasing Efficiency. Talkman is a
hands-free data collector. The human voice i
the fastest., most accurate means of data collection, and is easily the most practical and
versatile.
• Reducing OversighT. Government or
contractor quality assurance specialists can
quickly scan the printed report of inspection
results, thereby eliminating the need for
redundant inspections.
The Talkman inspection database developed by UDLP has automated defect trend
analysi capabilities. The database identifies
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the most frequently occurring items found
deficiem by inspection. Manpower necessary
to perfOffil root-cau e inve tigations and
corrective-action initiatives concentrates on
those areas that will have the greatest impact
on reducing deficiencies overall. For example, out of 24 launchers inspected, 5 had
deficiencie relative to the records and fomls
required as part of the preparation for delivery, and 5 had prohlems with the initial elevation resol ver readout tests. Each of these
deficiencies had a 20.8 percent occurrence
rate, or one out of every five units. Correcting the cause of these two deflciencies alone
would significantly reduce the average
defects per wlit and eliminate predictable
recurring deficiencies.
Other automated reports provide running averages on the number of overall
defects per vehicle or launcher. These reports
identify which units were affected by certain
defect types. The running average reports
provide management with a quick reference
on the effectiveness of the corrective action
systems and initiatives in place. Reports
identifying which vehicles or launchers had
specific prohlems provide tmceahility and
detailed problem descriptions. Anyone can
produce accurate professional quality reports
in just a few seconds using a point-and-click
medium.

Other Uses
Tile M270/Al Talkman system can be
programmed for deprocessing any configuration of the M270. This is extremely important for the different FMS configuration.
Redundant documentation requirement will
be eliminated. Once the collected information is loaded into a database, it can be
directed to appear on as many different

forms as required by each respective government agency or contractor.

Summary
The MLRS teaming effort between contractors and government agencies to provide
a standardized inspection and acceptance
process under the SPI has been a resounding
success. The MLRS M270/Al Talkman system clearly met the intent of SPI to eliminate
multiple inspection and acceptance proces es; achieve cost, schedule. and performance benefits; and establish advanced worldclass practices.

LTC STEPHEN D. KREIDER is a
student at the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces. He was the Product
Manager for the MLRS Improved
Laullcher Mechanical System at the
time this article was written.
LTC CHARLES BASHAM is the
Combat Service Support Division
Chief, Combat Support Evaluation
Directorate, Army Evaluation Center.
He was the Assistant Product Mannger
for MLRS Advanced Development
prior to writing this article.
MAl DARRYL COLVIN is the
Department of the Army Systems
Coordinator for the Army Tactical
Missile System-BAT Project Office. He
was the Assistant Product Manager for
the M993 MLRS carrier prior to writing this article.
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A New Strategy For Buying Ground Weapon Systems

PRODUCTION
LEVELING
Introduction
Today's Army is facing ignificant
change. Convinced that heavy forces centered on the M 1 Abrams tank might be selflimiting, planners are inve ting in a strategically lighter and operationally more agile
force. To win battles on the ground, however, the Army still requires a highly lethal,
mobile, survivable, and versatile ground
system.
While planners defme that system's
form and function, there is a need to examine new manufacturing and fielding strategies. For example, how can the systemsdevelopment process be made more costeffective and fielded systems be made more
supportable? Can we profit from existing
les ons learned? This article explores these
questions by looking at an alternative strategy called "production leveling," a new
approach to acquire future ground systems.

The Production Leveling
Approach

.

To et the stage, consider a hypothetIcal system we'U call the Combat Assault
Vehicle (CAV). As ume CAY i an entirely
new combat system, one that can assume
many roles, has advanced mobility and survivability features, employs different
weapons for different missions, and is the
principal weapon platform in combat battalions. The CAY is not a single ystem but
a "system of systems," employing common
components for multiple combat roles.
The fltSt goal in devising a CAY
acquisition concept ought to be consistency
and predictability in production and
deployment. Past systems, such as the r;-tl
Abrams tank, were hampered by a slgruficant "bulge" in early production that
caused difficult modernization problems
later. CIA.V, on the other hand, has a nearly
level production stream to avoid the bulge
effect. The heart of the strategy is to make
consistent management decisions from the
beginning to the end of production through
deployment.
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To implement this approach, the system is annually procured in battalion or
unit sets--enough to equip the force structure and maintain consistent fielding packages. For example, suppose that 45 CAYs
are fielded for each battalion. Assume also
that there is a validated need for 80 battalions (Active and Reserve) in the force
structure. Thus, roughly 3,600 systems
comprise the objective quantity (a few
extras added for training purposes). More
systems might actually be needed, b~t numbers of battalions or numbers of vehlcles
per unit (more or less) can be adju ted over
the course of the program. Numbers are
less important than consistently managing
the fielding packages. If more or fewer
vehicle are needed, the program will be
adjusted to meet that quantity. The same
approach works for augmentations supporting the Marine Corps, foreign mililary
sales, or coproduction requirements.
Let's take a clo er look at this
approach. Beginning in year 1,90 C':Ys
might be purchased to eqwp 2 battabons
while fielding the first CAY battalion.
(Assume a I-year lag time between purchase and fielding, i.e., the first battalion
set was purchased in year 0.)
Production increases up to 4 battalion
sets per year (jt could be 2, 6, or x ets if
needed) up to year 7. At this point, 23 base
model battal ions are bought and 21 fielded,
but now accumulated modifications in the
5 intervening years are applied to a block
upgrade on one battalion set of CAYs,
which then undergoes validation testing.
The 5- to 7-year cycle of upgrades
continues over the 20-year useful life of the

CAY until the full complement is produced.
For each upgrade phase, six battalions (perhaps one divi ion or two brigades worth of
CAYs) over 3 years become the "testbed"
asset to prove out new modifications.
These vehicles remain fielded and attain
their useful life as the remaining units field
the latest CAY modification. Eventually,
something either replace CAY, or, another
CAY mod will be fielded back to the initial
gaining units, thus replacing their 20-yearold models.
The CAY level-production process
hould foster more stable research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) and
procurement budgets and improve overall
management of the program. In general,.
budget forecasting is easier and, even wllh
increasing technical complexity from the
CAY modifications, costs should be off et
by manufacturing innovations, engineering
breakthroughs, and other savings.

The Upside To The CAY Case .
The CAY strategy's major advantage tS
consistency. The program never reaUy ends
until the next generation system is fielded.
By the Anny consciously deciding 10 field
at a level rate, production endure over
time and the "pure" ustainment phase is
avoided. Uncertain support of out-ofproduction fielded system i replaced with
modernized product improvement to ongoing production models. Other government
benefits include predictable technical manual changes, resourced test and experimentation, easier provisioning, and better coordinated equipment changes and technology
insertions.
Beyond these government benefits,
industry also gains. Contractor resources
will be directed at a known quantity, which
lowers manufacturing costs and contributes
to more efficient production and healthier
profits. Ultimately, restricted budgets make
cost containment a necessity.
Additionally, with stable production,
the industrial base remains bot, retooling is
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reduced, and technical expertise remains
fre h. Stabiliry also facilitates configuration
control. Retrofu operations can be finetuned to mirror production processes and,
ultimately, upgrades will be fielded sooner.
The CAY approach i particularly useful when there is low risk of a major war
because large numbers of systems are not
immediately needed. Instead. it make more
sense to field and upgrade systematically to
tailor capabiliry as the threat evolves. Tailoring can occur by moving battalions from
Active to Reserve forces, or vice-versa as
the threat changes.
CAY benefits should ca cade throughout the force, including support elements.
Producing known quantities of the main
ground combat system will re ult in better
decisionmaking and enhanced capabiHry
and efficiency of all supporting systems.

The Downside

I

The CAY approach does have some
disadvantages. One apparent disadvantage
is the seemingly high state of ob olescence
in the majority of the force. The longest
fielded CAY systems will have increasingly
Ie s capabiliry over the life of the program.
This is particularly true if technological
"leap-aheads" occur every 6-8 years. To
deal with this problem, a portion of the
annual procurement budget should be earmarked for retrofitting older versions.
Another disadvantage is that CAY
might foster "armies within the Army,"
where units with different capabilities exist
simultaneously. Fielding of only a few battalion sets at a time to a division may be
unavoidable; however, management could
mandate subunits (such as a brigade or regiment) be fielded in the same timefrarne as
the new system. Logisticians may argue
that this fo lers multiple support requirements. While true to a degree, the problem
depends on whether the Army still employs
division-sized elements when CAY is
fielded. Speculation seems to lean more
toward a distributed battlefield where
brigade-sized or smaller units operate, a
view consistent with the Army's emerging
medium-brigade fielding plans.
Opening scenes of a major conflict
could present problems for CAV. Combat
leaders of early deploying forces will want
the very best systems in the hands of their
soldiers. There will be pressure to bring all
forces up to snuff quickly. One might argue
that under the CAY scenario, too few of the
best rypes would be available to equip early
entry forces.
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This perception is mitigated by the fact
that in all years, ave those when CAY fi.rst
enters test and evaluation, several battalions
will have been equipped with the latest
modification. In fact, the average probability for any year that a single given crew
has the latest CAY configuration i 0.206.
While this appears low, it actually exceeds
the M1 Program, where since 1980 under
the sanle conditions, the average probabiliry
was only 0.184 that a given crew was
equipped wilh the latest vehicle
configuration.
Another concern is whether cri is surge
potential exists. AJthough a concern. the
M I Program faced the same situation in its
earliest years, but 10 production years
passed before the Persian Gulf War
demanded a production surge. With the
planned retrofit of older CAY models, the
fleet should be close in capabiliry to the latest production model. A surge retrofit program may also be easier to manage in an
emergency than rapidly increasing new
production. Additionally, under a levelproduction concept, some capability should
exist in production facilities to increase production through adding additional shifts and
employing existing underemployed production capaciry.
Another subtle argument is the CAY
inlplications to industrial competition. For a
single 20-year program, a prime integrating
contractor would be inevitable. Opportunities for competition at thi level, therefore,
would arguably diminish. With reduced
competitive pressures, one might argue that
prices will rise above the rate of savings
from the likely multiyear CAY contracts.
However, the reality today is that only two
major combat vehicle producers stand in
the competitive arena and neither are major
producers of commercial products. lndeed,
they operate at marginal efficiency because
of unstable government purchasing.
Why does this situation exist? An
often-heard criticism of military programs
is that major automotive producers hesitate
to play precisely because production is
unpredictable. Perceived restrictive requirements, lengthy RDT&E, and government
red tape make it problematic whether production can recoup costs. The government
sales volume, compared with commercial
sales, is such that diverting scarce engineering and production talent is viewed as
counterproductive. So what difference
could the CAY Program make?
The competitive balance might change
under a structured and predictable CAY

approach. Perhaps incentive such as commitment to commercial standards, employing systems close to the commercial
designs, or government purchase of the
technical data could generate greater competitive interest. These factors might actually stinlulate a healthier Defense vehicle
industry.

Do We Take The Step?
When a needed capability surfaces,
the urge is to strike while the need is hot.
But that strategy has consequences the day
the threat changes. Decisions then are
inevitable on whether to build new systems,
deploy resources to upgrade exi ting systems, or to simply accept the risky situation. Meanwhile, system capabiliry dips
and it become increasingly difficult to reenergize industry for a crisis.
Production leveling has promise in
avoiding some of these problems. It can be
easier to sustain, hardier in times of economic constraint, and potentially popular
with indust.ry. The concept offers promise
in several directions that should be carefully weighed by decisionmakers as we
head into the next significant round of combat vehicle development.

COL JAMES R. MORAN is Projecr Manager, Abrams Tank Systems, in
Warren, MI. He is a graduate of the
U.S. Military Academy. In addition,
he holds an M.S. in mechanical engineering from the Air Force Institute of
Technology and an M.S. in national
resource straregy from the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces.
WESLEY L. GLASGOW is an
Analyst with Camber Corp., headquartered in Huntsville, AL. A retired
Army officer, he served previous
assignments as an Operational Tester
at Fort Sill, OK, and a Materiel
Developer at the U.S. Army Tankautomotive and Armaments Command
in Warren, MI.
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A Historical Perspective

THE U.S. ARMY
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
COMMAND'S
TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION
CENTER
James H. Ward

Introduction
In term of impact, no single system,
strategy, or focus in the Army has been a
greater change agent than computers and
the networks that have linked them. In
fact, as early as 1984, U.S. Army Information Systems Command (lSC) officials
forecast the Army's growing reliance on
the computer. In so doing, they were
determined to shorten the acquisition
cycle while being mindful of the total
cost of ownership.
In 1984, like today, new systems
were being developed to replace old
machines, enhance capabilities, and add
staggering capacity to the Army's voice,
data, and messaging processes. It was
clear that the Army needed a center of
excellence to test and validate its information technology (IT) capabilities and
tools for integration and application
within its infrastructure.
The responsibility to develop and
manage such a center of excellence was
assigned by ISC to the U.S. Army
Information Systems Engineering Command (ISEC), which had worked for
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years on computing and information management improvements. In late 1984,
LTG Emmett Paige (USA, Ret.) launched
the Small Computer Engineering Center
(SCEC) in Fort Huachuca's Splinter
Village, AZ. This facility represented a
quantum leap forward in the Army's commitment to the future of information systems integration, which was sparked by
the weeping changes the personal computer (PC) was introducing to the world.
In a way, it represented a kind of
Manhanan Project for IT.

The Early Years
Historically, in the years following
World War IT, many engineers and computer cientists believed in the old acquisition cycle. Paige said they believed that
the intensive "waterfall" method of
design, build, test, and field had served
the mi.litary well and, if it was not broken,
why fix i.t. 'There was no doubt in my
mind that it was an almost impossible
task to change the culture of the cientist
and engineers who had come along after
World War n. They wanted no part of

using commercial communications and
computers on the battlefield, and that anitude also permeated the Army combat
development community at Fort Gordon
[GA] and the troop units in the field, ... "
Paige added.
With the advent of the PC, the Army
needed to identify machines with the
right capabilities at a time when numerous computer manufacturers were bursting on the scene. The Army also needed
to support signal leaders' decision to
purchase commercially built PCs. "Our
inteOl was that no computer would be
purchased for Army use unless it had
been evaluated by the SCEC. It wa our
intent that the project manager and program managers at Fort Monmouth, [NJ],
would have a cell of experts to belp and
advi e them in their task of providing the
Army with the capabilities they needed at
the lowest total co t of ownership," P,tige
said.
In its early days, the SCEC operated
as a kind of konk works with 20 engineers, most of them young officers and
student who could get in on the ground
floor of equipment testing and evaluation.
Then, as they moved up in rank or po ition, they would be in place to influence
the way tecbnology would be u ed in the
military.
Jo Tate Osborne, who erved as
SCEC's Senior Electronics Engineer and
Deputy in the early years, aid the center
was responsible for reviewing each component of the AnDy's mini- and microcomputer contract and for assisting sy tems engineers in selecting the mo t
appropriate platforms for their
application.
Another key member of the staff was
Ron Boggie, who served in a number of
capacitie within ISEC and the SCEC,
which later became known as the
Computer Engineering Center (CEC) in
1989. Boggie believed that the "slick"
advertising brochures and new product
briefmgs that promised performance were
directed more at outdi lancing the competition than meeting the needs of the kind
of large-scale competitive procurement
the military was demanding.
Dr. Frank leola, ISEC's Deputy
Commander and Techrtical Director said,
"The staff knew that their evaluations
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would influence the shape of information
technology. We simply had to ensure that
our reports were completely free of personal opinion and ba ed solely on empirical results."
Echoing those remarks is one of
ISEC's early CEC military engineer
whose pioneering work led the military
down the domain name server road. "AU
small computer software and hardware
had to pass our evaluations," said MAl
Curt Vincent, who served in the CEC
from 1985 to 1990. "They had to be nonproprietary. We take that for granted now,
but back then, it was no fun. We had tons
and tons of 'stovepipe' information system , which could not talk to each other.
Within a particular military organization,
the personnel ystem didn't talk to the
logistic y terns so data had to be
entered twice or printed out and reentered. This had to go."

The Next Phase
The leap from single-box evaluations
to ensuring "systems integration" began
with evaluations the team conducted on
servers, routers, switches, and local area
networks.
By the late 1980s and early J 990s, it
became clear that the CEC would be
asked to do system-of-systems or end-toend integration testing. (Ill 1993, with the
increase in whole systems engineering,
CEC became known as the Technology
Integration Center (TIC).) At first, this
meant sending engineers to Army installations, setting up a parallel system to the
one being used in the field, and running
the evaluations.
rSEC soon realized that this method
of testing at Army installations would be
far too costly and disruptive to the Army.
The practice of placing terminal emulators in the TIC laboratory began shortly
thereafter.
"The real breakthrough came when
we were able to capture all the keystrokes
being used in the field under what was
called Installation Transition Processing
(the forerunner to Sustaining Base
Wormation Services) and simulate on a
broad scale how that system would operate. For the first time, we could see where
the bottlenecks were and recommend
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hardware and oftware fixes, Dr. Micbael
Gentry, the Army Signal Command's
Senior Technical Director, said. By providing a place for systems evaluations,
Gentry said the TIC could also help the
Army look into the future with a certain
high level of certainty and credibility.
Throughout its history, ISEC's
TIC, now a part of the U.S. Army
Communications-Electronics Command, Fon Monmouth, NJ, has erved as
DOD's information technology gatekeeper.
"Everyone in the vendor community
knows that if they want to ell a product
to the Army, they should make plans to
work with ISEC and get their box on our
evaluation schedule. Most of them know
this and, because of our reputation, they
want to do business the TIC way," Jenia
said.
And what is "the TIC way?"
According to Jenia, the TIC staff also acts
as an innkeeper. They are responsible for
maintaining the laboratories, test equipment, computers, networks, and facilities
in a ready state to emulate any Army
infrastructure for complete and unbiased
evaluations. In computer-technology
terms, this also means having acces to
the full intellectual capacity of the ISEC,
with its critical-skill engineering experts
in all areas of technology. The TIC can
then provide the Army and the vendor the
empirical evidence required to shorten the
acquisition cycle at dramatically lower
cost and risk to the government.
According to Tate, the TIC is
respected throughout the Defense establishment as an organization that has
changed the way computing is done-at
every Army po t, camp, and station.
According to Paige, the value of the
TIC continues to grow because it has
stayed close to its original charter of
being the one place in the Defense community where IT professionals can go to
get a true picture of the system they are
working on. This includes gigabit
Ethernet (which will belp greatly speed
up traffic flow on the installations' campus area network ), modeling and simulation, public key infrastructure, security,
knowledge management, multimedia,
voice and data over Internet protocol, and

other applications and technologies.
The TIC also supports the Army by
evaluating the functions of the Common
User Installation Transport Network at all
Army camp, po ts, and stations. To this
end, the TIC emulates such state-of-theart infomlation infrastructure components
as routers, switches, hubs, and concentrators. This process also involves work with
other ISEC engineers who trouble boot
network and sy tern problems throughout
the command and the Army.

Conclusion
Not only has the TIC grown in size,
Paige said, it has grown in importance to
both the Army and DOD. "When I was
the As istant Secretary of Defense for
C3I (Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence], I fully supported tbe relationship between the TIC
and such other DOD agencies as the Joint
Interoperability Test Command (at Fort
Huachuca]," Paige said.
The rSEC's TIC has added to the
military's ability to get the right box thoroughly evaluated and into the hands of
the end user prior to fielding.
"We've been able to leverage the
expertise of ISEC and combine this with
the fact that the TIC holds the reputation
a the top lab of its kind to really change
the whole nature of information technology. Members of ISEC evaluate and
design integrated commercial information
technology we use out there, and that's
significant," Jenia said.

JAMES H. WARD is a Research
Analyst for ISEC. Fort Huachuca. AZ.
He is a former Army Public Affairs
noncommissioned officer with a B.S.
in government and politics from the
University of Maryland.
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A NEW APPROACH
TO CROSS TRAINING
FOR THE U.S. ARMY
CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
MAJ Michael K. Wegler

Introduction
Traditional cross-training programs
have been in use for decades. Indi viduals
can be trained to perfonn duties that are
different from those they normally perfonn with the expectation that they may
be required to perform these new duties
in the future. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Los Angeles District has
j:leveloped a cross-training program with
a different focus. This program emphasizes efficiency and cooperation between
members of the Construction-Operations
(Con-Ops) and Contracting Divisions
through a better understanding of the
duties and responsibilities performed by
other Los Angeles District members.
Because the offices are geographically
dispersed, the two divisions routinely
interact via e-mail and telephone. The
new cross-training program provides
employees the opportunity to interact
with each other in person. They learn
how effective and efficient execution of
their duties and responsibilities is critical
to completing the Los Angeles District's
overall mission.
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Training Overview
Since December 1999, three ConOps Division employees have spent 2
weeks each learning the many facets of
contracting. Division and branch chiefs
presented the trainees with an overview
outlining the organization's mission and
individual duties and responsibilities.
This was followed by several days of
working with members of the Procurement Branch. This branch is responsible
for all procurements up to the simplified
acquisition threshold of $100,000 as weB
as all construction projects. Con-Ops
participants learned about the Simplified
Acquisition Procedure (SAP) u ed to
procure good and services. They also
learned about changes in the SAP that
have resulted from the increased use of
automation systems such as the Central
Contractor Registratioo Database and
Procurement Desktop Defense (PD2).
Participants were also introduced to
"formal" acquisition procedures and
processes for awarding construction
contracts in excess of SlOO,OOO. The
overview covered topics such as project
identification; the project's introduction
to the Advanced Acquisition Planning

Board (AAPB); the AAPB decisionmaking process regarding the most effective
contracting tool to use for the project;
solicitation development and adverti ement, bid openings and receipt of propo als; evaluation of the bid and proposals;
contract award; and the transition to the
contract-administration phase of the
proce s. After completing this overview, the participants worked with the
Architect-Engineer (AIE)/Contract Compliance Branch. This training focused on
AlE contracting and negotiation procedures, pre-award activities, and contractcompliance requirements.
Pete Gauer, the Office Engineer at
the Las Vegas Resident Office, was one
of the Con-Ops participants. Gauer feels
he now has a greater knowledge of how
important ihe contracting function is to
ihe Los Angeles District Corps of Engineers. "1 know now that without Contracting's effort, our contracts would
grind to a halt," he said. "I'm glad that 1
was afforded ihis opportunity to meet
most of [ihe contracting personnel] and
look forward to working with all ihose
affiliated with the Nellis Air Force Base
projects."
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Cross-training program participants
have a greater appreciation
for the planning and tasks
performed by other
Los Angeles District team members.

In February 2000, Contract Specialist
Maria Ci nero spent 2 weeks working at
a military resident office and a civilian
project office in Las Vegas. While members of Con-Ops operate in three states
and in numerous project and resident
offices, they work very closely with contracting personnel throughout the procurement and contract administration
process. Cisneros, who worked with
Gauer and members of the Las Vegas
Resident Office and the TropicanaFlamingo Project Office teams, said,
"This was a great opportunity and experience ... it was a great follow-on to my
attendance at the PROSPECT [Proponent
Spon ored Engineer Corps Training)
Construction Contract Admini tration
Course.
"M y training period began at the
[Las Vega) Resident Office with an orientation of office procedure and project
safety programs. 1 vi ited work site and
performed quality assurance tasks,
answered requests for information, [and]
prepared modifications and estimates to
modifications in the Resident Management System (RMS). I also reviewed
bidability/constructability/operabilityl
environmental documents. wrote
Pre-negotiation Objective Memorandums
and Price Negotiation Memorandums,
and reviewed claims."
To gain additional experience,
Cisnero also worked in the TropicanaFlamingo Project Office, where she
worked on the civil works modifLcation
proce s, wrote Basic Change Documents,
prepared estimates, and conducted negotiations. "It was an incredible 2 weeks

~
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with 0 much information to absorb,"
Ci neros said. "My experience at the Las
Vegas Resident Office provided superb
reinforcement of the materials covered in
the course and gave me a better appreciation of the work our other employees perform in the field."
In addition to working with other
Los Angeles District team member, both
divisions have included their trainees in
all significant and related activities. Individuals working in contracting attended
meeti.ngs to fl.llalize a source selection
evaluation plan. They also met with the
RMS Program Manager to discuss sy tern
integration into PD2, bid openings in
re ponse to an Invitation For Bid, and
debriefings to contractors. Cisneros also
participated in Con-Ops meetings and
attended the ellis AFB civil engineer
coordination meeting as well as several
weekly contractor meeting with the
Corp of Engineers, including one at the
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle project site in
Indian Springs, NY.
In the spring of 2000, members of
the Contracting Division attended the
PROSPECT Negotiation of Con truction
Contract Modifications Course. Cross
training of the participants began when
they returned. The cro -training location
was determined by fIeld requirements and
activities that best reinforced the training
received during the cour e. This provided
another opportunity to send contracting
personnel (0 a different field location.
These efforts benefited the trainees as
well as field office staff.

Conclusion
Cross-training program participants
have a greater appreciation for the planning and tasks performed by other Los
Angeles District team members. These
participants also gained a better undertanding of overall procurement and
construction-management proce es and
procedure . Experience has no sub titute,
and our cross-traini.ng program affords
members of the Los Angeles District the
opportunity to grow as profes ionals.
The program has resulted in increased
cooperation among the participants and
(heir respecti ve offices, which hould
improve the processes and the service the
Los Angele Districl provides to its customers. We believe that most multifunctional organizations will benefit ignificantly from a similar program.

MAl MICHAEL K. WEGLER is
the Deputy Chief of the Contracting
Division and a Contracting Officer
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, CA. He
holds a B.S. in economics from the
U.S. Military Academy, an M.S. in
administration from Central Michigan University, and an M.S. in acquisition alld contract management from
the Naval Postgraduate School. He is
also a certified Professional Contracts Manager.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
FROM THE DIRECTOR
ACQUISITION CAREER
MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Allhough many cliche are not true, there is one thai may
be: "The only con lanl is change." For tho e of you who don't
know me, let me introduce myself. I am Sandy Long, and on
Sept. 12, 2000, I asswned duties as Acting Director of the
Acqui ition Career Management Office (ACMO). These dutie
are in addition to my regular as ignment as National Capital
Regional Director for Acqui ilion Career Management. I served
previously 10 this as an Acquisition Proponency Officer in the
ACMO. I expect to serve as Acting ACMO Director until a permanent director is named.
In September, former ACMO Director COL Roger Carter
retired from the U.S. Army and accepted a position as Progranl
Executive Officer at the ational Security Agency. For those of
you who have not heard, Mary Thomas-the former ACMO
Deputy Director-was selected to attend the Industrial College
of the Armed Forces (lCAF). which also began in September.
She will attend ICAF for I year. On behalf of the ACMO laff,
I want 10 wi h the very be tlO both COL Carter and Mary
Thoma in their future endeavors. [ al 0 want to announce tJlat
as this issue of Army AL&T goe to press, COL John Como has
been designaled as the Acting Deputy Director for Acquisition
Career Managemenl (DDACM). He will al 0 continue 10 serve
as Chief of Staff to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acqui ilion, Logi Lic and Technology.
By the time you read this article, we wilJ have celebrated
the traditional Annual Acquisilion Ball at the Fon Belvoir
Officer' Club on Oct. 15th. This event coincided with the
annual meeting of tJle Association of the United State Army
(AUSA). I hope that many of you had the opporlllnity to attend
the annual AUSA meeting and top by the Army Acqui ition
Corps (AAC) booth to see the new AAC exhibit, "Make It
Happen," and to visil the Acqui ition Career Management uite.
My office i always available to provide the information you
need to make if happen in your acquisition career. The mo t
current Ii I of our Acqui ition Career Managers can be found
on our AAC home page at hup:ffdacm.sarda.army.milf
conlacls/CareerManweb.htm.
I want to take this OpportWllty to congratulate the Acquisition
Education, Training and Experience Board selectee (page 49 of
this magazine) and the Materiel Acqui ition Management Course
gmduates. Announcements of the FYOI LTCfGS-14 product managerfacquisition command as igrunems and FYOO AAC officers
selected for promotion to major, and the Senior Service College
selectees are al 0 listed in this section of the magazine.
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For those of you who were unaware, a Competitive
Development Group (CDG) Military Cohort Program was
e tabli hed this year by the DDACM. This program provides
eligible military officers an opportunity to train concurrently
with AAC civilian CDG members. Be sure to read about till
program, the COG Program election criteria as well as CDG
opportunities, and the article on the year group 0 I CDG orientation on Pages 33-35. The CDG Progmm is at the center of
initiative 10 build outstanding leader for the future Army
Acquisition Workforce (AAW).
The AAW has grown and changed during the last everal
years and currently include approximately 30,000 members.
These member are key to the Army's ucce ,and we are making if happen. Change is exciting and offers many opportuni·
ties. As noted at the oUlset of th i letter, change is also constant,
and again my office is always available to provide the information, as istance, and changes necessary to advance your acquisition career.
Sandy Long
Acting Director
Acquisition Career
Management Office

46 Graduate From MAM Course
In September 2000 46 IlIdents graduated from the
Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM) Course, Class
00-004, at the U.S. Army Logistics Management College, Fort
Lee, VA. The graduate included four allied students from the
Philippines, Estonia, Korea. and Israel. The Distingui hed
Graduate Award wa presented to CPT Robert F. Mortlock,
as igned to the Joint Program Office for Biological Defense,
Falls Church, VA.
The 7-week MAM Cour e provides a broad perspective of
the materiel acquisition process. The cour e includes a discu sion of national policie and objectives that bape the acqni ition process and the U.S. Army' implementation of them.
Areas of coverage include acquisition concepts and policies;
re earch. development, test, and evaluation; financial and co t
management; integrated logi tics support; force modernization;
production management; and contract management. Emphasis
is on developing midlevel manager to effectively participate in
managing the acquisition proce .
Re earch and development, te ling, contracting, requirement generation, logistics, and production management are
some of the materiel acquisition work as ignmenls offered to
these graduates.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

AETE Board Results
The Acquisition Career Management Office is pleased to announce results from the Acquisition
Education, Training and Experience (AETE) Board, which met Aug. 15-16,2000, to review applications for training and educational opportunities. Listed below are the personnel selected by the board.
The AETE Board will meet again in January 200 I. These opportunities are funded entirely by the
Army Acquisition Corps (AAC). The application suspense date for upcoming boards can be found
under "News" on the AAC home page at: http://dacm.sarda.army.mil. (Note: Under the "Selected
For" column, NPS denotes Naval Postgraduate School and SOC denotes School of Choice.)

Name
Armstrong, MAJ Sco«
Binney, Barbara
Boyer, Elisa
Bozzard, James
C",leton, Mahona
Carter, Robert
Chronister, Ronald
Cooper, Michael
Devlin, Lisa
Dobbs, Andrew
Esquibel, Jerry
Ference, Edward
Foley, Gail
Freeman, Wilma
Fuller, Beverly
Golden, Robert
Goodwin, Connie
Granda, Laurie
Haack, Margaret
Hemphill, Gloria
Kierrnan, Edward
Krost, Neill
Kruse, Darin
Kruse, Rachel
laFerriere, Philip
Lambert, LTC Charles
Lamphear, Thomas
Leonard, Scarlet
McPherson, Glenn
Miller, Steven
Milton, Pamela
Myres, Pamela
Nevels, Pamela
Oelrich, Jerome
Pearce, William
Ramsey, MAJ Andrew
Schumacher, Daniel
Stueber, Debra
Tappel, Joseph
Tatum, George
Townsend, Houston
Wilderson, Brenda
Williams, LTC Yancy
Williamson, LTC Michael
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Organization
USATSC
MESA
AMCOM
AMC
AMCOM
ATEC
Missile ROE Center
PM, Saudi Arabia (Korea)
Rock Island Arsenal
SMDC
SMDC
PEO, Aviation
WSMR
AMCOM
PEO, Taclical Missiles
CECOM
AMCOM
SMDC
PEO, Aviation
PEO, Tactical Missiles
CECOM
Army Contracting Cmd, Korea
Missile ROE Center
Missile ROE Center
Aviation ROE Center
ACMO
CECOM
AMCOM
Missile ROE Center
PM, Small Computer Program
AMCOM
AMCOM
CBDCOM
Missile ROE Center
Missile ROE Center
PM, Soldier Support
SMDC
CECOM
AMCOM
Missile ROE Center
CDE
PM, 1M TELCOM
OUSD(AT&L)/ARA
U.S. Student Detachment

Selected For
Leadership Development Program
Senior Executive Fellows
NPS
Gateway to Business Mgt
SOC
Leadership for aDemocratic Society
NPS
NPS
SOC
NPS
NPS
NPS
Airborne Operations Greening Program
NPS
NPS
Leadership for aDemocratic Society
NPS
SOC
NPS
SOC
SOC
NPS
NPS
NPS
NPS
Harvard Business School
Brigade Field Training Exercise
NPS
NPS
NPS
NPS
SOC
Leadership Potential Seminar
NPS
NPS
Executive Development Program
Leadership Development Program
NPS
NPS
Brigade Field Training Exercise
Senior Executive Fellows
SOC
Columbia Business School
Harvard Business School
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
PERSCOM Notes . ..

sse Selection Board Results

Result of the Senior Service College (SSe) Selection
Board were released Sept. 19,2000. The board selected 30
members of the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) to attend SSC
during academic year (AY) 01/02. The AAC had 385 officers
eligible for selection to SSC and had a selection rate of 7.8 percent. The Army selection rate was 7.4 percent.
Each officer selected for attendance at SSC hould receive
a letter from the U.S. Total Army Personnel Command's
(pERSCOM's) Acquisition Management Branch explaining
how to access the PERSCOM Officer Career Management
Knowledge Center. Officers will provide their SSC preference
online through the center.
The names of the selectees are listed below. (Note: * indicates an officer revalidated from AYOO/OI Ii t; ** indicates officer activated from AYOO/OI alternate list.) Unles otherwise
noted, all selectees are lieutenant colonel .
Bell, Anthony B.
Bliss, Gary L.
Bowman, Michael**
Buck, Stephen D.
Chase, Deborah J.
Coker, David W.
Conley, Joe E.
Fox, Steven G **
Fritz, Gregory J. **
Fuller, Peter N.
Harv ill, James T.
Incorvati, Anthony R.
Janker, Peter S.
Jette, Bruce (COL)*
Maddux, Jonathan A.
Mancuso, August R.

McDaniels, Lloyd E.
Newton, Robert A.
Neumann, Marcus R.**
Nicbols, Camille M.
oonan, Kevin S.
orgaard, Kevin R.
Ostrom, Peter R.
Patterson, William
Payne, Jerome F.
Pecoraro Joseph E.
Pinter, Steven S.
Price, Nancy L.S.
Stautz, Thomas R. (COL)
Stone, Je se M.
Valent, Oscar R.

FY01 Army Experimental
Test Pilot Board
A U.S. Total Army Per onnel Command (PERSCOM)
board will convene on or about Feb. 6,2001, to elect aviators
best qualified to participate in the Army Aviation Experimental
Test Pilot Training Program. This board will review the qualifications of both commis ioned and warrant officers. Commis ioned officers selected to attend the U.S. Naval Test Pilot
School (USNTPS) are automatically acce ed into the Army
Acquisition Corps, where they will serve for the remainder of
their careers. Warrant officers will continue to be managed by
the Warrant Officer Division.
For warrant officers to be eligible, they must have an associate's degree with above-average grades; have completed college courses in algebra, calculu , differential equations, and
physic (or mechanic) with above-average grades; and be in
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the grade of Chief Warrant Officer 2 or higher. Candidate must
also have completed military education level for current grade
prior to attending the test pilot training program; have a total of
1,000 flying hours; and have sufficient time remaining upon
completion of training to complete the active duty ervice
obligation.
For commissioned officers to be eligible, they must have a
bachelor's degree in an engineering di cipline or hard cience
and be in the grade of captain or major. Eligible candidates
must also have at lea t 7 years of active federal service, be
branch-qualified prior to attendance at USNTPS, and have a
minimum of 700 hours total flight time.
Highly desirable qualification for commi sioned officers
include uccessful completion of course in college mechanics
( olids. fluid, flight), thermodynamics, aerodynamics, control
theory, and advanced mathematics, with above-average grades;
experience in complex aircraft uch as the CH-47, UH-60,
AH-64, OH-58D, and/or fixed-wing military aircraft; and rating
as an instructor pilot, in trument fl.ight examiner, or maintenance test pilot. Pilot-in-command fl.ight hours are weighted
accordingly in the selection proce s.
Personnel in a po ition to recommend and endorse applicant are urged to make a thorough apprai al of that applicant'
flying ability, operational experience, motivation, adaptability,
and ability to communicate orally and in writing.
All FYOI Army Aviation E perimental Test Pilot Board
applications must be received at PERSCOM no later than
Jan. 19,2001. Applications must include an official transcript
of coUege credits; a copy of the aviator's most current DA
Form 759, Individual Flight Record and Flight CertificateArmy; and endor ements by an in tructor pilot/standardization
instructor pilot, who will comment on the applicant' flying
ability. Commissioned officer and warrant officer applications
should be mailed to: Commander, U.S. Total Army Personnel
Command, ATT : TAPC-OPB-E (MAJ Rickey), 200 Stovall
Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-0411.
Experimental test pilot assignments will be based on the
Army' needs. Initial tours will be served at the Aviation
Technical Test Center at Fort Rucker, AL. USNTPS graduates
will serve in experimental test pilot or organizational staff positions that directly affect the type, design, and configuration of
Army aircraft.
For additional information or a ample memorandum
explaining how to apply for the Army Aviation Experimental
Test Pilot Training Program, contact: MAl Jon Rickey at DS
221-2800, (703) 325-2800, rickeyj@hoffman.army.mil; or
CW5 Carlton Jenkins at DSN 221-5251, (703) 325-5251,
jenkinsc@hoffman.army.mil.
Correction
The branch of LTC Allen L. Green was incorrecLly Ii ted as EN
(Engineer) on Page 49 of the Seplember-October 2000 is ue. Hi correct branch is QM (Quartermaster). We regret this error.
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FY01 LTC/GS·14 PM/AC Slate
The U.S. TOlal Anny Personnel Command recently announced the following 55 officers and 2 civilians for FYOt product
anager (PM)/acquj ition command (AC) assignments. Unless otherwise indicated. all officer are lieutenant colonels.
NAME
Azemar, Jacques
Bass, Joseph L.
Bedell. Cynthia M.
Biega, Michael J.
Bryant, Thomas H.
Burke, Kyle T., MAJ(P)
Callahan, Michael 0., MAJ(P)
Cantor, Michael E.
Conley, Mark A.
Cottrell, Daniel T.
Cook, David A., MAJ(P)
Curry, Virgil Jr.
Dean, Charles E.
Delaney, Michael J.
Dockins, Chauncey D. (USAR)
Eberle, Nathan R.
Fellows, John R. (ARNG), MAJ(P)
Gazzano, Lee D.
Green, Allen L. III
Green, Dwayne S.
Hansen, Jacob B.
Hazelwood, Donald A.
Hoppe, William C.
Jennings, Theodore L.
Johnson, Clarence E.
Klein, Dale E.
Kunkel, George D.
Kwak, Michael J.
Lambert. Charles S.
Lehman. Greta P.
Leisenring, Stephen B.
Lockhart, David E., MAJ(P)
Lovett, Robert A.
McDaniel, Michael A.
McGuiness. John J.
Miller. Christopher M.
Miller, Russell F., Civ.
Miller, Scot C.
Myrick, Paul R.
Nulk, Raymond H.
Nutbrown, Curtis H.
Parker, James M.
Paul, Richard B., Civ.
Pottinger, John M.
Rasmussen, Christopher M., MAJ(P)
Shufflebarger, Newman D., MAJ(P)
Skinner, Eugene W. Jr.
Stockel, Eugene F.
Thomson, Douglas R. (USAR)
Trang, Jeffrey A.
Turner, Thomas E. Jr.
Williams, Yancey R.
Williamson, Michael E.
Wilson, Jeffrey K.
Wilson, John M.
Yacovoni, Philip M., MAJ(P)
Yarborough, Michelle F.
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SLATED TO
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-ISRAEL
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-AO DALLAS
SOLDIER EQUIPMENT
JOINT TACTICAL INFO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
AIRCREW INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (AVN)
BRADLEY FIRE SUPPORT VEHICLE
STRATEGIC TEST
EXOATMOSPHERIC KILL VEHICLE
ENHANCED POSITION LOCATION REPORT SYSTEM
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-HUNTSVILLE
SENTINEL
COMMON HARDWARE
MORTARS
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY SYSTEM
DISTRIBUTIVE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNICATION & INTEL SUPPORT SYSTEM
GROUND BASE RADAR-PROTOTYPE
COUNTER PROLIFERATION
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-CLEVELAND
DIGITAL SWITCHED SYSTEMS
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-CLEARWATER
ARMY AIRBORNE COMM & CONTROL SYSTEM
RESEARCH & DEV ACQ INFO SYSTEMS ACTIVITY
GRIZZLY
KWAJALEIN TEST RANGE
AVIATION ELECTRONICS COMBAT
AERIAL COMMON SENSOR
DIGITAL WIDE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
DIGITIZED TRAINING
PUBLIC KEY INFO SYSTEM
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-MANASSAS
JOINT TACTICAL RADIO GROUND & AIR
M1A2TANK
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-PITISFIELD
M2/M3 BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE
COLD REGIONS TEST CENTER
T-800 ENGINE SYSTEM
TRI-BAND SATELLITE TERMINALS
IMPROVED MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM
155T ARTILLERY DIGITALIZATION
REGIONAL CONTRACTING-WIESBADEN
COMMON ENGINE
TEST/MEASURE/DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
COMMON SOFTWARE
WEST DESERT TEST CENTER
IMPROVED CARGO HELICOPTER SYSTEM
TENCAP FIELD SUPPORT
M113/M60VEHICLE FAMILY
WATERCRAFT
PLATFORMS
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-SEATILIE
M1A1 ABRAMS TANK
GLOBAL COMMAND & CONTROL SYSTEM
EXCALIBER
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-PHILADELPHIA
DEFENSE CONTRACT MGT AGENCY-LOCKHEED
ELECTRO OPTICAL SENSOR SYSTEM
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FYOO Major Promotion
Board Results
The FYOO Major Promotion Board results were released
Aug. 17, 2000. The Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) select rate
was above the Anny average for promotion to major. This article
analyzes the board results.

Overall Acquisition Corps Results
Board members reviewed the files of 133 AAC officers in the
primary zone. From this population, the board selected 106. The
resulting primary zone selection rate of 79.7 percent was above the
Army competitive category primary zone of 79.6 percent. In addition, 4 officers below the zone and 12 officers above the zone of
consideration were elected for promotion. Among the other
selectees were 16 basic branch promotable officers who were
accessed into the Acqui ition Corps under the Career Field Designation process.

The Trend For Selectees
Selection to major is primarily a reflection of how an officer
performs in his or her basic branch as ignments. Most AAC
officers have few, if any, officer evaluation repons (OERs) from
acquisition assignment when the Major Promotion Board considers them. Many officers are still completing basic branch assignments, Reserve Officer Training Corps/recruiting, Active
component/Reserve component assignments, or attending
advanced civil schooling. Thus, AAC officer are judged against
the same criteria as basic branch officers.
The Army i more competitive now than ever. There were
minimal differences between the files of year group (YG) 89 (officers in last year's primary zone) and YG90 (officers in this year's
primary zone). Second lieutenant OERs were not reviewed by the
promotion board and were removed from the officer's file. The
most important discriminator continues to be company command
OERs, and board members appear to use them as the measure of
an officer's ability to succeed as a major.
With a majority of the officers receiving "one block" command OERs, the senior rater narrative was extremely imponant in
determining the strength of an OER. Senior rater narratives that
quantified an officer's performance when the profile did not, sent a
clearer picture to the board 00 tbe "true block check" (Le., best
officer in a command, top 1 percent, lout of 10.) Additionally,
senior rater narrative that focused on an officer's potential were
geoeralJy more effective than OERs that focused on how an officer
performed. Officers with overalJ Above Center of Mass (ACOM)
flies and "two block" COM command OER were less likely to be
selected. Officers with overalJ COM files and "top block" center
of mass command OERs were less likely to be promoled.
Performance in basic branch assignments, especialJy company
command, appeared 10 be the board's focus. The message is clear:
seek company conunand, do well, and maintain a high level of performance on alJ other assignments.
The AAC officers selected for promotion to major are hOWD
below. The names of three selectees were unavailable. Names preceded by an asterisk indicate a below-the-zone selection.
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Major Promotion List
Abbott, Timothy Frederick
Adams, Larry Kim
Adomaris, Dennis Paul
Anderson, Larry Scot!
Arrington, Vance Russell
Barrera, Marco Julio
Black, MicheJJe Andrea
Bodrick, Morris Lee
Boyd, Raymond Earl Jr.
Brartham, Eva Treciokas
Broek, Harold Dale Jr.
Broughton, Johnny Roscoe
Brown, Sharon Lavonne
Bruce, Jeffrey AJJen
Canter, Bryan Eric
Card, Rose Katherine
Cauley, Timothy Mark
Clanton, Andrew Bu.Uington
Coleman, Willie Deron
Corbin, Frederick Bernard
Craft, Jason Todd
Crick, Michael Dean
Cross, Robert Glenn
Daniels, Mark Richard
Davi ,Rodney Allan
Dellolio, James Todd
Dykes, James Blaine IV
Eggert, John Martin
Fanner, Michael Patrick
Figueroa, Mercado Johnny
Fiorella, Salvatore Anthony
Fischer, WrJliam Dennis
Flowers, Thomas Russell
Gaare, Dennis
Galindo, Jason Lewis
Glenn, Eric Sean
Gould, Robert Jay
Green, Gregory Sean
Greene, Christopher Kevin
Grosenheider, Craig Lane
Grover, Jeffrey Carlon
*Gutierrez, Moi es MOIa
Hamilton, Andrew Bruce
Harger, Daryl
Haye , Derrick Gene
Helm, Eric Gordon
Henderson, Kevin Chemard
Hogans, William Robertson
Holifleld, Gregory Alton
*Homstein, Richard John
Hossack, Timothy Clark
Howard, Paul Dekle
Hunter, Thomas Day
Ingram, John Mathew
Jackson,PlUred Eugene
Jackson, Hope Michaela

James, Dannie Eugene Jr.
Jaynes, Howard Richard Jr.
Johnson, Eddie Adam
Kerish, John Franci
Kleese, Bryan Edward
Klinkhammer, Ian Bradley
Kollhoff, Joy Neville
Kros, Todd Christopher
Lane, Jeffrey Dean
Lehner, Chri topher
Lewis, Leslie Latreese
Lind, Su an McMurdy
Lockard, WiUiam MacLean
Lonardo, Richard Joseph
Long, Robe.rt Derek
Ludden, Frederick Coleman
Maloney, Patrick WiUiam
Manns, Terrence Tyrone
Marr, Charles Arthur
Ma t, Jack Herbert
McNulty, James Francis
Meyer, Stuart Lee
Miller, Susan Camille
Moorhouse, Kent Grover
Mortlock, Robert Fred
Murphy, Brian Patrick
Murray, Randy
Neal, Mark Andrew
ichol , Walter Guy Jr.
O'Donnell, Mark Gerald
O'Keefe, Dewander Lavoy
Orange, Terry Mark
Patterson, Robert Edward
Paul. Gregory Joseph
Perryman. Theodore Max
Peterson, Kevin WlIiam
Phillips, Joel Richard
Pound,MichaelAJJen
Power. Harold James
Price, Jeniffer Rae
Quinter, Ronald Leroy
Reddick, Jeffrey Edward
Reim, John Thomas
Rieman, Joel Bernard
Robinson Dwight Eric
Romero, Alex Vincent
Ross, Jame Patrick
Sanchez, Anthony John
Schweitzer, Steven John
Seay,Arnold
*Shelton, Robert Wayne
Short, Daniel Richard
Simonson, Erik John
Smith, Mark Adam
Smith, Reginald Eugene
Spencer, Gary Todd
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Starostanko, Timothy Allen
Stein, Charle Michael
Stein, Cynthia Hope
Stephan, Vincent Noel
Strayer, Kenneth
Stroyan, Richard Jay

Terrell-Simmons, Vaneada
Tice, M.ichael Jay
Ti dale, Riley Olin
Tufts, Scott Kenneth
·Vannoy, John Mar hall
Vin on, Timothy James

Washington, David Benton
Weaver, Mickey Eugene
Webb, Eric Christopher
Williams, Andrea Rene
Wilson, Eddie Dean
Wilson, Terry Mac

Wittges, Charles Edward
Wolons, David Scott
Youmans, Mark Alan
Zunnuehlen, Kevin Karl
Zuvanich, M.ichael Joseph
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IT you are an individual who receives Army AL&T magazine and
you have changed your mailing address, do not contact the Army AL&T
Editorial Office! We cannot make address changes regarding distri·
bution of the magazine. Please note the following procedures if you
need to change your mailing address:
• Civilian members of the Army Acquisition Workforce must
submit address changes to their Civilian Personnel Advisory Center
(CPAC).
• Active duty military personnel must submit address changes to
their Military Personnel Office (MILPO).
• Army Reserve personnel must submit address changes to the
U.S. Army Reserve Personnel Command (ARPERSCOM) in S1. Louis,
MO.
• National Guard personnel must submit address changes to the
Army National Guard Acquisition Career Management Branch at
perkindc@ngb-arng.ngb.army.mil or call DSN 327-7481 or (703)
607-7481.
Your attention to these procedures will ensure timely mailing of
your magazine.
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Organizing Genius: The Secrets of
Creative Collaboration
By Warren Bennis and
Patricia Ward Biederman
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,
Reading, MA, 1997
Reviewed by LTC John Lesko (U.S. Army Reserve),
Senior Analyst and Group Facilitator for ANSER, a
public service research institute in Arlington, VA.
Lesko is a member of the Army Acquisition Corps.
What makes some groups succeed and others-perhaps staffed
with equally talented people and many times enjoying more
resources--fail? How do some managers lead their teams to
achieve outstanding results while other managers fall short? What
are the elements of leadership that result in breakthrough discovery
or, to use the vernacular, "the next great thing"?
These are the questions addressed by Bennis and Biederman as
they analyze six histories of "Great Groups." The resulting insights
may help tooay's acqui ilion executives in their attempts at organizing geniu . The six case studies examined are:
• The Resurgence Of The Disney Animation Studio;
• Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (pARC) And It Relationship With Apple Computer;
• The 1992 PoLitical Campaign Of Candidate Bill Clinton;
• Lockheed's Skunk Works;
• The Experimental Campus At Black Mountain, North
Carolina; and
• The Manhattan Project.
Each of these six stories has ornething unique 10 offer. Each
examines the creative dynamics that describe the fruirful relationships between the leader and the "follower ." if you can indeed call
such brilliant contributors followers.
The authors conclude with 15 take-home lessons, many direct!y
applicable to the Army's Acquisition Corps and its critical role in
modernizing this ation's military force. Highlights of these ISle sons and commentary from the reviewer are as follows:
• Greatness slarls wilh sUfJerb fJeofJle. Bob Taylor, leader of
Xerox PARC and former Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency administrator, aid, "You can't pile together enough good
people to make a great one." As a program manager or acquisition
official, ask yourself if your taff passes the "greatness test." If not,
have them identify early in your programs the creative cientists and
industry leaders who are "on point" in their respective fields. You
should then partner with these experts.
• Greal groups and grealleaders creale each olhel:
• Every greal grOUfJ has a strong leader. This is nOI to say that
the trong leader is an authoritarian in temperanJent. Rather, he or
she acts as a maestro amongst gifted equals. A king others to play
"second fiddle" in such groups will be a cballenge for the trong
leader.
• The leaders ofgreal groups love lalem and know where 10
find il.
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• Greal groups are full of /Glenled peofJle who can work
logelher. Groups of talented engineers and scientists managed by
progranJ leaders and supported by admini [Tators must rake tinJe for
team-building activities. Morale maintenance is critical to group
success.
• Greal groufJs Ihink Ihey are 011 a mis iOIl from God. There i
tremendous energy associated with being the very first group to
accomplish something. Hames this energy as a driving force.
• Every greal group is an island, bUI all island wilh a bridge to
Ihe mainlalld. Sometimes the program manager is the toll collector
on that bridge. Those who don't belong on the island must be kept
away long enough for the group to accompli h its mission.
• Greal groups see Ihemselves as winlling underdogs.
• Greal groufJs always have all ellemy. This enemy may be
another nation' military, a rogue nation, or a terrorist group.
• People in greal groups have blinders on.
• Greal groups are optimislic, 1101 realislic.
• III grear groups, Ihe righr fJerson has Ihe righl job. A psychometric test such as the Myers-Briggs personality indicator or the Kirton Innovative-Adaptive index may help both the leader and the
group better understand them elves and their colleagues, thus
enabling better communication within the team.
• The leaders of grear groups give rhem wl/Gllhey need and free
them from Ihe rest.
• Greor groufJs ship. As Steve Job reminded the Macintosh
Team in 1984, "Real artist ship." In today's era of shrinking R&D
budgets and competing programs. Army acqui ition executives may
discover a debilitating cost 10 delay a program's schedule. This
reviewer suggests that Army program managers and executives consider an emerging analytic technique used within the Air Force
called cost-of-delay analysis.
• Greal work is ils OW/1 reward.
Organi:ing Genius i a musl-read for those acquisition professional called on to lead the Army's transformation.

The 9 Natural Laws of Leadership
By Warren Blank
AMACOM, NY, 1995
Reviewed by CPT John H. Grimes, a year
group 91 Procurement Officer with the U.S. Army
Tank-automotive and Armaments Command, Rock
Island Arsenal, IL
During a recent relevi ion interview, I was asked, "What is
leadership?" I responded, "It's that intangible asset, dealing in
the human relations field. that mo t contributes to mission success
or failure." I continued, explaining that leaders are not elfdeterminative, but are chosen by their followers.
Warren Blank's The 9 Natural Laws ofLeadership philosophically captures and explains that answer in 230 pages. The leadership
consultant and trainer's premise is that Newton's natural laws (e.g.,
law of cause and effect), from which we have traditionally come 10
tudy leadership (e.g., attributes, characteristics, and tyles), works
for material objects but i insufficient for understanding the intangible of leadership. Authoring a true paradigm, Blank goes on to
reframe the leadership model under the title of "quanrum
leadership. ,.
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Quantum leadership, like quantum physics. shatters the old
models and UlOught patterns imbued by many past leadership theori ts. It diverges from the traditional components of leadership and
truly focuses on the leader-foUower relationship. However, like
quantum physic ,quantum leader hip is a real phenomenon and
must follow certain natural laws.
Blank's nine natural law are that a leader has willing followers;
leadership is a field of interaction; leadership occurs a an evem:
leaders u e influence beyond fonnal authority; leaders operate outside the boundarie of organizationally defined procedures; leaderhip involves ri k and uncertainty; not everyone will follow a
leader's initiative; consciou ness creates leadership; and leadership
is a self-referral proce .
Based on these nine laws, this new leadership model i upported by more than I SO practical action ideas. Many of the action
ideas eemed a little flaky, but most also proved inunediately useful.
A recurring theme for many of the action ideas is that quantum leaders "go into the GA.P." to perceive. shape. and perfonn in unchartered realms where others, limited to traditional view. don'l. The
author defmes GA.P. as a place where quanmm leaders "gain
another perspective," and he dedicates an entire chapter to developing that concepl. Staying consistent with the leader-follower model
throughout, both the action ideas and GA.P. theme revolve around
the !line laws and the interrelation hip of leaders and their followers.
Tstrongly recommend thi book, which i available online for
less than $20 (hardcover). While this book will probably challenge
your view of leadership, it is a change in the right direction--one
that you've mo t likely always understood: you manage things
(c1as ical phy ical worldview) and you lead people (new quantum
leadership model).
Leadership i indeed the ingle as et, above all others, that
DOD values in its military and civilian employees. AU current or
aspiring program managers, commanders, team leaders, and team
members of an empowered workforce would do well io read thi
book.

Patton on Leadership: Strategic
Lessons for Corporate Warfare
By Alan Axelrod, Prentice Hall, 1999
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.),
Tidewater-Richmond Area Manager for WPI in Hampton,
VA, and former member of the Army Acquisition Corps.
George S. Palton Jr. was one of America's greatest military
leaders. In Pat/oil 011 Leadership: Strategic Lessons for Corporate
Wmfare, !he author trie to distill tho e a pe ts of Pallon 's philosophy and extract wisdom applicable to the bu ine s world.
The book i a collection of Pallon's quotes, nOles from his writings, and observations by others-I 83 examples in all. Each i
accompanied by an author comment that expands or interprets the
though\. Example are grouped into nine topical areas, such as
"Developing a Winning Allitude," "Communication and Coordination," and "Creating Efficiency."
The opening chapter provides background information on Pallon, including the more complete and slighlly more colorful version
of !he peech that opened the 1970 film Pallon. Readers will likely
fwd their favorile quote or discover a new one of particular relevance among the remaining nine chapters. The book conclude with
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a bibliography of sources from which mosl of the quoled malerial
was drawn. Some of the quotes are brief: "00 not take counsel of
your fears" (borrowed from Stonewall Jackson). Others have a
familiar ring: "Never lell people how to do thing. Tell them what to
do and they will surprise you with their ingenuity," Some ugge [ an
immediate interpretation. "Hold !he enemy by the nose and kick Ilim
in the pants" could be restated as "hold a project by the no e with
control systems and kick il in the pants with well-planned actions."
Most of the examples require translation into a business contex!. "Officers must not he itate 10 lead. Before an allack is declared
hopeless, the senior officer must lead an alta k in per on." The
author comments that failure is a pan of bu ines life. Leaders mu t
not be fair-wea!her friends who find parades in front of which 10
walk. They must have courage and characler. They must be able to
intervene in a faltering project not jusl with demands for improvement, but with personal involvement thaI wiU lead the project out of
trouble.
The author's commentary i a valuable pan of thi book. Howe er, in a broader perspecti ve, Patton's view on leadership are not
uniquely "bu ines "oriented. They would be equally applicable to a
Boy SCOUI troop or a church choir. Although most of the author's
comments are sensible, they are fundamentally the observations of a
dilettante. Corporate readers would be bell r erved by Michael
Porter's insights on bu iness lralegy, the busines management conleadersllip ideas of John
cepts of Peter Drucker, and the busin
KOller.
Still, Palloll on Leadership: Strategic Lessons/or Corporate
Warfare has much to offer the miLitary reader. It is a comprehensive
and well-organized collection of a great military leader' legacy of
practice and though!. Ju t take it for what it i , not for what it pretends to be.

NEWS BRIEFS

New AH-64 Main Rotor Blade
Repair Method

The u.s. Army pends approximately $100,000 for one
new AH-64 helicopter blade every 200 to 1,000 hours of flight
time becau e of adhesive debonding problem . The current
repair method does not re olve tbe problem and often causes
additional debonding. The blades' projected 6,OOO-hour life
cycle decreases to Ie s than 1,000 hours when debonding
occurs. To date, th Army has discarded more than 1,100
AH-64 main rOIOr blades becau e of debonding.
To resolve the problem, Composite Technology Inc. (crl)
and the U.S. Army Aviation and Mi sUe Command (AM COM)
Aviation Re earch, Development and Engineering Center
(AVRDEC) jointly identified and developed a cost-effective
method for repairing debonded AH-64 main rotor blade. The
cost i e limated at les than $24,000 per helicopter. AVRDEC
initially completed a cur ory cost analysis indicating that if all
of the 1,100 di carded blades bad been repaired, tbe Anny
would have saved 83.6 million.
To evaluate the new repair method, conuactor taric and
fatigue bench te Is on ome debonded blade were succes fully
completed. The e te t indicated that the repair method was
determined to be structurally airwonhy for flight te ring. Typically, major aircraft manufacturer conduct tructural flight
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te IS and lead indusrry/govenunem Combined Test Teams
(CTIs) becau e they possess the requisite technical expertise.
However, when the major manufactllIer of these AH-64 helicopter blades declined [0 perform the [light te ts, the AMCOM
requested the U.S. Army Aviation Tedlllical Te t Center
(ATIC) to lead an Arn1Y CTI to conduct a limited flight loads
survey test. ATIC, AVRDEC, and AMCOM Aviation Applied
Technology Directorate evaluated the experimental blade and
its effect on critical dynan1ic components of the AH-64 main
rotor y tern. The ability to track and balance the blades was
also evaluated.
The blade repair patch consists of four graphite composite
layers sealed with a single layer of fiberglass overlay. This
patch is appl ied across the top and bottom of the blade. The
CTI composite blade repair should extend the life of AH-64
blade well beyond the I,ooo-hour mark and could approach
the projected 6,OOO-hour life cycle. Engineering analysis
howed that the repaired blades' increased stiffness and weight
did not ignificantly affect the fatigue life of the rotor blades'
critical dynamic component. Additionally, no changes in handling qualities or rotor vibrations were noted. The err capitalized on the strengths and resources of several Anny aviation
re earch and development and test and evaluat.ion organizations
to successfully complete structural flight testing.
For more information on this repair method, contact
Courtland C. Biven ill. Chief Engineer of the Flight Te t
Directorate at the U.S. Army Aviation Technical Test Center,
Fort Rucker, AL, at (334) 255-8593/05 558-8593, e-mail
bivensc@attc.army.mil.

U.S. Army Uses Foreign Vehicles
For IBCT Developmental Training
Introduction
AmlOred vehicles from three foreign countries arrived at
Fort Lewis, WA, at the end of September to serve as surrogate
interim armored vehicle (lAVs) for the interim brigade combat
team (mCT) developmental trdining. Although the future JAV
has not been identified, milestones have been established for
their selection and fielding. The foreign loaner vehicles, along
with other U.S. surrogate vehicles, will al 0 be used to validate
key operational capabilities outlined in the operational and
organiziltional concept and key performance parameter ections
of the IAV Operational Requirements Document. Canada, Italy,
and Germany are the foreign countries providing loaner
vehicles.

Canada
A loan agreement between the United States and the Canadian Minister of National Defence for 32 Light Armored Vehicle (LAY) ill wa signed Feb. 15,2000. The LAY UI is an 8
by 8. 3- to 8-man armored wheeled vehicle with an M242,
25mm chain gun. The mCT will use the LAY Ills as surrogates
for infantry carriers and command and control (C2). The Army
Testing and Evaluation Command completed safety testing of
the LAY ills at Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, on March 3. 2000.
Sixteen of the 32 LAY ill alTived at Fort Lewis in April 2000.
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The remaining 16 arrived in September 2000. The loan of the
32 LAY Ills i for a 2-year period that expires in January 2002.

Italy
A loan agreement between the United States and the Italian
Ministry of Defen e for 16 CE TAURO Armored Figbting
Yehicles was signed June 15,2000. The CENTAURO is an 8
by 8, 4-man armored wheeled vehicle with a I05mm main gun.
It also ha a coaxial 7.62mm ATO machine gun. The mcr
will u e CE TAUROs as urrogates for the Mobile Gun System and Anti-Tank Guided Missile Sy tern. Five of the 16
CE TAURO underwent safely testing and had command, control, communications, and computers (C4) integration installed
at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, prior to their arrival at Fort
Lewis. AU 16 CENTAURO were at Fort Lewis in October
2000 to begin developmental training. The loan of the 16 CE TAUROs is for a 2-year period that expires in June 2002.

Germany
A loan agreement between the United States and the
German Federal Ministry of Defense for 10 FOX and 10 LYNX
wheeled armored vehicles was signed June 15,2000. The FOX
is a 6 by 6, 2- to 10-man wheeled amphibious vehicle with a
20mm cannon. The IBCT will use the FOX as a surrogate for
infantry carriers and C2. The LY
is an 8 by 8, 4-man
amphibious reconnais ance vehicle with a 20mm machine gun.
The mCT wiU use the LYNX as a surrogate for reconnaissance
operations. Two of the 10 LY X and 2 of the 10 FOXs underwent safety testing and had C4 integrarion (two FOXs only)
installed at Aberdeen Proving Ground prior to their arrival at
Fort Lewi in October 2000. The remaining eight LYNXs and
eight FOXs arrived at Fort Lewis in September 2000 to begin
developmental training. The loan of the 20 foreign vehicles is
for a 2-year period that expires in May 2002.

Conclusion
The loaner vehicles and other surrogate vehicles wiU assist
in the development. refinement, and as essment of tactics, technique , and procedures. However, u e of the loaner or any other
surrogate vehicles for the mCT is not an indication that the
U.S. Army has chosen a specific vehicle platfom1 or manufacturer for its future LAV
The preceding article was submitted by CPT(P) Alfred E.
Jackson. who reporfs fO fhe U.S. Army Training and Docrrine
Command Sysfem Manager-IAV/FlItllre Combat Systems at
FOri Monroe, VA.

New Process Monitors Delinquent
Purchase Card Accounts
Since its introduction, the government-wide commercial
purchase card has proven to be an exceUent procurement tool
that eliminates the need for purchase orders, invoice receipt,
imprest fund , third party drafts. and cash-an-hand. However,
the increased popularity and use of the card during tl1e pa t few
years has re ulted in an increased number of delinquent DOD
accounts. In an effon to deal with this issue, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers' La Angeles District Contracting Division
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has established a self-monitoring query system on its Internet
ite to identify potential delinquent accounts.
FolJowing in tructions posted on the Customer Automation
and Reponing Environment (C.A.R.E.) link on the Internet site,
individuals can generate reports that provide daily balances for
aIJ Authorizing Official (AO) accounts. The Organization Program Coordinator e-mail the report to the AOs weekly to indicate how well the district is paying its purcha e card bills.
Since instituting this proce S in March 2000, the L.A. District has reduced its number of AO past due balances by more
than 50 percent. Although the new proce s is not a "silver bullet" to fIX aIJ program problem , it is an effective tool to inform
AO and other managers about payment deficiencies.
If you would like to develop your own report for tmcking
your AO accounts at levels 1-4, which are controlled and
authorized by the C.A.R.E. Program, vi it the L.A. District Web
site at hup;/lwww.spl.usace.army.mil/ct/ct.htmland click on
C.A.R.E REPORT INSTRUCTIONS. For the most current
delinquency account information visit
hUp:llpurchasecard.sarda.army.mil and click on Payments
& Delinquencies.

tify invoices for payment, all with the click on their Web
browser. Not only is the certification paperless, the bank: sends
the certified invoice in electronic format directly to the payment office, which then downloads it directly into the payment
ystem without re-keying.
The new sy tern is expected to peed the proces ing of
statements because there is no dependence on traditional mail
delivery. AdditionalJy, the Army will avoid interest resulting
from late payments, and cardholders wiU receive larger bank
rebate credits 00 their statements.
This Web-based application for cardholders and billing
officials began for the entire Army on Oct. 1, 2000.lnteractive
Web-based training has been developed, and access wiJI be pro
vided through local program coordinator.
If you have questions or would Like to share your purchase
card experiences, contact Dorothy Hindman, Army Purchase
Card Program Coordinator, at (703) 681-34 17, e-mail
hindmand@sarda.army.mil.

New Web Site For Army
Engineers And Scientists (CP-16)

Tn recent years, senior Army aod OOD acqui ition leaders
have become concerned that some incentive programs are not
yielding the anticipated benefits (i.e., enhanced performance
and lower costs). In fact, it is believed tbat contractors might
encouraged to achieve the reverse behavior of what i intended
and needed. Consequently, in February 1999, Under Secretary
of Defen e for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics Dr.
Jacques S. Gansler issued a memorandum to Service acquisition executive re-emphasizing the importance of appropriately
using "award-fee" contracts as effective motivators for excellent contractor performance. For continuous performance
improvement, Gansler's memo highlighted the areas of quality,
timeliness, technical ingenuity, and cost-effective management.
In November 1999, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Procurement Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar expre ed concerns to the Army a quisition community that award fees
i ued to contractors are not commensurate with their levels of
performance. As a result of these concern , the Army and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense are taking another look at
the effectiveness of long- tanding incentive program with a
view toward realizing greater benefits.
Consequently, the Award-Term Contracts Incentive wa
recently launched as a 3-year pilot program. Thi concept
establishe table partnering relationships between government
and industry to provide long-term source of quality products
and services. In addition to enabling the government to form
loog-term relationships with proven high-performing contractors, it also enables contractors to make i.nve trnents in process
improvement that few companies would make when dealing
with short-term awards.
Under award-term incentives, contractors receive periodic
performance evaluations and cores. Based on these evaluations
and scores, contractors may receive contract extensions for
excellent performance and cost savings or have the contract

"Engineers and Scientists (E&S) Non-Construction (NC)"
is the name of a new Web ile for current and prospective nonconstruction Department of the Army (DA) engineer and scientists in Career Program 16 (CP-16). Designed to be a valuable career planning resource, the new Web site includes organization, management, and point of conlact information;
information on profes ional development opportunities and profe sional recognition; job announcements for entry- and seniorlevel positions; and information on workforce demographics
and the DA E&S Career Program Strategic Plan. The Web ite
is located at http://www.dacp16.net.
For further information, contact Walli Berrios at (703)
617-1947.

Purchase Card
Electronic CertilicationAPaperless Success!
On July 24, 2000, officials at the Fort Rucker and Fort
Polk beta te t sites began receiving their purchase card statements tbrough a ecured Lntemet connection. This new automated electronic payment certification proce ,in addition to
the Web-based account setup and maintenance function used by
local program coordinators, is a paperless success!
Thi new application, provided under the SmartPay task
order with U.S. Bank, gives card officials 24-hour, 7-day-aweek acces to purchase card transactions, billing statement ,
and monthly invoices. Officials can now review or dispute
tran actions, approve cardholder or bllting statements, and cer-
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period of performance reduced for not rendering excellent
performance.
The award-term concept is best suited for co t-plusincentive fee, firm-fixed-price, and fixed-price incentive contracts, particularly in the service arena. Naturally, cost-plusaward fee contracts are excluded from thi concept because the
objective in award-term contracts is to achieve a level of
performance that other incentives are not achieving. Under the
pilot program, the Army expects contracting officers to make
decisions concerning contract types in their respective
commands that are most suitable for award-term application.
The pilot phase of this program will run for 3 years, during
which time contracting activities involved in the pilot will
annually provide status updates to Headquarters, Department of
the Army. Based on lessons leamed and feedback from the
field, the Army will determine the merit of institutionalizing
this concept.
The preceding article was wrilten by Esther Morse. Director, Procurement and Industrial Base Policy. Office of (he
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (Procurement).
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CONFERENCES
Second Annual Aviation Ground
Support Equipment Users Conference
The Directorate of Combat Developments-Aviation,
Materiel and Logistics System Divi ion will host the Second
Annual Aviation Ground Support Equipment (AGSE) Users
Conference Dec. 5-6, 2000, at tbe Fort Rucker, AL, Officer's
Club. The theme for this year's conference is "Focus on the
Future." The proposed aviation logistics vision upporting
AGSE will be reviewed and priorities set for future Army
AGSE development and acquisition. User participation give
the field commander tbe opportunity to provide input to future
ystems requirement .
Conference attendance is intended for brigade, battalion,
and company-level maintenance officers and noncommissioned
officers. Attendees wbo want an electronic copy of the pre entations are encouraged to bring a CD-R compact di c. Fort
Rucker billeting re ervations can be made by calling (334) 2552626 or DS 558-2626. For additional conference information,
contact CPT Rob Wegner, DSN 558-1580, (334) 255-1580, fax
(334) 255-9191, or e-mail WegnerR@rucker.army.mil.
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FROM THE
ACQUISITION REFORM
OFFICE .. .
Savings Expected From Small-Caliber
Ammo Contract
The Operations Support Command (OSC), located at Rock
Island, IL, recently awarded a Io-year production contract for smallcaliber ammunition. It is expected to save the government aboUI
$700 million in comparison with similar earlier contracts. The
award proce took half the time and consumed half the resources of
previous acqui itions.
An imegrated product learn was u ed in the development and
evaluation of the propo aL Team members were functional expert
fmm OSC, the Service , and higher headquarters. The term and
conditions of the solicitation were developed under the Alpha con·
tracting process through discussions between the government and
the interested offeror . All related scopes of work were performanceoriented. Military pecification and tandard were reduced by
approximately 60 percent from the previous acquisition and
replaced with commercial or performance tandards. Further, electronic contracting greatly reduced processing time.
A frrm-ftxed-price contract was awarded on the basi of best
value. Price, past perfonnance, and technical expertise were evaluated aboUI equally. There were 45 different (but simi lar) items
included in the acquisition. By combining these items, the contractor achieved economies of scale, which were passed on 10 the government. Prices were provided for each item for the entire range of
expected quanti tie from the minimum through the maximum
expected each year.
Offerors were allowed to use government facilities for manufacture. The successful offeror chose to u e a government facility
because it had the capability and capacity to manufacture mo t of
the items at one location. Direct Vendor Delivery aved money
because shipment were ent directly to the customer, rather than to
a torage facility, whenever pos ible.

THAAD Award-Fee Contract
Emphasizes Successful Flight Tests
The Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMO) contract valued at 3.8
billion was awarded to Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co., Missile
and Space Operations, Sunnyvale, CA, on June 28. 2000. The
THAAD EMO contract is an award-fee type COl.llracl. The functional perfonnance areas are technical, management, and cost ,md
schedule.
Emphasis was placed on the importance of successful rught
tests occurring on chedule and within cost. The contract include
an award fee pool with special incentives for successful flight test
intercep for the first two flight attempts at White ands Missile
Range (WSMR) and Kwajalein Mi i1e Range (KMR). If Lockheed
Martin achieves a successful intercept within the first two attempts
at WSMR the company will receive a 25 million award fee.
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However, if it is unsucces ful after the fIrSt attempt, Lockheed will
hare 15 million of the incurred EMO contract cost. If Lockheed
Martin achieves a uccessful intercept within the fIrSt two attempt
at KMR, it will receive a $25 million award fee. However, if it i
un ucces ful after the first attempt, Lockh ed will hare $20 million
of the contract cos!. The clau e identifies technical parameters that
must be met during each of the first two rught te ts at both range .
Use of the Alpha contracting process for developing the scope
of work and the integrated master plan (IMP) and integrated master
schedule (lMS). as well as for proposal preparation and evaluation,
provided the government with a be t-value conLrac!. Th.e rMP provide the proce narratives, events, and criteria for the EMO Program. The IMS provides the detail tasks and schedule for implementing the IMP. Both the IMP and the IMS were developed during
the Alpha contracting process, ub tantially reducing the nonnal
negotiation time and promoting a better understanding of the EMO
requirements and the contractor-proposed approach to meeting these
requirements.

Standard Procurement System
Adds Value
At U.S. Army Space Command
The U.S. Army Space Command (ARSPACE), Colorado
Spring, CO, uses the Standard Procurement Sy tern/Procurement
Desktop Defen e (SPS/PD2) y tern throughout its acqui ition
proces , from the requirements proce through distribution of contractual document. U ing thi one y tern for many acquisition
functions standardizes the proce within ARSPACE and ensures a
seamless acquisition environment. This proces also brings several
functional areas together during daily operations.
Each functional area office within ARSPACE now uses the
requiremen portion of SPS/pD2, Acquiline, to input purchase
requirements. This eliminate the need for wrinen form and aile 1ates any translationi ue arising when another office completes
purchase request fonns.
Resource Management (RM) personnel fund the electronic purchase requests after all requirements are input and enter the accounting citation in SPS/PD2. Thi reduce errors in the accounting
cycle. PreviOUSly, RM personnel funded requirements on a bardcopy purchase request, tran mitted tbe request to contracting personnel who would manually put the citation into SPS/pD2. This
re ulted in errors because contracting personnel are generally unfamiliar with variou fund citation.
Once funded, the purchase reque t is elll to contracting personnel to acquire tbe requested item. Distribution of the resulting contractual document is now made via e-mail as a Micro oft Word
anachment. Electronic distribution is efficient, inexpen ive, and
allows the contractor to further distribute the documem in a timely
manner to all involved. Subcontractors, suppliers, and all other parties are able to get the contract instantly without the cost for po tage
and administrative personnel to make Il,e distribution. This distribution enables contracting persOlmel to attach other documents such as
ta k orders and tatemems of work to the contract.
ARSPACE contracting personnel have found that commandwide use of SPS/PD2 gives each functional area a better understanding of what the other doe and bring them ....gether working toward
a common goal. As a result, the command bas benefited by saving
time and money and having a more accurate contract with in tantaneous distribution to the customer.
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